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II

§ Abstract

The secular amatory lyric in Scottish vernacular literature of the period

1561-1604 is the subject of this thesis which is critical and theoretical in its

approach. In historical and cultural terms, the study is concerned with lyric poetry-

associated with the courts of Mary, Queen of Scots and James VI. While the

amatory work of principal lyricists (for example, Alexander Scott, Alexander

Montgomerie, William Fowler, John Stewart, William Alexander) is analysed

individually, the thesis also pursues the literary and cultural implications of

neglected anonymous material in manuscript miscellanies. The thesis argues that the

tension between imitation and invention, which James VI identified in his critical

treatise of 1584 as the chief impetus for a newly redefined nationalist poetic, lies at

the heart of the period's amatory lyric.

The pressure to recreate and reinvent this genre is analysed in three main

fields: (i) rhetoric (the vexed issue of language and self-representation; the

mannerist exaggerations of amatory conceit by Alexander Montgomerie); (ii)

philosophies of desire (the reconception of Neoplatonic amatory thought in Mary's

lyrics; the rewriting of Petrarch's theological resolution of secular desire by William

Fowler) (iii) constructions of 'the feminine' (how the female beloved is rhetorically

and symbolically conceived; how the feminine voice and the female desiring subject

profoundly challenge a masculine literary system; how a feminist reading strategy

influences the reception of these lyrics). Ultimately, the thesis seeks to demonstrate

(by a combination of critical and theoretical analysis, and cultural contextualisation)

how various practitioners of the Scottish secular love lyric fashioned distinctive and

innovative forms of the genre.
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-Preface-

(i)
Introduction

The subject of this thesis is the amatory lyric in Scotland from the period

1561 to 1604 as it flourished at the courts ofMaty Stuart and James VI1. It seeks to

record the diversity of the genre in its literary, cultural and symbolic

manifestations in an intensive reading of amatory poetry by Alexander Scott,

Alexander Montgomerie, William Fowler, John Stewart, William Alexander; by

anonymous lyricists within manuscript collections; and of that composed by both

Scottish sovereigns. The study is founded on three principle areas of analysis:

rhetoric and the nature of writing; the nature and philosophy of desire as

expounded by each poet; and the construction of gender and sexuality. The thesis

is offered as the first extended study of the amatory lyric's manifestations in

Renaissance Scotland. It seeks to build on the considerable foundations laid by

R.D.S. Jack and Helena Shire. Informed by some contemporary theoretical issues,

the present work analyses the subject of love, the loved and loving self in a

substantial yet comparatively neglected area of Scottish literature^.

1 Though the first chapter is concerned with the lyrics of the Bannatyne manuscript whose
date of inscription and apparent completion is 1568, 1561 has been chosen as the study's temporal
beginning when Mary, Queen of Scots arrived in Scotland from France. The Bannatyne amatory
lyrics largely stem from the period of her reign, and Mary's own secular love sonnets may have been
composed any time prior to 1567. William Alexander's Aurora, with which this study ends, was
published in 1604, a year after the Union of the Crowns.
2 R.D.S. Jack's study of late sixteenth century Scottish literature is prolific, and appropriate
reference is made to his work throughout the thesis; The Italian Influence on Scottish Literature
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1972) is one major study. Helena Shire's seminal
contribution to the field is Song. Dance and Poetry at the Court ofKing James VI of Scotland
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969). Emphasis has tended to fall upon the sonnet genre
in these and other studies (eg. Murray F. Markland, 'A Note on Spenser and the Scottish
Sonneteers', SSL 1 (1966-7), pp. 136-140, and Ian Ross, 'Sonneteering in Sixteenth Century
Scotland', Texas Studies in Language and Literature 6 (1964), pp. 255-68) so that other lyric genres
have been neglected. The exception is Theo van Heijnsbergen, 'The Sixteenth-Century Scottish Love
Lyric', Essenses: Bulletin of the Netherlands Societyfor English Studies 3 (1993), pp. 19-3 7, 'a
general outline' (p.34) which is restricted in its range of examples, and is primarily comparative (the
paradigm is English) in its approach.
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Definitions This introduction is intended as a theoretical preface to the

thesis proper. Several qualifications require to be stated at the outset. The first

concerns the scope and definition of the term, 'lyric', of which Scaliger concedes

there are 'genera multa'A The genres of sonnet, epigram, epithalavruon, elegy, and

complaint are each embraced by this study. Critics have commented on the

absence of a 'systematic lyric theory' in the Renaissance^. Scaliger defined lyrica

by its brevity. This facet, seemingly the canonical criterion for the century's

definition of the 'Lyricall kind' by which Ronsard meant 'les...petitz poesmes', is

reflected in the thesis's scope of inclusion^ (a work such as Montgomery's The

Cherrie and the Slae is therefore excluded by reason of its considerable length).

Sonnet sequences, the narrative extension of the short lyric form, are accepted

(indeed, the sequence constitutes one of the significant developments of the lyric

form from the late 1560's onwards), and so too are the lyrics of substantial length

which constitute the qnerelle des femmes section of the Bannatyne manuscript on

the premise that any reading of the luve bulletins which excludes these

controversial texts is substantially incomplete.

Virtually all of the lyrics here considered are united by a common social

and cultural environment. With few exceptions, they exist purely in manuscript,

and by virtue of their association with the Scottish court of the late sixteenth

Scaliger, Poetices libri septem ed. Luc Dietz (Stuttgart: Bad Cannstatt, 1994), Book I, xiiv,
p. 380. For a variety of critical approaches and definitions of lyric in general, Northrop Frye,
'Approaching the Lyric', Jonathan Culler, 'Changes in the Study of the Lyric', Paul de Man, 'Lyrical
Voice in Contemporary Theory: Riffaterre and Jauss', in Lvric Poetry Beyond New Criticism ed.
Patricia Parker and Chaviva Hosek (Cornell University Press, 1985), pp. 31-37, 38-54, 55-73; David
Lindley, Lyric (London: Methuen, 1985); Timothy Bahti, Ends of the Lvric. Direction and
Consequence in Western Poetry (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996); Mark Jeffreys, 'Songs and
Inscriptions: Brevity and the Idea ofLyric', Texas Studies in Language and Literature 36 (1994),
pp. 118-133. For general reference studies of the Renaissance lyric see, for example, C.S. Lewis,
English Literature in the Sixteenth Century (Oxford, 1954), Douglas L. Peterson, The English Lvric
from Wvatt to Donne (Princeton University Press, 1967), Maurice Evans, English Poetry in the
Sixteenth Century (Cambridge University Press, 1955); Harold Toliver, Lvric Provinces in the
English Renaissance. (Ohio State University Press: Columbus, 1985) Gary Waller, English Poetry of
the Sixteenth Century (London: Longman, 1986).

Jerome Mazzaro, Transformations in the Renaissance English Lvric (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1970), p. 3.

Abbrege de I'Arl Poetique Frangois (1565), Critical Prefaces of the French Renaissance ed.
Bernard Weinberg (Northwestern L'niversity Press, 1950), p. 202.
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century may be conceived as a social and recreational art form. Musical settings

are extant for many lyrics which define such writers as Scott and Montgomerie as

lyricists in the conventional definition here given by Puttenham:

Others who more delighted to write songs or ballads of pleasure, to be
song with the voice, and to the harpe, lute, or citheron and such other
musical, instruments, they were called melodious Poets [melici] or by
a more common name Lirique Poets...P

The correspondence between music and poetry is epitomised in the figure of the

poet-musician 'with his tuned lyre and well-accorded voice'^. Helena Shire (in

collaboration with Kenneth Elliott) has amply studied the musical and poetic

symbiosis of the Castalian and early seventeenth century Scottish lyric. This study

seeks to explore other facets of the musical association, principally its refinement

of the amatory lyric as an intensely rhetorical and persuasive form. The empathic

power of sung poetry (or poetry accompanied by music) is well attested by

classical and medieval sources on poetic and musical affiliations^. The genre of

the lute poem, aptly illustrated by William Drummond's 'Sound hoarse sad Lute',

literally portrays an instrument of pathos and persuasion^. As the subsequent

reading of Scott's poetry suggests, the alliance of music and poetry gives rise to the

notion of the performative love lyric. This in turn renders the notion of the 'lyric

voice' theoretically contentious. Many of these lyrics offer a confessional T which

should not be equated with post-Romantic conceptions of the solipsistic and

'authentic' voice. The amatory lyric self, as the thesis will argue in accordance with

recent criticism on the vexed subject of Renaissance poetic 'subjectivity', is

■ George Puttenham, The Arte ofEnglish Poesie ed. Edward Arber (London, 1869), I.xi, pp.
40-1.

Sir Philip Sidney, An Apology for Poetry ed. Geoffrey Shepherd (Manchester University
press, 1973), p. 118.

See Mazzaro, op. cit., pp. 11-17, and Part t, Chapter 2, for an account of the
interrelation ofmusic and poetry in the love lyrics of Alexander Scott, and further bibliographical
and source details.

Poems and Prose ed. Robert H. MacDonald (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1976),
sonnet xxviii of Poems (1616), p. 4. The lyric, 'My mistres is in Musik passing skilfull', on f. 210v of
the Bannatyne manuscript (the lyric which precedes the ballattis ofhive section) draws out the
sexual implications of'ane sueit delicious tuich/Vpon the instrument'.
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preeminently a rhetorical construct. The lyric voice is never authentic or pure but
'mimed' or 'recreated' on each performance. The concepts of'privacy' and 'sincerity'

form the subject of delicate inventive wit in these texts' 0.

The sole Scottish critical treatise of the period, the Reulis and Cautelis to

be observit and eschewil in Scoltis poesie, by James VI published in 1584, does

not discuss the genres subsumed within the term 'lyric' (as, for example, does

Puttenham's treatise) but rather the desirable metrical form to be used by aspiring

practitioners of the Castalian poetic: for example, 'ballat Royal'or 'Sonet verse'.

What James prescribes 'In materis of loue' is not (surprisingly) the ubiquitous

sonnet but 'Commoun verse' and 'verse of ten fete...as also all kyndis of cuttit and

brokin verse'1'. Metrically, James envisaged highly stylised forms for the topic of

love. James's generic and formal criteria were thoretically catholic; at the end of

the treatise, he even confesses to having 'omittit...sindrie kvndes of haill verse'' ~,
This heterogeneity is mirrored in the types of lyric poetry included in the present

thesis. It is perhaps paradoxical that a substantial proportion of extant poetry by

writers associated with James's court should exemplifiy the 'Lyricall kind'. Though

subdued in his formal critical essay, the king's generic preferences lay in epic, and

in religious and moral subjects. It is ironic, therefore, that the first (extant) sonnets

in Scotland should address the subject of love: one found in the Bannatyne

manuscript of 1568, and those attributed to Mary Stuart, thus conforming to

Peletier du Mans's promotion of the sonnet as 'la viue expression des passions

amoureuses' in imitation of those composed 'a l'honneur de sa Dame Laure1'V
10 The literature on this subject is vast; the principal studies are cited in Part I, Chapter 2; see,
for example, Joel Fineman, Shakespeare's Perjured Eve. The Invention of Poetic Subjectivity in the
Sonnets (University ofCalifornia Press, 1986).

Reulis and Cautelis, The Essaves of a Prentise. in the Divine Art ofPoesie (Edinburgh:
Thomas Vautroullier, 1584), sig. Miiijv.
12

op. cit., sig. Nr.
L'Art Poetique (Geneva, 1971), p. 61; Petrarch epitomises the sonnet genre in Du Bellay's

La Deffense et Illustration. The Scottish sonnet was, as Jack has frequently argued, highly diverse in
subject matter, and not confined to the topic of love. For the Bannatyne sonnet, see NLS Adv. 1.1.6,
f. 211 v, 'Sonet', anon., 'Lyke as the littill emmet, haith hir gall'. Mary's sonnets were first published in
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The term 'Scottish' when used in the present context designates a lyric

written in the Scots vernacular, and (as far as can be established) within Scotland.

The first of these qualifications at once demarcates a body of poetry to be

distinguished from that of the Scottish Neolatinists of the late sixteenth and early

seventeenth centuries. Though this substantial corpus of writing lies outwith the

scope of the present study, its influence in the creation of mid to late sixteenth

century Scottish vernacular poetry (both secular and sacred) is acknowledged from

the outset (especially given the fact that several writers whose amatory work is

here considered wrote dually in Latin and in Scots)^. The second part of the

definition, 'Scottish', entails further qualification. Though the poetry which forms

the most substantial part of the thesis was written at the Scottish courts of both

Mary and James, there are other texts of more equivocal origin: for example, the

'nuptial' sonnets which James allegedly wrote to Anna may well have been

composed in Denmark; and many of the minor manuscript miscellany lyrics are

anonymous, of unknown provenance, and may well be Scottish copies of English

originals. Such exceptions are addressed in the relevant chapters.

One further qualification should be made which stems from Scottish

literature's unique possession of two 'Renaissances': one which was largely created

and celebrated by Hugh MacDiarmid, and the other sixteenth century movement

about which there is little consensus. The difficulties of the Burckhardtian term

'Renaissance' are conceded by recent English revisionary studies which dispense

with the idea of a grand recit or 'master narrative of a universal, homogeneous and

synchronic renaissance'^ The idea of not one but many 'Renascences' is mooted

Arte Detectioun of the duinges ofMarie Ouene of Scottes. touchand the murder of her husband, and
her conspiracie. aduiterie and pretensed marriage with the erle ofBothweii fa.p. n.d, but believed to
be by John Day in London, 1571). For further details, see Part I, Chapter 3.

See, for example, James MacQueen, 'Scottish Latin Poetry', History of Scottish Literature.
4 vols (Aberdeen University Press, 1989), vol 1 ed. R.D.S. Jack, pp. 213-226.
15 Andrew Hadfield, Literature. Politics and National Identity. Reformation to Renaissance
(Cambridge University Press, 1994), p. 16. See also Thomas Healy, New Latitudes. Theory and
English Renaissance Literature (Edward Arnold, 1992), and R.D.S. Jack's trenchant '"Translating"
the Lost Scottish Renaissance', Translation andLiterature 6 (1997), pp. 66-80.
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by Panofskyl6 In Scottish terms, the issue is especially contentious. Should the

term 'Renaissance' be confined purely to the self-proclaimed poetic renewal of

James's treatise in 1584? Scottish literature is then charged with a conventional

cultural belatedness. The present chapter chooses to retain the term 'Renaissance'

in referring to the Scottish lyric between 1561 and 1604 ^. This is in preference to

the term, 'early modern', which is arguably freighted with its own ideological

assumptions

Given that the thesis confines itself to the vernacular lyric, it is principally

concerned with 'indigenous' aspects of the period's amatory poetry. What this term

embraces might usefully be defined by what the thesis omits. It does not postulate

a definitive 'tradition' of Scottish love lyric since 'tradition' seems to bear an

ideological weight which is not borne out. The thesis is not, in principal,

comparative in scope. This may at first appear a paradoxical limitation for a genre

so avowedly derivative and so embedded in European traditions as the sixteenth

century love lyric. The relation of late sixteenth and early seventeenth century

Scottish poetry to French and Italian lyricists has been studied in extensive detail

by R.D.S. Jack 18. Jack's comparative studies form an implicit and assumed

background to the present readings. The large exception to this rule is Francesco

Petrarca's Rirne sparse (the Canzionere or Rerum vulgarmm fragmenta). The

archetypal sixteenth century love lyric is woven from allusions both implicit and

explicit, linguistic and conceptual, to this canonical work (this is not, of course, to

imply that fne quintessential 'love lyric' arises a priori on the creation of the Rime

sparse since it itself is inextricably rooted in earlier literary and philosophical

idioms).

16 Erwin Panofsky, Renaissance and Renascences in Western Art (1960; Harper and Row,
1972).

See the sensitive and erudite account by Matthew MacDiarmid, 'Some Aspects of the Eariy
Renaissance in Scotland', Forum for Modern Language Studies 3 (1967), pp. 201-21 which
discusses the Bannatyne manuscript and Alexander Scott.
18 The Scottish Sonnet and Renaissance Poetry, 2 vols, unpub. PhD diss. (University of
Edinburgh, 1968); The Italian Influence, op. cite, 'Imitation in the Scottish Sonnet', Comparative
Literature 20 (1968), pp. 313-328.
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The concept of 'Petrarchanism' or 'Petrarchism' is a crucial and inevitable

tool of analysis for the period's amatory lyric. The Rime sparse serves as a

monumental index against which standards of derivation and innovation can be

measured. Yet this thesis seeks to exact a more critical and nuanced understanding

of'Petrarchism' than it appears generally to signify; the adjective, 'Petrarchistic', is

not applied without precise qualification^. A preliminary discussion of the

Petrarchan 'inheritance' in relation to imitation, and the paradox of Scottish

'belatedness' can be found below^O.

An explanation of the thesis's structure and arrangement is here

appropriate. Firstly, the study adopts a chronological and diachronic approach to

the material. For reasons of conceptual clarity, it is divided into two parts. It begins

in the period of Mary's reign with the compilation of the Bannatyne manuscript

(the common reference to George Bannatyne's ballat buik completed in 1568), and

the discovery of the sonnets attributed to Mary herself in 1567. A separate chapter

is devoted to the poetry of Alexander Scott despite his status as the principle love

lyricist of Bannatyne's collection. His lyrics seemingly crystallise many aspects of

the Bannatyne love poem per se as well as constituting a significant and

independent body of work. The three chapters are intended to form a unity,

refining and developing shared preoccupations in the hope that a fuller portrait of

Marian poetic court culture emerges.

The second part is devoted to the amatoiy lyrics associated with various

writers of James's court, culminating in the 1604 publication of William

Alexander's Aurora. Again, its chronological divisions and authorial based

chapters are set for reasons of argumentative clarity rather than to suggest

19 The term 'Petrarchan' will be used to refer to either Petrarch himseffor the Rime sparse;
'Petrarchistic' to subsequent imitations of the Rime by so-called petrarchisti.

There are several other exceptions to this general 'rule' of comparative allusions. Allusion to
the Ronsardian sonnets on which Montgomerie bases several lyrics is deemed necessary for a fuller
understanding of their achievements; and detailed reference to the elegy by Marot on which the
Maitland quarto female-voiced 'Elagie' draws in Part I, Chapter 3, is also necessary to make the point
of the 'Elagie"s radicalism more salient.
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improbably 'neat' or 'compartmentalised' periods of composition. Alexander

Montgomerie, for example, is a writer whose work spans both the Marian and

Jamesian periods though I have preferred (with critical convention) to define him

as a 'Castalian' writer. Each chapter in this section therefore engages with the

others in implicit critical dialogue.

Both Bannatyne and Maitland manuscripts (discussed in both parts) contain

poetry written before the 1560's, including amatory material by both William

Dunbar and Gavin Douglas. The latter has not been analysed to any substantial

extent (though the prologue to Book IV of the Eneados shapes discussion of the

moral ethos of the Bannatyne luve ballattis in Part 1, Chapter 1). The reason for

this exclusion is twofold: firstly, such material considerably predates the thesis's

chronological beginning; and secondly, it has received far greater critical attention

than the later sixteenth century amatory literature. Again, the thesis does not seek

to contest or negate the possible influences of these earlier writers, and brief

comparisons are drawn or referenced where appropriate.

Although the thesis is shaped chronologically, it does not seek to impose a

distinct teleology upon what is clearly a substantial and diverse body of writing. To

suggest a definitive development or evolution for the genre would, arguably, imply

that it reaches its most complex and mature expression at the historical moment at

which this thesis has chosen to end. This would unjustly simplify the qualities of a

genre which does not progress in a theoretically concise linear fashion (for

example, aspects of a Stewart lyric of the 1590's recall an anonymous Bannatyne

piece of the 1560's). Nor is the thesis divided into thematically self-sufficient

chapters. By contrast, the uiachronic and broadly writer-based chapter arrangement

permits the range and diversity of each poet's amatory work to be conveyed

(though, of course, a full sense of her or his poetic identity - or rather identities —

cannot be achieved by this single-genre approach). Rather, the analytical approach

of each chapter is partly dictated by the nature of the material that forms its subject
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(for example, Fowler's amatory poetry invites discussion of the influence of

emblem books in Part II, Chapter 3). The three principle areas of concern stated at

the outset consistently inform each reading: language or rhetoric; the nature of

desire; and the construction of gender with particular reference to concepts of 'the

feminine' (either in respect of the rhetorical and imaginative construction of the

beloved woman, or the implications of the desiring subject when gendered

female). These three areas (whose concerns are often mutual) are now briefly

defined in order to provide a theoretical 'preface' to the arguments proper.

'that lovely name ofLove'^l The Renaissance love lyric was frequently

censured, in jest and earnest, for its alleged triviality. Sidney defines 'wanton

sinfulness and lustful love' as one of the abuses of poetry: 'they say the Lyric is

larded with passionate sonnets, the Elegiac weeps the want of his mistress, and that

even to the Heroical Cupid hath ambitiously climbed'22 The lyric 'of unresistable

love' is charged with delusion and idolatry.

The moral and intellectual imperfection of the genre is variously exploited

by these Scottish lyricists. The critical ideals espoused by James echo the fear of

love lyric's effeminacy and emasculating powerMedieval and Renaissance

commentators condemned Paris's choice of Venus as the foolish impulse of

sensuality; Alexander's Aurora ends by proclaiming the lover's newly edifying

choice of Juno and Minerva24. While the enduring vulnerability ofMars to Venus

is delicately exploited by Stewart ('Mars thow maks smyll for all his fervent feed'),

the satirical and polemical poetry which flourished during the latter part of Mary's

21 Sidney, op. cit., p. 125.
22

op. cit., p. 125.
23 See the dedicatory sonnet to David Murray's sonnet sequence Caeiia (1611) for an
expression of anxiety regarding 'loue-sick verse' : Poems of Sir David Murray ofGorthv (Edinburgh,
1823), 'To the right Noble and his most honoured good Lord, Richard Lord Dingwall', 1. 13.
' Aurora. Containing the first fancies of the Authors youth (London: Richard Field. 1604),
Song 10,11. 25-30, see The Poetical Works ofWilliam Alexander Earl of Stirling eds. L.E. Kastner
and H.B. Charlton, STS, 2 vols (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1929), II, p. 521.
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reign condemned emasculating desire and the 'effemynate force' of 'courtly

reoysance'25 .

The association of the feminine with lyric (and its consequent devaluation)

is playfully conceded by William Mure ofRowallan:

Hir worth I rasie in Elegik lyne
In Lyricks sueit hir beuties I extoll
The brace Heroik doth hir rair ingyne
in tvme's imortal registe enroll
Since thou ofme hath maid thy poet then
be bold (sueit Lady) to imploy my pen^o

Montgomerie converts the anxieties which attend the composition of love poetry

into ebullient celebration.

My Muse let mercure language to me len
With Pindar pennis for to outspring the spheirs
or petrarks pith surpassing all my peirs
To pingill Apelles pynsell with my pen27

This is a characteristic gesture of Montgomery's, marrying hyperbole and hubris:

crucially, Mercury is solicited to add inventive wit or intellect to the beloved's

incarnation; Pindar and Petrarch are glorified as the models of lyric poetiy. The

affinities between lyric, desire, and femininity are provocatively pursued in these

lyrics.

Amatory rhetoric The salient fact that the love poem is a verbal construct is

frequently emphasised by these writers. The lover has only words by which to

25 NLS Adv. 19.2.6, f 76v, 'In Prais of luif at the desyre of ane Nobile ladie', I. 18; The
Poems of John Stewart ofBaldvnneis ed. Thomas Crockett, STS (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1913), p.
135, 'Maister Randolphe's Fantasy', Satirical Poems of the Time of the Reformation ed. James
Cranstoun, 2 vols (Blackwood: Edinburgh, 1890-3), I, p. 17,11. 412-25.

'Livre des amours', EUL MS La.III.454, see The Works of Sir William Mure ofRowallan
ed. William Tough, STS, 2 vols (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1888), p. 54, sonnet viii, U. 9-14.

EUL MS La. De 3 80, f 72v, 11. 9-12; The Poems of Alexander Montgomerie ed. James
Cranstoun, STS (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1887), p. 110-11.
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reveal passion; love itself is often synonymous with poetry: 'when a man beginnet'n

to intreat of amorous matters sodainly he becometh a poet-8
The musis nyn as Poets mak record
Ons did the link in chains of Rosis reed:

OQ

Nymphs ofPernase accompts the for thair lord- ':

My toung vnabile is to paint
That constant lufe vat dois remane
Within my hairt
O happie war the Rethoriciane,
That with sueit wourdis walu lament it-^

Ne vuus voyant selon qu'avez promts
I'ay mis la main anpapierpour escrire
D'vn different que ie voulu transcrire^.

The fundamental tenet of virtually all the amatory lyrics assessed here, and the

lover's perpetual fear, is the difficult or impossible art of disclosing desire: '1 feill a

passion can not be expresf These expressions of anxious inarticulateness echo

Petrarch's effort to communicate Tamoroso pensero' to Laura. Though the amatory

writing which predates Petrarch pursues the paradox of inarticulate lovers, the

Rime gives particular cogency, subtlety and pathos to the duplicity of love

language, and the lover's sense that Cupid speaks 'parole...talor mensogna et talor
n')

vero'-". The lover is compared to a child 'ch' a pena/volge la lingua et snoda,/che

28 Juan Harte, The examinacion ofmens wits translated by Richard Carew (1594), cited in
Anne Ferry, The 'Inward' Language. Sonnets of VVvatt. Sidney, Shakespeare. Donne. (University of
Chicago Press, 1983), p. 269.
29 Stewart, op. cit., 11. 15-17.

EUL MS La.UI.447, f. 13r, 11. 11-13, 17-18. published in The Poems of Alexander
Montgomerie ed George Stevenson, STS Supplementary Volume) (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1907),
pp. 196-7, though the Montgomerie attribution is purely conjectural.
31 Maiy, Queen of Scots, Detection/! op. cit., final sestain, 11. 1-3.
32 Montgomerie, 'A late regrate of leirning to love', I. 9. EUL MS La. De.3.80, f. 13v,
Cranstoun ed., p. 135. For an eloquent account of the dilemma of inarticulatenss, see Gordon
Braden, 'Unspeakable Love: Petrarch to Herbert', Soliciting Interpretation. Literary Theory and
Seventeenth Century English Poetry eds. Elizabeth D. Flarvey and Katherine Maus (University of
Chicago Press, 1990), pp. 253-72.

'words sometimes false and sometimes true': Rime 168, i. 5, translation by Robert M.
Durling, Petrarch's Lyric Poems. The Rime sparse and Other Lyrics (Harvard University Press,
1976), pp. 314-5.
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dir non sa ma '1 piu tacer gli e nota'->4. Writing is a compulsion (Love urges him to

write 'in lettre d'oro'^5 ). and offers cathartic relief for the lover's dolor. Yet the

lover's words are intrinsically flawed, scattered and 'broken', 'imperfette et quai

d'uom che sogna!' The pursuit of perfect love is as elusive as that of desire

flawlessly communicated.

The paradoxes attending the expression of I'amorose note are pursued in

various, often subtle, ways by these Scottish poets: for example, the notion of

'inwardness' in the poetry of Alexander Scott and its arduous effort to achieve

verbal and emotional communion with the beloved; the idea of inarticulate and

therefore sacrosanct love in Mary's sonnets; the manneristic artifice displayed by

Montgomerie and Stewart's love discourse. Fowler's series of elegies on the

beloved's death question the sufficiency of language to express grief, and to

recreate the absent beloved, echoing Petrarch's desire that he possessed 'un si

pietoso stile/che Laura mia potesse torre a Morte/come Euridice Orfeo'-3^ This is

ironic given the lover's earlier confession that 'tacito vo, che le parole morte/farian

pianger la gente, et i' desio/che le lagrime mie si spargan sole'^7. The impossibility
of portraying Laura in words makes his language (even before her death) 'bereaved'

or destitute of its subject^.
The art of representing the female beloved is perpetually addressed in these

lyrics. Since her beauty defies description (the excusatio and the trope of

impossibilia are frequently invoked), she evades representation: 'No Poets pen, nor

Rhetors tong can tell/So farre beyond the bounds of all compare'-^. The amatory

34 'who can hardly move and untangle his tongue, who is not able to speak but hates to be
silent any longer': Rime 125,11. 40-3 (Durling, pp. 240-1).
35 Rime 93,1. 2.

'Would I had so sorrowful a style that I could win my Laura back from Death as Orpheus
won his Eurydice. .': Rime 332,11. 49-51 (Durling, pp. 526-7).

'I go silent for my dead words would make people weep and I desire my tears to be shed in
solitude': Rime 18,11. 12-14 (Durling, pp. 52-3).

Petrarch concedes that his inadequate language almost profanes Laura: see Rime, sonnets
20, 143, 247,308.

Alexander Craig, Amorose Songes and Sonets (1608), Poetical Works ed David Laing,
Hunterian Club (Glasgow, 1875), p. 64, To Erantina', 11. 9-10.
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poet frequently questions the efficacy of her or his words; Petrarch's lover is
haunted by the tragic belatedness of his writing: 'Pur vivendo veniasi ove

deposto/in quelle caste orecchie avrei, par!ando,/de' miei dolci pensier l'antica

soma'40.

One corollary of the intensely rhetorical and rhetorically self-conscious

quality of love discourse is that the archetypal late sixteenth century Scottish love

poem (one in which a male lyricist addreses a female beloved) is persuasive.

Seduction is enacted through rhetorical techniques of persuasion, and rhetoric is

commonly defined as a 'persuadible art'^L Ostensibly, the lyric's pragmatic end or

purpose is to persuade the beloved to consent emotionally (not least sexually): 'The

word persuasion is to be interpreted broadly to mean a moving of the heart and

emotions, so that the auditor is impelled not only to believe, but also to act [non

lantum ut credat, sed etiam ut agat aliquid]' 42 Love rhetoric, in order to persuade

the beloved to 'act', must be effective. Such efficacy resides in its affective power,

its ability to influence, shape and manipulate the emotions of its (female) reader or

auditor^-3. The origins of affective rhetoric found in contemporary rhetorical works

(such as Scaliger's and Wilson's Arte ofKheionque^d) ]je in the classical rhetorical

40 Rime 317, II. 9-11: Ifonly she had lived where speaking I could have put down in those
chaste ears the ancient burden ofmy sweet thoughts' (Durling, pp. 496-7).

Leonard Cox, The Art ofcrafte ofRhetoryke (1532), cited in Arthur Kinney, 'Rhetoric and
Fiction in Elizabethan England', Renaissance Eloquence. Studies in the Theory and Practice of
Rhetoric ed. James J. Murphy (University of California Press, 1983), pp. 385-93 (386).
4 Wayne Rebhorn, The Emperor ofMen's Minds. Literature and the Renaissance Discourse
ofRhetoric (Cornell University Press, 1995), p. 4, citing the German rhetorician Bartholomew
Keckerman's Systema rhetorica (1606).

On the dialogic aspect of rhetorical address, see Thomas A. Sloan, 'The Crossing of
Rhetoric and Poetry in the English Renaissance', The Rhetoric of Renaissance Poetry, FromWvatt to
Milton eds. Sloan and Raymond B. Waddington (University ofCalifornia Press, 1974), pp. 212-42
(234). Rosemond Tuve Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery, Renaissance Poetics and Twentieth
Century Critics (University of Chicago Press, 1972), provides extensive analysis ofwhat she terms
'the criterion of rhetorical efficacy'.

Thomas Wilson, The Arte ofRhetorique ed. Thomas J. Derrick (New York: Garland
Publishing, 1982), p. 28. 'he must persuade and move the affections ofhis hearers in such wise, that
they shalbe forced to yielde unto his sayinge'.
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texts by Cicero, Aristotle, and Quintilian (the techniques of permovere and the

aim ofpathos) 45.
In Renaissance rhetorical treatises, the role of the passions received

increasing emphasis46 a new definition of elocutio arose which demanded that

rhetoric must compel perlwhat tones (Du Bellay's 'commotions de fame'). Movere

assumed more importance than docere or delectare in the conventional trinity of

rhetorical aims.

This extension of rhetoric's pragmatic power has interesting implications

for the analysis of love rhetoric. Similarity may be proposed between the amatory

lyricper se and the classical precept ofpersuasione in rhetorical art. The rhetorical

impulse of the lyric self to persuade and convince the beloved or audience of her

or his passion may be conceived as the poetic analogue of the oratorical,

persuasive ideal of (per)movere. Aristotelian pathos, part of the Rhetoric's

tripartite definition, consequently finds expression in the love lyric's endeavour to

solicit emotion. The poet-lover's pragmatic verbal agility is aptly expressed by this

contemporary definition:

The self is established through a mastery of eloquence, and
a mastery of eloquence is the means ofmastering others, as
suggested by its ability to bind and to 'fascinate' the reader.
Language is an instrument of power. . .47

4;> 'Rhetoric may be defined as a faculty ofdiscovering all the possible means of persuasion in
any subject' (Aristotle, Art of Rhetoric trans. J.H. Friese, Loeb (London: Fleinemann, 1982), I. 2, p.
10, on the 'appeal to the emotions in every part of a speech', see Quintiiian, De Institutio Qratore
trans E.W. Suton, Loeb (London: Heinemann, 1967),vol 2, VI.i.55, pp. 416 - 7). For an account of
pathos, see Lawrence D. Green, 'Aristotle's Rhetoric and Renaissance Views of the Emotions',
Renaissance Rhetoric ed. Peter Mack (Warwick University Press, 1994), pp. 1-26.

On this aspect see Nancy S. Streuver, The Language ofHistory in the Renaissance.
Rhetoric and Historical Consciousness in Florentine Humanism (Princeton UP, 1970), pp. 51-2;
Brian Vickers, In Defence of Rhetoric (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), pp. 278 - 80, comments
that French rhetorical thought shifted from preoccupation with poetic 'pattern and decoration' to that
of'functional expression' and (per)movere. It is interesting that James's treatise should be formally
prescriptive, concerned more with the technical intricacies of poetry than its affective power (it has
persuasively been shown to draw on Pleiade poetic doctrine, as well as Gascoigne's similarly
technical account; the late medieval treatises of the 'seconde Rhetorique' may also be influential).
47 Neil Rhodes, The Power ofEloquence and English Renaissance Literature (Harvester
1992), p.41.
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As many of these lyrics attest, love rhetoric is not only a means of persuasion but

also of subjugation: like the successful suasio, it gives 'its possessor the power to

subjugate others...The orator is a conqueror"1^.
This mastery of eloquence can be perceived in many ways. These poems

continually emphasise the supremely objectifying power of amatory discourse in

its conversion of woman into a beautiful object for rhetorical and sexual

contemplation. The popular device of the blason is a striking example of this

aestheticisation. The beauty of rhetoric and the female forme are seamlessly linked

as the beloved becomes a topic of rhetorical inventio^. The beloved challenges

the limits of poetic representation:

so oft my thoughts, bathtd in there beautyes sees,
breids thrist of theames for to proclayme your praise
bot quhat most chiefe and rare I suld first blaise
toung can not weill recounte, nor pen weill framed

If Argus eys, Briarius hands, or Stentors voyce I had
To looke at lardge, To write at will, to showte lyke fyfttye madd
my sight would faile, my fist would tyre, my voyce wax dull & horce,
Ere I could spye, or yet could pen, or sound yor bewtyes force5 1

Alexander's Aurora (1604) ironically exposes the mutual ties of power,

dependence and manipulation which bind lover to beloved. There the conventional

compliment that she will be 'eternised' by his poetry becomes detraction, she is

created by his artfulness, defined by rhetorical and symbolic artifice, and her

beauty and 'worth' do not exist intrinsically or independently of the lover's

4S Rebhorn, op. cit., p. 15.
The term, 'forme', is drawn from the lyric 'O blissid bird briehtest ofall' in the Maitland

quarto 91586), CUL PL 1408, f. 57r, 1. 72: 'Fra ye appeir anis in my sicht/all other forme dois faid/I
think yow lyik the goide so brichf (see The Maitland Quarto Manuscript ed. W.E. Craigie, STS
(Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1920), p. 115. The figure of rhetoric was frequently personified as a
woman in rhetorical and emblem texts: see Sara F. Matthews Grieco.Ange ou Diablesse. La
representation de la femrne au XVIe siecle (Paris: Flammarion, 1991)

William Fowler, NLS MS 2063, f. 1 lr, 11. 3-6; Works ed. Heniy W. Meikle, James Craigie,
and John Purves, 3 vols (Edinburgh and London, 1912-39), vol. 1, p. 219.
-51 NLS MS 2065, f 18v, 'Epigrame'; published in Fowler's Works, op. cit., as being of
'doubtful authenticity', p. 344.
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inventive powers. The figures of Apelles and Pygmalion are frequently cited; the

beloved is an artistic conception whom the lyricist desires, in Petrarch's terms, 'per

iscolpirlo, imaginando, in parte/onde mai ne per forza ne per arte'52.

Apelles quha did sa decoir
Dame venus face & breist befoir
With eolouris exqueseit
that nane micht be compared thairtill
nor yit na painter had ye skill
the bodye to compleiP^

To prais that perfyte is the labor wer but vain
to seik to pas the painters art, but lytill wer my gain^

The associations between woman and rhetorical artifice prompt reflection

on the power of imagination, and the fragility of illusion or 'externall shew...A

woman may seeme very coy in braue attire, with a faire face, and yet a whore'55.
Frequently, these lyrics expose the obverse of the beautiful and virtuous

beloved: the corrupt woman whose sexuality reveals in man (the male lover) his

capacities for sexual desire, and thus potential to sin. In the poetry of Fowler,

Alexander, James VI, and in a self-contained, independent section of the

Bannatyne manuscript, woman is conceived with varying degrees of complexity as

types of the Virgin and Eve. Fowler's sonnet, 'Orknay', represents this female

dualism in the figures of Circe and Penelope, sexual siren and devout wife;

Alexander's Aurora is a sustained reflection on precisely this opposition^
Beneath the playfulness ofMontgomerie's Medusa sonnet are twinned the ideas of

female beauty and putrefaction, and the threatening potency of her sexuality57. In

Fowler's Tarantula ofLove, the beloved fails to fulfil her conventional redemptive

52 Rime 50.11. 66-7: 'to sculpture [it] for imagination in a place where it would never be
moved by any art or force' (Durling, pp. 120-1).

'Declairye bankis ofHelicon', Maitland quarto, op. cit., f. 75r, 11. 33-38, STS p. 153. See
Part 11, Chapter 5, for a detailed analysis of the Apelles myth, its origin, and adaptation by
Alexander
54 'In prais of ane Gentle woman', Maitland quarto, ibid., f. 118v, 11. 2-3; STS p. 242.

Simion Grahame, The Anatomie ofHumors (16091. (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1830), p. 29.
NLS 2063, f 15r, STS op. cit., p. 227; see Part 11, Chapter 3 for further discussion.
EUL La. De.3.80, ff. 76v-77r; STS op. cit., pp. 118-9; see Part 11, Chapter 2, for further

discussion.
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potential; in a sequence which ultimately discloses the sheer sinfulness of human

desire, woman becomes an emblem of vanitas. Many of these lyrics condemn the

beloved woman as a hypocritical illusion, and the amatory lyric as a genre which

ironically presents, in Jonson's phrase, 'the Idea of a woman and not as she was'^8.
From the poetry of the Bannatyne manuscript informed by the rhetoric and

ideology of the querelle des femmes to Alexander's Aurora and its conservative

vision of ideal femininity, woman is not defined, in Irigaray's words, by the usual

'absence of inscnption'59 The thesis's examination of the workings of femininity

in these lyrics brings a new conceptual mode of inquiry to the body of criticism

which so far defines this period of Scottish literature.

This identification of the feminine with both the beauty and corruption of

language is subtly contradicted when a female subject articulates the sexual

persuasion. The female voiced lyrics examined here are not examples of the genre

in which a female beloved is sceptically unpersuaded: Drummond's 'Galateas

Sonnets', for example, in which a female speaker resists what Donne calls 'cuning

Rhetoricke...to perswade the hearers that they are are already, which he would

have them to be'60.

You who with curious words and dedals art,
Frame laberinthes our beautie to surprise,
telling strange cassills forged in the skies,
And tails ofCupids bowe, and Cupids dart^'

The female voiced lyrics by Stewart arguably impersonate the female voice in a

way which is neither proprietorial or subjugatory. Instead, they demonstrate an

58 "Notes of Conversations with Ben Jonson made by William Drummond ofHawthornden
January 1619', in Ben Jonson, Discoveries 1641 Conversations 1619 ed. G.B. Harrison (Edinburgh
University Press, 1966), p. 4; compare Sidney, Apology, op. cit., p. 110: 'a painter should more
benefit her to portray a most sweet face, writing Canidia upon it, than to paint Caniuia as she was'.

Luce Irigaray, An Ethics of Sexual Difference translated by Carolyn Burke and Gillian C.
Gill (Athlone Press: London, 1984), p. 90.

'An Essay on Valour', cited in Earl Miner, The Metaphysical Mode from Donne to Cowley
(Princeton University Press, 1969), p. 150

The third of'Galateas Sonnets', 11. 1-4, Poetical Works ofWTilliam Drummond of
Hawthornden ed. L. B. Kastner, STS 2 vols (Manchester, 1913), II, p. 181.
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acute and ironic sensitivity to the emotional, cultural, and social structures

imposed upon women by the institutions of marriage and society. These are

realised with greatest complexity in the sonnets assigned to Mary Stuart which

challenge the symbolic and rhetorical sufficiency of conventional love discourse.

Sexual and political orthodoxies are rendered fragile by these difficult, profound

and neglected poems. Throughout the thesis is an underlying concern with the

previously unquestioned role of women in the creation, transmission, and reception

of Scottish amatory literature. The thesis's examination of the workings of

femininity in these lyrics brings a new conceptual mode of inquiry to the body of

criticism which so far defines this period of Scottish literature..

Petrarch and imitation In 1618, Drummond referred to Petrarch as 'the

Father of our Sonnets': the poetic paternity here conferred on the Rime sparse

aptly epitomises the difficult issues of Petrarch and imitativeness, sixteenth

century lyric love and the concepts of 'petrarchanism' or 'petrarchism'. This thesis

proposes that the Scottish texts previously assessed as 'Petrarchan' demand a more

critical, nuanced reading of the phenomenon that is often too easily and glibly used

as a monolithic critical catgory to categorise and limit amatory writings.

Drummond's laudatory epithet places Petrarch's love writing as an inevitable and

inescapable source (everything after a 'descendant' or lesser imitation). 'Chast

Laura then thy Petrarch loues thy ghost'62- the voice of Petrarch's lover is

seemingly ventriloquised.

Yet sixteenth century 'Petrarchism' was itself engaged in its own

hermeneutic enterprise, interpreted and refashioned according to the predilections

of various sixteenth century commentators. Different 'schools' of commentary and

reading on the Rime sparse arose: the biographical or literal; the rhetorical; and the

moral or religious. The Rime also served as a courtesy manual of cultivated

62 Craig, 'To his Caledonian Mistress', Poetical!Essayes (1604), op. cit., p. 41.
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eloquence, not least as a text which became for courtiers a fashion accessory, or

ornament^-5. No interpretative consensus was reached, 'a thousand strappadasa

coulde not compell him to confesse, what some interpreters will make him saie he

meant'64 'Petrarchism' is therefore often mistakenly construed as uniform or

undifferentiated.

The crisis of imitation in love writing was acknowledged by Petrarch

himself in the Rime: 'Non son al sommo ancor giunte le rime/in me concosco, et

proval ben chiunque/e'nfin a qui che d'Amor parli o scriva^^. Leonard Forster's

canonical definition of Petrarchism defines it as 'a flexible poetic idiom', a 'training

in poetic diction'66 Yet this emphasis upon the purely imitative aspects of

Petrarchism has led to a devaluation of the term in critical terms. 'Petrarchism' is

conceived as a standard against which to react so that qualities of'authenticity' and

'sincerity' are valued.

This thesis seeks to regard the phenomenon of Petrarchism as more than

merely the imitation of conceits. Clearly, a crucial element of sixteenth century

love writing was its reiterativeness: the pleasure of allusion and recognition^?. Yet

the inventive potential of amatory discourse should not be overlooked which many

of these Scottish lyrics attest by the 'intervention' of rhetoric, philosophy, and

gender. The acknowledged imitativeness of the love lyric can be seen to impose its

own crucial need for inventiveness as witnessed in James's treatise. The love lyric

is ironic in that the poet-lover may strive to make her or his words eloquent (an

See the excellent account by Donald L. Guss, 'Petrarchism and the End of the Renaissance',
Francis Petrarch Six Centuries Later. A Symposium ed. A. ScagJione (Newberry, 1975), pp. 384-
401; also William 3. Kennedy, Authorising Petrarch (Cornell University Press, 1995).
64 John Florio, A Worlde ofWordes (1598), cited in P. Thomson, Sir Thomas Wvatt and his
Background (London. Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1964), pp. 190-200

'Poetry has not yet reached the summit, I know it in myself and anyone knows it who up to
now has spoken or written of love': Rime 310. See also Letters from Petrarch selected and
translated by Morris Bishop (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966): 'Defense of
Quotations', p. 68; 'Originality and Imitation', pp. 182-3; 'Principles ofLiterary Imitation', pp. 198-
200.

See Leonard Forster, The lev Fire. Five Studies in European Petrarchism (Cambridge
University Press, 1969).
0 See George W. Pigman, 'Versions of Imitation in the Renaissance', Renaissance Quarterly
33 (1980), pp. 1-32.
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eloquentia which might at least persuade of emotional 'integrity') yet to speak or

write of love is an inescapably reiterative or imitative gesture. This is the Sidneyan

paradox of Petrarch's 'long deceased woes': they offer an 'authenticity' of origin,
and yet are also condemned to a kind of obsolescence0^.

James's treatise, although in many ways a flawed and immature work,

endorses invention at the expense of imitation.

Bot sen Inuention, is ane of the chief vertewis in a Poete, it is best that ye
inuent your awin subiect, your self, and not to compose of sene subiectis...
Ye man also be warre with composing ony thing in the same maner, as hes
bene ower oft vsit of before. As in special!, gif ye speik of loue...69

The two principle categories of sixteenth century imitation were conceived as

imitatio and aemulatio. These Erasmian distinctions can be defined respectively as

a faithful replication of the original text, or an imitation which aims at equality;

and as the attempt to produce a new text which is critically reflective, and often

grounded in an acute historical awareness of the literary past. This last conception,

emulatio, is arguably implied by James's treatise^. This chapter argues that

underlying the major love writing of this Scottish period is what Greene

resonantly terms the 'awareness of the historical otherness of the model [which]

leads...to crucial departures from, sometimes criticisms of, the model'^l

68 The most interesting recent accounts ofPetrarchism are arguably by Heather Dubrow,
Echoes of Desire. English Petrarchism and its Counterdiscourses (Cornell University Press, 1995),
and by Kennedy, op. cit. See also Malcolm Evans, 'In Love with Curious Words', Jacobean Poetry
and Prose ed. Clive Bloom (Macmillan, 1988), pp. 119-50, and Gary Waller, 'The Rewriting of
Petrarch: Sidney and the Languages of Sixteenth Century Poetry', Sir Philip Sidney and the
Interpretation ofRenaissance Culture ed. Waller and Michael D. Moore (Barnes and Noble, 1984),
pp. 69-83. For a standard account, see Forster, op. cit., and Stephen Minta, Petrarch and
Petrarchism. The English and French Traditions (Manchester University Press, 1980)..
69 Reulis andCautelis, sig. Mijr.

'The goal of imitation is being like, of emulation, being better. .1 welcome imitation.. .which
assists nature and does not violate it. . . of a model which is in accord with, or at least not contrary to,
your own native genius....[that] gives the impression not of something being begged from someone
else, but of something that springs from your own mental processes, something that exudes the
characteristics and force of your own mind and personality...': Erasmus, Ciceronianus, in Collected
Works vol 6 (University ofToronto Press, 1986), pp. 379, 441.
71 Thomas M. Greene, The Light in Trov. Imitation and Discovery in Renaissance Poetry.
(Yale University Press, 1982), p. 29. Julia Kristeva in La Revolution du langage poetique (19741
analyses how every text lies under the jurisdiction ofanother.
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Female readers/feminine readings In an essay entitled 'How One Should

Read a Book' in The Common Reader, Virginia Woolf proposes that two selves are

involved in the reading process: the self which the text elicits, and the reader's

predefined self which can never be entirely subsumed by the other. The late

sixteenth century Scottish amatory lyric solicits in the contemporary female reader

exactly these two responses: to contemplate the female beloved in the guise of the

frequently apostrophised male reader and, as a female reader (the 'predefined self),

to witness the complex sexual relationships between female beloved and male

lover at the lyric's heart. The conventional Renaissance amatory lyric places their

female reader in the position of de Beauvoir's Other (or, in Kristeva's language of

positionality, in the margins).

With the exception of Mary's sonnets (and to a degree the other female

voiced lyrics), this is a poetry which, in conceiving woman as an object for

rhetorical and sexual contemplation, alienates and estranges the female reader.

That a sixteenth centuiy gendered reading of Petrarch's Rime was possible is

attested by the study of male commentaries or exegeses of the work''-. The

paradigm of the male homosocial culture which Sedgwick has outlined is

especially salient for these lyrics which often suggest that a male poet is writing or

performing for an audience or readership which is exclusively male73.

The tone of these Scottish lyrics is frequently coercive and dictatorial: the

lyrics of the Bannatyne manuscript, for example, hold up a mirror of rigidly

prescriptive femininity to the woman who reads its lyrics. Yet these texts still

permit the female reader to become, in the classic paradigm of feminist criticism, a

resisting reader. In terms relevant to the present study, the model of the resisting

reader is exemplified by the translation of Christine de Pisan's Epistre au Dieu

See Kennedy, op. cit., on the anti-feminist reading by sixteenth century maie commentators
of certain Petrarchan sonnets.

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men, English literature and male homosocial desire
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985).
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d'Amors in the Bannatvne manuscript's 'l[ett[re of cupid'74. The complexity of

reading a masculine poetic tradition, and the subsequent relation to literary

authority which Mary Queen of Scots and Mary Maitlanu (scribe and probable

author of several lyrics in the late sixteenth century Maitland quarto manuscript)

confront, is eloquently articulated by the French writer Marie de Gournay (1565 -

1645): 'C'est unefemme qui parte...car je ne suis moy-mesme, que par oil je suis sa

[Montaigne's] fille'. The idea of Petrarch's paternalistic authority (authoritative

symbol of the Renaissance male-authored love lyric) is highly apposite for an

understanding of the deeper gendered complexities of imitation and the love lyric:

Looking at the attempts by a sixteenth-century woman writer to read,
internalise, and then imitate another text shows several things about the
dynamics ofRenaissance imitation theory that are not readily apparent
when we see it played out by male readers and writers...there is an
unwritten assumption that the aspirant writer must be very similar to
the author he attempts to imitate — if not in language or place in history,
then at least in breeding, education, social status, and, most importantly,
gender.. .75

As a feminist reading in part, the present study endeavours be 'alert to the

omissions, gaps, partial truths,and contradictions which ideology masks - it attends

to the silences...'76 To ignore women in these amatory lyrics, whether as

metaphorical, rhetorical or historical presences, is partly 'to be complicitous with

sixteenth century ideologies'77.

74 This poem is fully discussed in Part I, Chapter 1, 'The angelic woman'.
Cathleen M. Bauschatz, 'Imitation, Writing, and Self-Study in Marie de Gournay's 1595

"Preface" to Montaigne's Essais'. Contending Kingdoms. Historical. Psychological and Feminist
Approaches to the Literature of Sixteenth Century England and France ed M.R. Rose and P.L.
Rudnytsky (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1991), p. 352.

Gayle Green and Coppelia Kahn, 'Feminist Scholarship and the Social Construct of
Woman', Making a Difference. Feminist Literary Criticism ed. Gayle Greene and Coppelia Kahn
(London: Methuen, 1985), p. 23.
n

Margaret Waller, The Empire's New Clothes: Refashioning the Renaissance', Seeking the
Woman in Late Medieval and Renaissance Writings. Essays in Feminist Contextual Criticism
(University of Tennessee Press, 1989), pp. 160-83 (179). Classic accounts of the history and
reception of reading are found in the work ofRoman Ingarden, Wolfgang Iser, Stanley Fish, and
Hans Robert Jauss, for example; see Readers and Reading ed. Andrew Bennett (Longman, 1995).
For accounts of gendered reading practices, see (for example) Gender and Reading. Essays on
Readers. Texts, and Contexts eds. Elizabeth A Flynn and Patrocinio P. Schweickwart (Johns



Deflation ofdesire 'S'amor non e, che dunque e quel ch' io sento?': the

amatory lyricist is frequently preoccupied with how love and desire are to be

defined in rhetorical, philosophical and intellectual terms. The vexing question of

how love was to be distinguished from desire concerned Neoplatonic writers of

amatory treatises: Leone Ebreo, for example, proposed that 'we love what is ours

and desire what is not'78. Love presupposes the existence of things because love

must be preceded by knowledge; imaginary love may be felt for any object of

desire inasmuch as it exists in our imagination. Three categories of love are

expounded by Leone: intellectual, and two kinds of corporeal love, pre and post-

Edenic. Bembo postulates that desire ceases on possession of its object. Many of

these Scottish lyrics are accordingly preoccupied with desire rather than love, since

their adoration of the beloved woman (or man) is rarely fulfilled or mutual; they

are concerned with the process, and not the end of desire^.
The present study seeks to ensure that its understanding of the processes of

love and desire as manifested in these lyrics is appropriately 'historicised'; in other

words, it tries to avoid imposing anachronistic concepts upon a period whose

conceptions of sexuality, love and desire are mediated through limited sources.

According to Foucault, whose account of the history of sexuality and 'the

repressive hypothesis', has become canonical, the Renaissance or sixteenth century

represents the period which escaped the qualities 'prohibition, nonexistence, and

Hopkins University Press, 1986); Textualitv and Sexuality. Reading theories and practices eds.
Judith Still and Michael Worton (Manchester University Press, 1993), Mary Jacobus, Reading
Woman. Essays on feminist criticism (London: xMethuen, 1986).

See the account by Leone Ebreo, Dialoghi d'Amore (Venice, 1541), Book 1.
See Bembo's exposition in Book IV of Castiglione's II Libro del Cortegiano (Venice,

1541) The idea of deferred fulfilment is intimately related to the concept ofwoman; fulfilment
equals the desacralisation of (the idea of) woman's purity. This is the Lacanian notion of desire in
which there is 'an element necessarily lacking, unsatisfied, impossible, misconstrued': The Four
Fundamental Concepts ofPsychoanalysis ed. Jacques-Alain Miller trans. Alan Sheridan (Penguin,
1991), p. 154.



silence' which defined the discourse of sex in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries^.

The thesis also interprets the notion of gender as a culturally specific

construct. The concepts of 'femininity' and 'masculinity' which are discussed

endeavour to be historically rooted, and not anachronistically presupposed^. In

seeking to offer feminist readings of some of these lyrics, the thesis does not

assume that all male-authored Renaissance lyric poetiy is of necessity an

endorsement of prevailing power structures or of institutionalised misogyny.

Rather, the study tries to sustain both a feminist position and a sensitivity to Judith

Butler's dissuasion against a concept of 'patriarchy' which threatens to become 'a

universalising concept that overrides or reduces distinct articulations of gender

asymmetry in different cultural contexts'®^ In referring to an 'ideology' of gender

and femininity, the thesis subscribes to Stephen Orgel's definition of the ideology

of a culture, a term which 'does not describe its operation, only the ideals and

assumptions, often refracted and unacknowledged, of its ruling elite'83 in these

amatory lyrics by male courtiers, the thesis seeks to cultivate a sensitivity to what

Shoshana Felman defines as

80 Michel Foucauit, The History ofSexuality. 4 vols (1976; Penguin, 1990), vol 1, An
Introduction' (La Volonte tie savoir). Other standard accounts of the period's sexuality can be found
in Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex, Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud (Harvard University
Press, 1990); Aries, Phillipe and Andre Bejin eds. Western Sexuality. Practice and Precept in Past
and Present Times translated by Anthony Forster (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1985); Irving Singer,
The Nature ofLove from Plato to Luther (University of Chicago Press, 1984). Other more nuanced
readings, more attentive to concepts of female sexuality which these histories largely omit, can be
found in recent articles and essay collections which are indicated throughout the thesis (for example,
Valerie Traub, 'The (in)significance of 'lesbian' desire in early modern England', Erotic Politics.
Desire on the Renaissance Stage edited by Susan Zimmerman (Routledge, 1992).

Gender is specifically conceived in Judith Butler's notion of 'performative gender': 'a
constituted social temporality' which permits 'gender configurations outside the restricting frames of
masculinist domination and compulsory heterosexuality': Gender Trouble. Feminism and the
subversion of identity (London: Routledge, 1990), p!4.

Catherine Belsey, Desire. Love Stories in Western Culture (Oxford: Blackwell, 1994), p.
35.

Stephen Orgel Representations. The performance of gender in Shakespeare's England
(Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 125.
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the forms ofresistance present in the text, those forms that make up
the textual dynamic as a field ofclashing and heterogeneous forces
and as a never quite predictable potential of surprise. My effort is... not to
"resist" the text from the outside but rather to seek to trace within each text
its own resistance to itself its own specific literary, inadvertent textual
transgression of its male assumptions andprescriptions...this self-
transgression of the text...can be amplified, made patent, by the desire -
and by the rhetorical interposition - of a woman reader^

(ii)
Summary

~ Part I ~

Chapter 1. The Bannatyne manuscript (1568), and the culture of love, rhetoric
and the feminine The luve ballattis which constitute the fourth pairt of the
manuscript allegedly transcribed by George Bannatyne during the reign ofMaty,
Queen of Scots imply the existence of a well-developed culture of love lyric. The
first collection of luve sangis conform to Huizinga's concept of serio ludere, the
notion of literature as recreation, in their art of luf-talkyng. The highly rhetorical
stance of the lover is analysed. It is proposed that the love lyrics are seamlessly
linked to the querelle des femmes texts (the contempts and defence of women) by
their concept of the feminine as a discursive subject, and by the pursuit of woman's
redemptive and fallen status.

Chapter 2. Disclosing 'quyet secreitis': rhetoric, courtliness, and the
devotional self in the love lyrics of Alexander Scott Analysis of Scott's
love poetry is founded on redefining the concept of the self and persona in a
performative art. The intensely rhetorical nature of these lyrics suggests the idea
of love as the product of courtly dissimulation (or self-fashioning). This is
concomitant with the effort of Scott's love lyrics to negotiate a more complex
understanding of the 'pure', authentic self; they express anxieties about 'instability',
the capriciousness of emotional and rhetorical power, and seek to attain
Castiglione's sprezzatura. Such anxieties are also translated into religious terms
as spiritual and profane desires are subtly fused.

Shoshana Felman, 'What Does AWoman Want? The Question of Autobiography and the
Bond ofReading (Postface)', What Does a Woman Want? Reading and Sexual Difference (1993), p.
6. This study is also influenced by Carol Thomas Neely's desire that a feminist critique 'read[s] over
Renaissance literary texts from beginning to end, as if for the first time, instead ofmerely rereading
them or deconstructing traditional readings. It needs to over-read, to read to excess, the possibility
of human (especially female) gendered subjectivity, identity, and agency, the possibility ofwomen's
resistance or even subversion...to over-read text with histoiy, and expand history into histories which
must include the history ofwomen...': 'Constructing the Subject: Feminist Practice and the New
Renaissance Discourses', ELR 18 1988, pp. 359-89.
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Chapter 3. Mary, Queen of Scots, and the poetry of feminine desire
The chapter begins by an analysis of Mary's symbolic status in the decade of the
1560's, and the concept of femininity which she represented. A detailed reading of
the sonnets attributed to Mary in the Detectioun of 1571 is offered. The female
voiced lyrics of the Maitland quarto manuscript (1586) sustain the idea of a
feminine reinvention of the amatory lyric.

~ Part II ~

Chapter 1. Discovering desire in the Amatoria of James VI This
chapter examines the neglected poetry of the king's Amatoria, considering the
implications of ironic self-representation, its endorsement of his own prescriptive
literary ideals, the complex representation of women, and the muted expression of
homoerotic desire.

Chapter 2. Desire and the arts of representation in the lyrics of Alexander
Montgomerie This chapter examines various modes of representation in
Montgomerie's love lyric: the limits of rhetorical representation, pursuing the
notion of mannerism, and its conspicuous artifice and display; the symbolic
representation of women; and the significance of Cupid, and the possible
representation of James himself through eroticised metaphor.

Chapter 3. Imitation and invention; the sacred and profane: paradoxes of
Petrarch recreated in the love poetry ofWilliam Fowler This chapter proposes
that Fowler's amatory poetry is principally founded on the attempt to recreate the
end of Petrarch's Rime sparse, and examines the idea of penitential love, and the
subtle relationship between love and mortality. It proceeds to consider the
influence of emblematic representations on Fowler's amatory conceits, and his
formation of a distinctly Scottish topographs of desire.

Chapter 4. The love poetry of John Stewart: courting desire
Stewart's miscellany, the Rapsodies ofthe Authors Youthfull Braine, presented to
James VI, is offered as the exemplary courtly text. The chapter examines how-
desire is made into a rhetorically beautiful artefact, a 'gift' to be exchanged
between courtiers. The notion of 'ventriloquism' is explored in a reading of two
female-voiced poems.
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Chapter 5. 'fain'd perfections': William Alexander's Aurora and the end of
desire
This chapter pursues the idea of imagination and illusion in Alexander's sequence,
Aurora (1604), in relation to the complex symbolism of the female beloved. The
sequence is proposed as another endorsement of female dualism in the beloved's
simultaneous angelic and fallen aspects.



Part I

Chapter 1

The Bannatyne manuscript (1568), and
the culture of love, rhetoric and the feminine

§ Introduction

§ Rhetorics oflove

§ Prescriptive love

§ Allegories ofdesire

§ The feminine figour'

§ The 'querelle' culture

§ The fallen woman

§ The angelic woman

§ Conclusion
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Introduction

heir followis ballattis of luve
Devydit in four pairtis The first
Ar songis of luve The secound ar
Contemptis of luve and evill wemen
The thrid ar contempis of evill
fals vicius men And the fourt
Ar ballattis detesting of luve

And licheryl

The lyrics encompassed by what serves as the first and overarching generic

title, 'ballattis of luve', betray the apparent simplicities evoked by the term, 'luve'.

At least rhetorically, desire has many meanings. There is 'lufe', 'passioun', 'lusf,

'foly', 'game', 'freindschip', 'delyt', 'service', 'the god of Luve', 'sensuall affectione',

'sensualitie'. One loves morally, duplicitously, honestly, religiously, spiritually,

carnally. As if to pre-empt charges of imprecision about the seemingly

encyclopaedic amatory material assembled in his ballat bulk, George Bannatyne

(1545-cl608), conventionally identified as the manuscript's chief compiler and

copyist, creates four 'sub-divisions'. While importantly suggesting that the

collection offers a model of prescriptive reading, these instructive pairtis imply

(the chapter will argue) a thematic and generic rigour which is not wholly

sustained. Superficially, a clear teleology of desire appears to be mapped out. The

first sangis pursue love (generally unreciprocated) as a modus vivendi, rooting it in

the discourse of social and hierarchical loyalties derived from an idea of love

'service' redolent of amour courtois. The final renunciations (or 'detestations', to

1 NLS Adv. 1.1.6, f. 21 lr. The text of the poems in this chapter is based on the manuscript
which, despite the excellent facsimile introduced by Denton Fox and William Fingler, The Bannatvne
Manuscript. National Library of Scotland Advocates' MS 1.1.6 (London; Scolar Press, 1980), has
itself been consulted. For convenience, reference will also be made to the STS edition, The
Bannatvne Manuscript writtin in tvme of pest 1568 edited by W. Tod Ritchie, 4 vols (Edinburgh:
Blackwood, 1928-34) which provides generally accurate transcriptions. For the above inscription
see, STS, vol 3, p. 240. Unless otherwise stated, vol 3 is the principle source until the section
entitled 'The querelie culture'.
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y
coin a term) condemn desire as an obstacle to the virtuous and religious life which
finds expression in obedience to God.

This apotheosis of profane into sacred love implies that the luve ballattis

can be defined by a transparent moral and theological framework, perpetuating

(for example) orthodox Renaissance theories of hierarchical desire. Yet this

chapter proposes that this apparent transparency might paradoxically veil other

subtler, ideological aspects of its amatory philosophy. Feminine sexuality ~ its

rhetorical and symbolic construction, the glorification of a sexual ideal that may

reflect contemporary cultural anxieties about the 'unchastened' woman in sexual,

moral and social spheres — is here proposed as the conceptual thread which binds

all four subsections together in a previously unrecognised ideological continuity.

Bannatyne's luve ballat'tis lay bare in stark, oppositional clarity the theoretical

contours of the beloved woman in later works which are the subject of this thesis

(William Fowler's Tarantula of Love, William Alexander's Aurora). Woman is

both angelic and demonic, virtuous and corrupt, pure and fallen. It is this culture

and philsophy of the feminine which the chapter will analyse in particular detail,

resonantly associated with a period of controversial female political and sexual

power, the reign ofMary, Queen of Scots.

The scope and intention of the manuscript attributed to George Bannatyne

remains contentious to a degree, despite the recent resurgence in biographically

and historiographically oriented readings, and Fox's scrupulous introduction to the

facsimile edition^. Bannatyne's ballat buik still possesses the reputation (much

For textual details see Fox and Ringler ed, 'A description of the Bannatyne Manuscript', pp.
ix-xvii; Denton Fox, 'Some Scribal Alterations of Dates in the Bannatyne Manuscript', PO 42
(1968), pp. 259 - 63; 'Manuscripts and Prints of Scots Poetry in the Sixteenth Century' in Bards and
Makars ed. Adam J. Aitken et al., pp. 156 - 171 (158 - 162); J.T.T. Brown, 'The Bannatyne
Manuscript: a Sixteenth Century Poetical Miscellany', SHR 1 (1903-4), pp. 136-58 (139); William
Ramson, 'On Bannatyne's Editing', Bards and Makars. pp. 172 - 83, (characterising the fourth
section as 'the most tightly organised' (174); Joan Hughes and William Ramson. Poetry of the
Stewart Court (Canberra: Australian University Press, 1982), chapter 2; J.T.T. Brown, 'The
Bannatyne manuscript: a sixteenth century poetic miscellany', SHR 1 (1903-4), pp. 136-58. For
historical context see John MacQueen, Ballattis ofLuve (Edinburgh, 1970), 'Introduction', pp. xi-
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cherished by Walter Scott) of being a rather precocious oddity: the single

prodigious effort of the youthful Bannatyne to preserve and create a poetic

heritage. Whether 'promulgation' or 'preservation' is the compelling force is much

contested-3. Studies by MacDonald and van Heijnsbergen (developing ideas

suggested but not fully pursued by Shire) question this late nineteenth century

'canonisation' of Bannatyne by stressing the manuscript's collation as a more

communal enterprise, highly attuned to the changing fragilities ofMarian politics.

The manuscript is at once offered as a nostalgic, partly conservative but

consciously politicised endeavour.

The date of 1568 which, until MacDonald and Lynch's recent articles

pursued the implications of the emended 1565 inscription^, places the manuscript

at two crucial political and religious junctures: the end of Mary's reign, and the

period of intense Reformist zeal. Accordingly, Shire perceives the manuscript as a

transitional text, 'reflecting in one direction the courtly making of the past, in

another the age of change'^. Commenting on the all-encompassing use of the

term, 'ballat', she perceives the sangis ofluve to exemplify 'courtly love' (the poetic

ethos which she attributes to 'the fifteenth century, or the earlier years of the reign

lxix; Michael Lynch, 'Queen Mary's triumph: The Baptismal Celebrations at Stirling in December
1566', SHR 69 (1990), pp. 1-21; Alasdair MacDonald, 'The Bannatyne Manuscript: A Marian
Anthology', Innes Review 37 (1986), pp. 36-47, 'The printed book that never was: George
Bannatyne's poetic anthology (1568), Boeken in de late Middeleeuwen eds. J.M.M. Hermans and K.
van der Hoek (Groningen, 1993), pp. 101-10; Theo van Heijnsbergen, 'The Interaction between
Literature and History in Queen Mary's Edinburgh: the Bannatyne Manuscript and its
Prosopographical Context', The Renaissance in Scotland. Studies in Literature. Religion. History and
Culture Offered to John Durkan ed. A.A. MacDonald el al. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994), pp. 183-225.

Ramson's phrase, Poetry of the Stewart Court, p. 25. Bannatyne's claim that he transcribed
from 'copeis auld mankit and mutillait' may well be disingenuous. Carolyn Ives has recently offered
alternative readings ofBannatyne's motives, suggesting the conscious ideological formation of a
cultural and nationalistic identity: 'Shifting Borders and Fluctuating Margins: the Politics of
Bannatyne's Self-Representation and the Construction of Scottish National Identity', paper presented
to the Eighth International Conference ofMedieval and Renaissance Scottish Language and
Literature, St Hilda's College, Oxford, 17-21 August, 1996.

For analysis of this '1565' elision see Fox, 'Some Scribal Alterations': the date of 1568
appears in five different places (in the 'Draft or Main MS), f. 97, f. 290, f. 298, f. 375. On f. 290,
1565 appears, then emended to 1568 (similarly on f 298 '1566' 'overwritten' to 1568'). '1562' is
found on f. 90, hence Fox concludes that most of the manuscript was copied 1562 - 5, and that
'1568' denotes the year of completion.

Song. Dance and Poetry of the Court ofKing James VI of Scotland (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1969), p. 12.
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of King James IV'6) but made palliative 'to a Scotland now on the brink of
Reformation'7. Where later readings assign a political conscience to Bannatyne,

Shire perceives a moral one in the form of 'a Christian counterpart to the service of
the "King of Love" or of "Venus Quene'"8. She emphasises the ethical prudence

and caution with which these post-Reformation love lyrics may have been

compiled: '[the Kirk],..would hardly have let Bannatyne's "Ballat Buik" into print.

The estimation of the good there was in earthly love and, far more, the "sin and

harlatry" (however discreetly entitled) present in many of the satiric "remeids"

would both have been angrily suppressed'^. Against the aesthetic scourge of

religious dogmatism, then, Bannatyne still offers 'the values of an earlier age where

there was polarity of jest and earnest, imaginative enjoyment of and particpation

in earthly and heavenly love over against one another yet together with one

another, an all-inclusive mode of feeling...'!6.
Yet one might take issue with Shire's hypothesis. Does it not in part

reproduce one of the dominant interpretative paradigms of sixteenth century

Scottish culture; namely the Reformation's aesthetic reification of Scottish

culture?^ 1 Surely the mere existence of a substantial secular lyric collection dating

from the 1560's suggests the limited power of dogmatic morality which Shire here

outlines? It can also be claimed that the conflicts between sacred and profane love

enacted in the poetry of the last section are themselves highly conventional and

derivative (for example, Fowler's moral combat with profanity in The Tarantula of

Love is arguably more controversial). The present reading proposes that the secular

debate about women might be a more persuasive shaping influence than

conventional religious anxieties. Further, the influence of Protestantism or

6 ibid., p. 15.
ibid., p. 16.

8 ibid., p. 21.
ibid., p. 23.

10 ibid., p. 23.
Edwin Muir's sensitive but tendentious Scott and Scotland. The Predicament of the Scottish

Writer (1936; Edinburgh: Polygon, 1982), is the classic exposition of this.
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Reformation doctrine is not absolute. The querelle section has elements ot

mariolatry, surprisingly given the sovereign Mary's fall from political and moral

grace by 1568. The adoration of the Virgin Mary (as a legitimate means of

sanctioning the cult of woman) appears not been excised by zealously Protestant

censors.

Gregory Kratzmann judges the 1568 form of the collection 'strongly

retrospective and moderate'^ He stresses the difficulty of recovering the original,

peformative contexts of the love ballattis - claimed as 'exercises in the game or

debate of love' - and, like Shire, is attentive to the 'moral emphasis of Bannatyne's

carefully arranged selection'^ But his view of political and religious influences

on the promulgation of such love poetry is less dogmatic than Shire's: 'the taste for

this kind of secular verse' was not 'entirely destroyed'^ One may add that the

secular literary and intellectual elite around Mary's court might have consciously

cultivated the kind of witty, provocative questioni d'amore that Castiglione's

fictional court entertained.

The period of Mary's reign has rightly become the focus for recent

culturally contextual studies of the manuscript. Lynch and MacDonaid, arguing for

the artistic vigour of Mary's reign, claim that the early years would have been a

propitious time for secular lyric poetry:

The half dozen months ofMary's infatuation with Darnley would have
provided a hospitable climate for an anthology of'ballattis of luve'. In
1565 Mary was still maintaining the equilibrium of religious politics
which she had initiated on her return to Scotland from 1561, and it
would still have been possible to envisage the publication of a volume of
courtly love verse, always provided that the latter was not incompatible
with Protestant belief. *5

- Gregory Kratzmann, 'Sixteenth Century Secular Poetry', The History of Scottish Literature.
4 vols (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1988), vol 1 edited R.D.S. Jack, pp. 105-24 (109).

ibid, p. 113.
14 ibid., p. 115.
15 'A Marian Anthology', op. cit., p. 40.
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This is highly persuasive. It is certainly conceivable (given the artistic and musical
sensitivities of Mary herself) that she presided over a cour amoureuse, both

literally and symbolically, during the Darnley courtship. For a brief period, Mary

may even have assumed a symbolic role comparable to that later cultivated by
Elizabeth: a sovereign who incarnates Laura and to whom courtiers dedicate lyrics
which exploit the fusion between amatory and political service. The dominant

trope of desire in these first sangis is based on the relationship between sovereign
and subject: '1 am hir s[e]ruiture // Scho is my souerane'; 'O venus soverane haif

pety on my pane''6. In another aspect, the dualistic portrait of woman as

alternative angelic and demonic seems to epitomise two contrasting cultural

images of Mary within the period as first pure, then fallen.

Yet there are difficulties with this hypothesis which stem from the absence

of certain expected features. Famously there is the lyric 'q king hary Stewart' but

none by Mary herself, a curious omission given her known status as a highly poetic

sovereign^. Though MacDonald notes the publication of Thomas Craig's Latin

epithalmiuml 8, there are no recognisable epithalamia within the luve sangis

(though the anthology as a whole includes courtly ceremonial verse by Dunbar

and includes Scott's 'Welcum' to the newly arrived queen). Neither do there appear

any covert allusions to Mary through anagrammatical or allegorical play, as the

lyrics of James's later reign display. Mary's presence, then, seems startlingly

excised. Despite the earlier caveats attached to Shire's hypotheses, this may well

reflect a deliberate Protestant and political act of censorship; and that the sangis

which are found are only those extant and partially representative of the original

celebrations that Lynch and MacDonald postulate. Yet it seems curious that

16 'My hairt is heich above', anon., f. 231r, 1. 4, STS p. 307; 'Quhat art thow / lufe for till
allow, anon., f. 248r, 1. 35, STS p. 353.

'Gif langour makis men licht', f. 244r, STS pp. 338-9. See Caroline Bingham, Darnlev. A
Life ofHenry Stuart Lord Darnlev Consort ofMarv Queen of Scots (London: Constable, 1995), pp.
92-6, citing another lyric by Darnley possibily addressed to Mary from BL Add. MSS 17942, f 57

op. cit., p. 40; Sir Thomas Craig, Epithalamium quo Mariae Scotorum Reginae Nuptiae
Ceiebravit (Edinburgh, 1565).
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Darnley's small poem of love service and devotion should remain: as if a

provocatively posthumous reminder of a once auspicious love.

Ultimately, what Lynch and MacDonald's highly significant articles fail to
consider are the larger implications of the querelle and renunciation pieces: not in

the obvious sense, that they are scarcely suitable for inclusion within a celebratory

nuptial anthology, but that the wider implications of this palinode to the luve

sangis proper are never considered for an audience or readership in 1568 after the

Darnley controversy and Mary's deposition. (It is not altogether inconceivable

that the querelle debates might have played a role at Mary's court: the feminine

eulogies perhaps appropriate during the clement period of Mary's reign). This

raises the important question whether the fourth pairt was intended to be read in a

rigorously sequential manner. Indeed, if the Lynch-MacDonald hypothesis is

correct and the sangis originally belong to a Marian courtly and ceremonial

occasion, then they have undergone a significant cultural metamorphosis:

performative, recreational lyrics become textual forms to be read (whether

communally or privately) and acquire (according to Bannatyne's classifications) a

new context and a new significance. Bannatyne's manuscript may offer the final

textual version or compilation of texts which originally found very different

communities of reception'
The manuscript portrays an unusual display of 'editorial' rigour for a

miscellany; this raises the issue whether Bannatyne alone had full editorial

control20. The authorial prologues, studded throughout the manuscript, might

suggest a strategy for readerly interpretation. In the fourth love pairt, the

'instruction' is at first scarcely prescriptive:

See further on this aspect Part I, Chapter 2. One might also question how far can a literate
reading public be assumed.

Evelyn Newlyn addresses the issue ofBannatyne's editorial practices in '"The Wryttar to the
Reidans": Editing Practices and Politics in the Bannatyne Manuscript', forthcoming SSL 21 (I am
grateful to the author for permission to consult her essay, pre-publication).
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To the reidar

heir haif ye luvaris ballattis at your will
how evir your natur directit is vntill^ 1

Bannatyne, as presumed copyist or transcriber, almost resigns responsibility for
these texts (when ironically authorship of several is assigned to him). Reception of
the lyrics (though each section still imposes a title) is here portrayed as an issue of

abnegation, dependent upon the individual's proclivities and interpretative will

(there is surely a sexual pun intended here). The remaining part of the address,

however, seems to suggest a retraction of love before the officially designated

contempis or retractions. The reader is urged to proceed with moral caution:

Bot wald ye luve eftir my counselling
Luve first youre god aboif all vder thing
Nixt as your selfyour nichtbour beir gud will—

This may simply be an instance of dutiful piety or even playfully teasing morality.

Yet it does appear to categorise the practice of reading love literature as a form of

seduction, or corruption, which might lead the reader away from the true and

rightful love of God. The sheer affective power of love rhetoric is thus endorsed.

In one sense, this counsel seems to condemn these secular love lyrics to failure

from the outset; only devotional love, the precepts of caritas, are significant.

That Bannatyne sought publication of his book has been proposed^ The

evidence adduced is the manuscript's solicitous trancriptions and structural

arrangements (as well as its sheer voluminousnesspT Though such factors may

well evidence a fair text prepared for publication, it is not inevitable that they do,

especially given the contentious status of print in the period. Until Alexander's

Aurora, published in 1604, the love lyric circulated within a manuscript culture

21 f 211v, STSp. 241,11. 1-2.
22 ibid., 11. 3-5.

Brown, op. cit; MacDonald, 'The printed book', op. cit.
24 See MacDonald, 'Marian Anthology', op. cit., p. 41, for summary.
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which shunned the so-called 'stigma of print'25. The clear intertextuality of the
love poems implies the existence of 'a system of exchange operating
independently from print circulation'2^. Studies of manuscript culture argue that
the significance of a manuscript text decreases once widely circulated and known.
It may well be that the collection of love lyrics originally formed a separate

manuscript, perhaps intended for presentation to Mary herself (as opposed to

publication) but then abandoned owing to later political exigencies. The

manuscript has generally been related to the culture of (published) English poetic
miscellanies such as Tottel's22. Yet Bannatyne's is evidently more ambitious and

more schematic. Arguably, it may be influenced by a French courtly miscellany

such as Le Jardin de Plaisance, a copy of which Mary's library possessed: a

collection of highly rhetorical poetry, of copious balades amoureuses, and also

containing several examples of the querelle debate2

25 The phrase is from J.W. Saunders, 'The Stigma ofPrint. A Note on the Social Bases of
Tudor Poetry', Essays in Criticism 1 (1951), pp. 139 - 64. See also Saunders, 'From Manuscript to
Print: a note on the circulation of poetic manuscripts in the sixteenth century', Proceedings of the
Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society 6 (1951), pp. 507-28; See Gerald L. Bruns, 'The
Originality of Texts in a Manuscript Culture', Journal ofComparative Literature 32 (1980), pp.
113-29; Harold Love, Scribal Publication in Seventeenth Century England (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1993); H.R. Woudhuysen, Sir Philip Sidney and the Circulation ofManuscripts (Oxford.
Clarendon Press, 1996); Arthur Marotti, 'The Transmission of Lyric Poetry and the
Institutionalising of Literature in the English Renaissance', Contending Kingdoms: Historical.
Psychological and Feminist Approaches to the Literature of Sixteenth century England and France
ed. Marie-Rose Logan and Peter L. Rudnytsky (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1991), pp.
21-41.
26 Wendy Wall, The Imprint ofGender. Authorship and Publication in the English
Renaissance (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993), p. 32. That the manuscript preserves only the
most popular or pre-eminent poems is implied by the existence ofa folio leaf, EUL MS La. II. 656, an
incomplete lyric (four and a half stanzas in sixteenth century secretary hand) which bears striking
affinities to the archetypal BM 'sang1.
27 Tottel's miscellany of Songes and sonettes first published 1557, and reprinted throughout
the sixteenth century (notably 1565 and 1567). Other English miscellanies include A handefull of
plesant delites (1566); The paradyse ofdaynty devices (1576); A gorgeous gallery ofgallant
inventions (1578): see Arthur E. Case, Bibliography ofEnglish Poetical Miscellanies 1521 - 1750
(Oxford, 1935). See Julia Boffey, Manucripts ofEnglish Coutlv Love Lyrics in the Later Middle
Ages (D.S. Brewer, 1985) for a survey of pre-Tottelian English miceilanies.

'Balade des abuse des femmes' on ff. lviiiir-v; for bibliographical details and editions see Le
Jardin de Plaisance et Fleur de Rethorique. Reproduction en Fac-simile de i'edition publiee par
Antoine Verard vers 1501, 2 vols (Paris: Librairie de Firmin-Didot et C'e, 1910), vol 2, Introduction
et notes par E. Droz et A. Piaget (Paris: Librairie Edouard Champion, 1925), pp. 7-40. Titlepage of
facsimile: Le Jardin de plaisance//Et fleur de Rethorique nouuellement Imprime// a paris. See Julian
Sharman, The Library ofMary Queen of Scots (London, 1889).
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The present reading of Bannatyne's luve bullattis seeks to provide both
extension and qualification of these previous interpretations by offering close
textual readings (rarely achieved in the historiographical analyses) which suggest

a highly significant and highly developed culture of secular poetry. The chapter
then analyses the manuscript's construction of 'the feminine' which opens a

window onto a wider cultural perspective.

Rhetorics of love

'quhome I luif I dar no* assay'

la parolle d'artifice, accompagnee d'arl: laquelle, par le voix,
manieres, gestes, pronunciation & affection, sqait exprimee
les masques & signes de nostre entendement...29

The sangis of luve are preoccupied with how love can be signified.

Frequently, the lyricists draw attention to their desire as a rhetorical act, whether

orally proclaimed or verbally (textually) inscribed. The beloved must be an

attentive auditor ('As 1 haif said' recapitulates one lover), observer ('I do protest as

ye may se') and reader ('Gif pleiss hir prudence to Impreintitt')30. How desire finds

utterance is a traditional concern of the love lyric but here it finds a particular

discursive context. Almost consistently, the lyrics are portrayed as texts in

circulation, 'billis' passed from lover to beloved (with 'sum gudlie ansuering'

anticipated in return^!) which must act on behalf of a lover in absentia: 'Go Jittill

bill and be my aduocat'J2 Since these words of love must represent the absent

'Quhen flora had ourffet ye firth', anon,, f. 218r, 1. 24, STS pp. 263-4; Mario Equicola, Les
six liures de Mario Equicola d'Alueto translated Gabriel Chappuis Tourangeau (Lyon, 1597), Book
IV, f. 319v-320r.

Respectively, 'So prayis me as ye think caus quhy', anon., f. 250r, 1. 20, STS vol 4, p. 1; 'I
am as I Am', anon., f. 250v, 1. 39, STS p. 3; 'Quhair lufe is kendillit confortles', f. 243v, anon., 1. 58,
STS vol 3, p. 340.
31 'To yow that is ye harbre ofmy Hairt', anon., f. 219r, 1. 36, STS p. 264.

'ffresche fragrant flour of bewty souerane', anon., f. 219v, 1. 28, STS p. 267. In 'Offevey
joy most Ioyfull joy it is', ff 221r-v, STS pp. 272-4, a personified 'gud hoip' becomes the
intermediary on whom responsibility is placed for the communication of love.
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lover (a synecdoche of her or his desire), their representational or 'mimetic'

integrity is vital. As the only signifier of that love (seeking to communicate 'trew

knawlege'3->), poem bears the burden of having to signify, as faithfully as

possible, those feelings which justify its creation: 'Wald god my tong wald to my

will respond'34. Accordingly, whether the beloved chooses to read the lover's

communication determines whether she will redeem him from death (the outcome

of unrequited love) or not: 'Anis for me This bill to se & reid'J5.
A lover's anxiety is partly rhetorical in nature; the 'faithfull hairt' can

only be presented 'In signe of paper'^6

Quhat sail I wryt in to yis petouss bill
Quhat sail I say for owttin awdiens
Quhat sail I dyt for to declair ill
Quhat sail I say as now to your presens3^

This 'littill' poem is 'petouss' through the disconsolate lover's sense that it cannot

mirror or replicate the pain that imminent separation from the beloved will bring:

no longer 'profitable' to 'declair...all...panis strong', the 'bill' is finally (and merely)

offered as 'a littill remebrance'. Humility is therefore is not merely (and

conventionally felt) before the beloved but before language also. Envoies

frequently command the 'bill' to represent itselfwith deference and honesty:

Go littill bill empty of eloquence
To hir yat is ye harbre ofmy hairt
Salut hir furst w* hummill Reuerence
And schaw hir now my crewale panis smart-^

The bill or letter of love acts as an intercessor:

Beseik that schene wt hujmjmill reuerence...

'My wofull werd complene I may ryt soir', anon., f 226v, 1. 17, STS p288.
34 "No woundir is althot my hairt be thrall', anon., f. 234v, 1. 50, STS p. 311.

'Fair weill my Hairt fair weill bayth freind and fo', anon., f. 225r, 1. 21, STS p. 284. Of
course, the lover's complaint need not be directly addressed to a beloved; for example, 'In to the
nyf..', anon., ff. 248v-49r, pp 354-5.
36 'Quhair luve is kendillit', op. cit., 1. 60.

'Fair weill my Hairt...', op. cit., 11. 15-18.
'O cupid king quhome to sail I complene', anon., f. 225r, 11. 36-9, STS p. 283.
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Say also to that gudlie fair and fresche
of all my panis scho may me weill relesche->9

Desire is made a purely textual transaction, dependent on the lover's adequate

transcription of feeling, and the beloved's adequate interpretation of that

representation.

In part, the lover's inarticulateness reflects the conventional excusatio. The

beauty of the female beloved is a priori incommunicable: 'It passis far my wittis

fyve/hir propfer] persoun to discryve/bot the publict supferjlatyve'^O. The lover

frequently mourns that he has only recourse to his imperfect 'barbir toung': 'for to

discrive hir bonteis all at schort/my barbir toung it is unsufficient'^l; 'My barbir

toung is vnwirthy I wiss'42 The female 'magnificens' so lauded in Stewart's lyric

renders clearly the association between women and the idea of 'eloquens' (the

moral and satiric potential of which the querelle poems exploit*") a lyric's

rhetorical proficiency is often anxiously conceived as an equivalent measure of its

love: 'That I wer full of rethore termys Iocond/Than suld my lufe at moir lenth be

expond'44 Yet the language by which to realise that love need not be rhetorically

embellished or ornate. Words which speak simply of love suffice for the lover

lamenting 'sorufull pane and wo': 'Wald god yat wirthy wist my wo and pane/q'k
gif I culd in wordis few and plane/I suld hir wryt ye causs ofmy distress...'"

This idea of verbal purity coexists with displays of verbal ebullience which

evoke the meretriciousness of love lyrics by Montgomerie or Stewart. The lyric

39 'ffresche fragrant flour, op. cit., 11. 37, 46-7.
40 'My hairt repoiss the and the rest1, anon., f. 239r, 11. 5-6, STS p.325. In Stewart's poem,
'Maist ameyn roseir gratious and resplendent', f. 219r-b, STS pp. 265-6, the beloved's beauty is
beyond intellectual comprehension; in 'My Hairt is thrall begone me fro', anon., ff. 222v-223r, STS
pp. 276-8, her 'bonteis' are instinctively known, a matter of simple knowledge: 'bot weill I wait that
under ye firmane[n]t' (1. 12).
41 'My hairt is thrall begone me fro', anon., f. 223r, 11. 9-10, STS p. 277.
42 Stewart, 'ffor to declair...', 1.5.

As in the querelle related poems placed outwith the 'officially' designated querelle section:
eg. Wedderburn's 'ballat of the prayis of wemen': 'I can no1 wryt Nor yit can I reherss/The noble
holy weme[n] yat hes bene (ff. 239v-40r, 11. 15-16, STS p. 327).
44 'Na wounder is altho4 my hairt be thrall', 11. 52-3.
45 'My sorufull pane and wo for to complane', anon , f. 224r, 11. 19-21, STS p. 280.
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'Considder hairt my trew intenf4^ rnay be conceived as a miniature poetic treatise
on the art of love-discourse. As indicated by its ascribed title, 'the anschir to the

ballat of hairtis", the poem is an ironically crafted reponse to an earlier text entitled
'Haif hairt in hairt ye hairt of hairtis haill'47. These two poems engage with one

another in ironic dialogue. The 'anschir' at once protests its rhetorical paucity. A

simpler stanzaic and metrical form than its counterpart is deployed.

Considder hairt my trew inte[n]t / Suppois I am no1 eloquent
To wryt yow ansh[i]r responsyve
your scedull is so excellent / It passis far my wittis fyve (11. 3-5)

Woven into the single verbal item, 'hairt', are several conceits which pun upon the
earlier text. 'Hairt' may signify the apostrophised beloved, the lover's own 'hairt' in

embodying the seat of the affections, or may wryly allude to the dense repetition

of the word in its counterpart. Pursuing this last interpretation, Scott's 'anschir'

seems to participate in a kind of poetic 'game' by which rhetorical fouth or

ingenuity is sought by competing poets4^. The hyperbole of 'Haif hairt in hairt'

achieves the effect of echoic amplification:

Expell deir hairt my havy hairtis baill
Praying yow hairt quhilk hes my hairt in graif
Sen ye sweit hairt my hairt may sla and saif
Lat no* deir hairt my leill hairt be forloir
Excelland hairt of every hairtis gloir 11.3-7

46 f. 235v-236r, STS 315-6, attributed to Alexander Scott; see also The Poems of Alexander
Scott ed. James Cranstoun, STS (Edinburgh, 1896), pp.31-2.

Anon, f. 228r, STS pp. 293-4. Though Cranstoun presents the poem as Scott's own, it is
not ascribed to Scott in the manuscript. Neither Laing in his 1821 edition, Fox and Ringler nor Theo
van Heijnsbergen, the editor of a forthcoming edition of Scott, accept the attribution. Inscribed in the
BM is the colophon 'the anser heirof in the ccxxxv leif, written in lighter ink and replacing the
deleted reference 'clxvij'.

The notion ofpoetic competitions is discussed by Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens. A Study
of the Play-Element in Culture (London. Routledge and Regan Paul, 1949, first published as Homo
htdetis. Versuch einer Bestimmung des Spielelemetes der Kulture, 1944) in analysis of the 'polemical
and casuistic approach to love-questions and in play-form' (p. 147). Douglas Kelly, Medieval
Imagination. Rhetoric and the Poetry ofCourtly Love (University ofWisconsin Press 1978), p. 5,
cites Brunetto Latini's pertinent comment in Livres dou tresors on 'the chanson by which one lover
speaks to another, as if standing before him in debate...And all debates come under rhetoric'. The
flytings ofDunbar and Kennedy, Montgomerie and Polwarth may have affinities with the European
pays or jeaxpartis.
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Lines 6-8 of the 'anschir' appear to proffer an amusing critique of such verbal

plenitude: 'For quhy it is so full of hairtis/that myne whn my bosom stairtis/quhen I
behald it ryt till end'. This image may be felt to express incredulous gesture as

opposed to the conventional signification of glad emotional ascent. The fittingly
responsive 'anschir', as attested by the conceptual excess of lines 9-10^9, is to

compete with and surpass rhetorical provocation. This fulsome conceitfulness,
however, submits in the final stanza to gentle repudiation of such 'writtin hairtis in

vane' (1.43)50. Textual expressions of love cannot achieve the communion enabled

by the exchange of'literal' or 'authentic' hearts:

Bot your hairt to my hairt rewert
and send me hairt for hairt agane (11.44-5)

The discourse of love prohibits the emotional verity enshrined in 'ane hairt

bayth trest and trew' (1. 28): 'Thairfoir sueit hairt send me the hairt.../And no* thir
writtin hairtis in vane' (11.41/43). Language veils the sign of the 'plain' or 'naked'

heart which visually and conceptually attests the deepest love:

It is na gravit hairt in stone
In siluer gold nor evir bone
nor yit ane payntit similitude
bot this same verry hairt allone
Wfin my breist of flesch and blude (11.36-40)

The artifice of the carved or engraved heart^l embodies in sharp pictorial terms

the rhetorical artfulness which, as implied by the critique of lines 6-8, conceals the

emotional pulse, the 'flesch and blude', of the original poem.

'and for ilk hairt ane hundret dertis/outthrow my hairt to yow I send'. Note the verbal
resemblances of this conceit to another BM poem, 'To yow that is the harbre ofmy Hairt' (ff.218v-
219r, STS pp. 264-65), 1. 4: 'I me comend ten hundred* thowsand syis'. Sustained similarities in
language and thought (see Part I, Chapter 2, Note 2) deepens the sense ofmutual acquaintance
among poets and texts within the common milieu of the BM.

This allusion to the written, textual form of the original need not discredit the supposition
ofboth texts as orally declaimed; the former may, of course, have existed as a manuscript in
circulation.

The empirical and the feigned are again compared: 'payntit' possesses the pejorative
connotations of a similar indictment in the poem, 'Of the suttelty of craftye louers', in Tottel's
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In a lyric attributed to Mersar, a praeceptor amoris offers rules for luf-

lalkyng: the lover's speech should not be verbose or recondite but exemplify a

rhetorical mean: 'be not of wirdis our grit perfluens/Nor yit of langage aw (>air

lest/In mvddill way hi tung be ay nurest'52. Verbal caution or the ideal of discreet

eloquence reflects another facet of the secrecy ritual by which many of these loves

are created. Though the desire to confess desire, as it were, paradoxically compels

the creation of these love poems, to speak of love may be to betray oneself or the

beloved, or to travesty the nature of the love which can only flourish in secrecy.

No* wl thy toung thy self discure
The thingis that thow hes of natur
ffor gif thow dois tho suld repent
Be secreit trew and pacient^J

Be nevir he that lesing sail proclame
be not of langage qr ye sould be still
be secreit trew incressing ofyour name^

One lyric in particular, 'My hairt is lost onlie for lufe of one', exploits the

paradoxes of luf-lalkyng with wit and concision^ To 'speik [his] purpois' would

be audacious: he does not know how to embellish or 'dress' his subject or 'haill

intent', and to venture rashly a proposition of love might result in her eternal

silence - 'Than haif 1 tynt my speiking moir and less/'Onsped speche bettir unspokin

be' (11. 3, 29, 7-8). The subsequent three stanzas pursue the ramifications of the

lover's articulate silence in lines which 'display' the verbal and nominal cognates

Miscellany. In literary, artistic and decorative spheres, the figure of the heart sewed as an emblem of
'intimacy and inwardness..revealing..much that was ambiguous in the nature of intimacy. Was it a
souvenir of religious faith? Of courage? Of love?'; see Orest Ranum, 'The Refuges of Intimacy', A
History of Private Life. Vol. III. Passions of the Renaissance ed. Roger Chartier (Harvard University
Press 1987), p.232.

'Offluve quhay lykis to Haifloy or confort', ff 213r-v, STS pp. 245-7; also 11. 13-14:
'Paynit not thy wird[is] se y* thow be not niss/Speik no1 in termis of clergy'.

'Gifye wald lufe and luvit be', anon., f 230r, 11. 21-4, STS p303.
54 'Be ye ane luvar Think ye no4 ye suld', attributed to Dunbar, f. 212v, 11. 14-16, STS p. 244):
this amounts to an etiquette of a lover's lingustic decorum. Language should be controlled and
restrained rather than manipulated.

f. 217r, anon., STS pp. 258-9.
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of 'speche'. The repetitio produces a comically mannerist effect as the lover's
dilemma whether to speak or not to speak acquires a kind of paradoxical (almost

proverbial) eloquence or foutlr.

ffayne wald 1 speik and speiking my* awaill
and scho for speiking wald speik to me againe
1 spair to speik for spilling ofmy taill
Than I my speiking spendit hes in vaine
To speik and speid not q [s ane testing pane
how sail I speik I dar not speik for dreid
Be it gud or evill to speik to me againe
Yit sail I speik vnspokin can not Speid (11. 17-24)

Part of the beloved's tyranny is that she is ironically possessed of 'speche most

eloquent'. This is the principle paradox among several verbal paradoxes of the final

stanza: in lines 27-8 he will 'speik' of his 'laik of speche', achieved in 'termis' at

once 'ornat' and 'plane' (1. 30). The lyric concludes with delicate points, implicitly

he will fall silent and be 'conformed]' by her voice.

Since the acts of love and writing are so inextricably bound they become

mutual: the anguished lover writes as he weeps in one lyric so that his tears blend

with the ink, and the poem becomes a literal inscription of love^^. Yet one

paradox of the lover's desire in such lyrics to speak expertly of and to his love is

that frequently neither the beloved, or the real exquisiteness of the love, can be

identified or truly articulated: 'I luve bot 1 dar not assay...quhome I luf I dar not

assay'57. A lover's anguish is felt rhetorically as different 'acts' of love - the first

confession of desire, a parting - are made to seem purely verbal.

How suld I say go fair weill and tak my leif
allace that wird inpersit throw my hairt
for but your sycht on na wayis may I leif...-8

'Ma comendationis wf humilitie', anon., ff 223r-v, STS pp. 278-80, 11, 7-8: 'Dittand yir
verss w1- disconfort and dreid/mixand my ynk ay w* my bittir teris'.

'Quhen flora had ourfret ye firth', 11. 8, 15.
'O wretchit infernal! crewall element', anon., f 227r, STS pp. 289-90, 11. 8-10.
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This is a concise example of the verbal transmutation of love's pain: the lover fears
to enunciate the 'wird' which would seal the irrevocability of the 'fairweilf.

This fascination with the limitations and excesses of language is echoed in

the later three sections of the fourth pairt. Part of the verbal self-reflexiveness of

the sangis may derive from the impression of a shared cultural and poetic
environment. Similar rhetorical anxieties emerge in the remeidis and complaints.

In these, a relationship between woman and language is forged. Expression of the

'quent consaitis of weme[n]kynd' defy the representational powers of language:

'Quhat way to wryt or put in verss'^9. As female beauty and virtue exceed

rhetorical realisation so do women's 'counsale and craft'60 The figure of woman,

whether exemplary or corrupt, is associated with the impossibility topos, expressive

of rhetorical and conceptual impossibility and contradiction.

Prescriptive love The lyric voice of Bannatyne's fourth pairt is not confined to

that of the querulous lover. The stance of the praeceptur amoris is a rhetorical

posture which extends across the four 'sub-divisions' of the luve ballattis. In the

cjuerelle and contemptis genres, this prescriptive voice invests the frequently

conventional castigations of women and love with the sanction of authority and

received wisdom (spuriously though since the pro and contra cjuerelle texts

challenge and contradict their opposing authorities). In the other, less generically

prescribed poems the tutelary voice has the effect of rendering the lyric into a

condensed poetic manual for lovers: rules of sexual etiquette which have classical

precedent in the ironic Ars Amatoria. in Andreas's treatise, and in the more

contemporary courtly conduct manuals by Castiglione and others-

In its purest form, the prescriptive love lyric in Bannatyne consists of a

series of rules:

'I muse and m[er]ve!lis in my mynd', Scott, f 254r, I. 3, STS, vol 4, p. 11
'In all this warld no man may wit', anon., f. 257r-58r, 1. 3 STS pp. 19-22.
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Be ye atie luvar Think ye no* ye sulci
Be weill adwysit in your gou[er]ning
Be ye no* sa it will on yow be tauld
Bewar yr\vith for dreid of misdemyng
Be not a wretche nor skerche in your spening
be blyth alway to do amiss or schame
Be rewlit ry* and keip this doctring
be secreit trew incressing of your name^'

'Gouerning' is here a revealing term used within a series of didactic precepts which
do not seem obviously applicable for a lover^ But it appears that the lover's

conduct must be highly 'regulated' at all times; any impropriety will at once 'be

tauld', and one's reputation ('name') injured. As the insistence on linguistic

decorum in the subsequent two stanzas so clearly exemplifies, the lover's

reputation rests largely on verbal reports: a 'tratlar...janglar' is especially despised.

This lyric sharply expounds or invents an environment in which such lyric

exchanges of love occur. It is characterised by insecurity: a lover's reputation is

precarious, and complacency shunned:

Be no* abaisit for no wicket tung
be not sa set as I haif said yow heir
be not sa lerge vnto yir sawis sung
be not our proud thinka[n]d ye have no peir (11. 17-20)

Dunbar's lyric is complemented by another, 'Gif ye wald lufe and luvit be'63 The

refrain is identical except that the ideal of reputation is replaced (perhaps at first

curiously) by the virtue of patience:

In mynd keip weill thir thingis thre
and sadly in thy breist imprent
Be secreit trew and pacient (11. 2-4)

These three cardinal virtues of the lover are expounded individually (patience in

lines 5-8; secrecy in lines 9-12; 'truth' or fidelity in lines 13-16). But again each is
61 f 212v, p. 244,11. 1-8.

cp 'ffresche fragrant flour ofbewty souerane', op. cit., 1. 11, 'to quhome my hairt I send in
gou[er]nyng'; 'Quhy sowld I luve bot gif I war luvit1, anon., f. 253r, 1. 7, STS vol 4, p.9: 'Than war I
gydit with misgovirnance'.

'Gif ye wald lufe and luvit be', anon., f. 230r, STS p. 303
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related to the idea of good (in other words, discreet) conduct^, the lover must
retain 'his fame', and allow 'credence' to be placed in him not simply by the beloved

but by others also: 'and credence nane sail him be lent/Be secreit trew and

paciejnjf (11. 11-12). Though this prescriptive genre lucidly lays bare the ideal

ways in which a lover should act, the lyrics in themselves are almost duplicitous.
There is a curiously undefined reticence to each prerequisite, 'secreit, trew,

pacie[n]f; and in obedience to such precepts, the lover in a sense practices a form
of expedient dissembling even though these rules seek to create an honest lover.

Another version of the preceptor amoris genre diminishes this aspect of

reticence by a more 'foregrounded' preceptor who offers himself as an exemplary

lover:

Off luve and trew* w* lang continwans
all may ye luvaris cum leir at me
That nevir a wicht had confort nor plesans
In warld to think nor yit behald w* E
In yat intent to turne fra hir bewty
That evir I had and hes my hairt compleit
sen first I saw that womanlie and sweit^

The lover's fortunate possession of such 'lufe' and frew*' is duly and gently

illustrated by the succeeding stanzas, culminating in a hymn of gratitude to 'The

lord of luf. But the lyric notably exemplifies an important trait of a number of

Bannatyne love lyrics: namely the cultivation of an experiential, empirical self. By

these terms 'experiential' and 'empirical', 1 wish to suggest the conscious creation of

a lover or amatoiy self in whom one (the reader or auditor) is desired to believe.

On occasion, this is confined to proverbial comment, the expression of worldly

experience: 'That evir I luvit allace and welis me'66 There are frequent pledges

that a lover's suffering is unique: 'Vnto my pane is nocht Compair'67 The 'truth' or

Emphasised by Andreas Capellanus in the De Amore: the lover must retain a good name.
65

anon., ff. 220v-221r, STS pp. 270-2,11. 1-7.
'Off every joy most Ioyfull joy it is, anon., If. 221r-v, 1. 7 and refrain, STS pp. 272-3.

67 'Quhair luve is kendlit confortles', op. cit., 1. 8.
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integrity of love is the task of poetic persuasion: 'Gif yis be trew, trew as it wass

lady lady/suld no! I serwe yow allace fair lady'68. The lover presents or

'commends' himself 'Wnfenyeandlie'; 'That luwis yow best abuve all creature/And

evir shall wWttin fenyeing'; 'W'Wit fenyeing 1 may it not ganestand'69. The act of

self-presentation or commendation must be convincing: 'pleiss ye remembir quhen

ye thir l[ett]res reid/That I am trew no* fekill of efferis'; 'I yow beseik w* hairt

affectously/To wey thair wordis that I haif writtin heir/as wordis of wecht and no1
of wanitie'^O. Such lyrics, in laying bare the lover's 'plain hairt trew', almost render

language itself the object of desire: the beloved must covet or desire the words

which make a lover.

The status and authority of language is placed under equal scrutiny in the

'remeidis' where the poetic self also seeks to be persuasive: 'I am as I am and so

will 1 wrvt'71.

Allegories of desire

Despite this fascination with how desire can be embodied in word

or gesture (a concern with the literal level of the text), a number of sangis

figuratively portray desire. Brief, ornamental 'allegories' portray love as an

elaborate fiction or a fragile illusion. It is often anatomised by means of

personification allegory or courtly prosopopoeia'. 'Gud Hoip' dispenses wisdom to

an abject lover concerned with social status, and in the lyrics by Henryson and

Dunbar included in the hive ballattis section^

<!,s 'Was not guci king salamon', 'q ane inglisma[n], f. 215v, 11. 5-6, STS p. 254
'To yow yat is ye harbre ofmy Hairt', anon., f. 218v, 1. 3, STS p. 264; 'ffresche fragrant

flour', op. cit., 1. 10, 'O maistres myn till yow I me contend', f. 220v, 1. 18, STS p. 269.
'Ma comendationis w* humilitie', op. cit., 11. 5-6, 'My dullit corss dois hairtly recomend1,

anon., f. 238r, 11. 25-6, STS p. 323.
71 '1 am as I Am', op. cit., I. 28

'Quhen I think on my lady deir', anon., ff. 217r-v; STS pp. 259-61; Dunbar's 'Sen yat 1 am a
presoneir', ff. 214r-15r, STS pp. 249-2; Henryson's 'Wald my gud lady lufe me best', ff. 215r-v, STS
pp. 252-4.
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Cupid, .frequently invoked as the governing deity of profane love or as a

rex legibus, becomes the subject of a miniature allegory in the lyric 'Ma

comendationes w* humilitie'. The lover is enclosed in 'ane park of pane' (redolent

of the beautiful garden of love or hortus conclusus), pursued by an impious love-

god, fashioned according to conventional iconography:

And lust is foster w* his bow and flane
fro tre to tre he chaiss me in ye nycht
I weip I wring wes nevir ane veriar wicht
Thus nyt and day w* peteous wox 1 cry
Wes nevir ane undir ye sonis lycht
Mair patient sufferrit proctory7j
This painterly representation, part of a conventional plaint against love, remains

undeveloped beyond this vision which acquires the status of an ornamental static

tableau. There are other highly pictorial, ornamental pieces such as the encounter

with the visionary beloved in 'Quhen tayis bank wes blumyt bryt': the beauty of

nature is assimilated to the beauty of the woman, the 'farest figour':

This myld meik ma[n]suet m[ar]geit
This perle polist most quhyt
Dame natoris deir dochter discreit
The dyama[n]t of delyt
neufer] formit wes to found on feit
Ane figour moir p[er]fyte
nor non on mold 74

This visionary beloved is quasi-angelic, coverting the place into a 'pjajradyce' (1.

97). Another semi-allegorical beloved appears in the incomplete fragment, 'Lait

lait on sleip as I wes laid' which depicts a donna angelicata attired in 'lusty blew'

(evoking pictorial representations of the Virgin Mary's robes)75. In its debt to the

amatory dream genre, the lyric is an allegory of unfulfilled desire:

Scho sayis god keip yow now I go
Than 1 kist hir allace me tho*

f. 223v, U. 35-40.
anon., ff. 229r-v, STS pp. 296-300,11. 81-87.
anon., ff. 233v, STS pp. 308-9.
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Than up scho raiss and went me fro (11. 33-5)

Another lyric offers a miniature allegory redolent ot Dunbar's rose poem: the
'feklyeit' rose of the lover's 'garth'

All winttir thro* yis ross wes reid
and now in may it changis hew
Thairfoir I trow yat it be deid
and als ye stak yat it on grew
Suld I for plesour plant a new
Na that I wow to god in plane
said it fair weill all flouris adew
Bot gif yat roiss reuert agane^6

Does the rose (withered in the final stanza) signify the beloved, and her loss of

virginity, or the love which once flourished? It is a slight yet densely symbolic

lyric.

Bannatyne's lyric, 'As phebus bricht in speir merediane', provides the

paradigmatic allegorical exposition of male desire: Actaeon, the Ovidian exemplar

of the punitive consequences of female desire, and of illicit desire^.
O thunderane boir in thy most awfull rege
Quhy will thow no1 me w* thy tuskis ryve
Sen no thing may my grevouss pane assuage
bot scho quhilk is the revar ofmy lyfe
W* sichis soir and cairis pungetyve
Quhairthrow my blude resoluit is in teiris
And yit no rewth in to hir hairt appeiris

the feminine 'figour'

a Manichaeism is introduced in the heart of womankind... it is in contrast to

the sanctified woman that the bad woman stands out in full relief...ifman
can find everything in woman, it is because she has both these faces'79
anon., f 222v, STS p. 276, II. 9-16. Compare Dunbar's 'Sueit rose ofvertew and of

gentilnes'.
Giordano Bruno, De gli eroicifurori, The Heroic Frenzies trans. Paul Eugene Memmo

(University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1964), p. 123, expounds the myth as an allegory of unlicensed
desire: see Part II, Chapter 2, for use of the myth in Montgomerie
78 f. 231r, STS p. 306, ff. 36-49.

Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex (Le deuxieme sex, 1949; Picador, 1989), 'Dreams,
Fears, Idols', pp. 223-4,
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Virtuous and vicious, angel and diablesse'. the figure of woman, in Bannatyne's
fourth corpus, is conceived by a proverbial and enduring maruchaeism80.
Woman's Janus-faced identity in these texts is rooted solely in her capacity to

desire and to inspire desire, her troubling sexuality. One can speculate that

Bannatyne's two formal querelle divisions (the female and male 'contempis') are

created by an interesting ideological axis: long rooted conventions of the querelle
des femmes, religious conceptions about woman's ideological role and status

(perhaps lent a particularly Protestant cast); and the impositions of courtly and

bourgeois morality upon female conduct. Such conjectural issues will be

addressed in the course of specific textual analysis. In seeking to comprehend the

section's ideology of the feminine, the sungis of luve (previously excluded from

interpretations of the querelle, and considered autonomously from the latter in

historical-cultural readings) play an important role. In portraying the angelic

woman, made exemplary and essentialist by fixed conceptions of beauty, virtue

and desire, these poems bear much more than a tangential relation to both the

diablesse and virginal ideal of the querelle texts.

'Love adds perfection to a woman; yet we do not deny that per se she is a

most perfect thing'8!: Jasso's comment aptly exemplifies the paradoxical

The last dualism is taken from Sara F. Matthews Greco, Ange ou Diablesse. La
representation de la femme au XVIe siecle (Paris: Flamntarion, 1991), an excellent iconographical
study of'la polarisation asymetrique de l'identite feminine....la symetrie theorique des vices et des
vertus' (p. 67). For a concise survey of the entrenched theoretical and literary perception of female
dualism see Claude Thomasset, 'The Nature ofWoman', A History ofWomen in the West. 4 vols
(Harvard University Press, 1992), vol 1, Silences of the Middle Ages ed. Christine Klapisch-Zuber,
pp. 43-69; Henry Kraus, 'Eve and Mary: Conflicting Images ofMedieval Woman', The Living
Theatre ofMedieval Art (Thames and Hudson, 1967). I use the singular term 'woman' throughout
this chapter precisely because these texts present a highly essentialist conception of'the feminine';
though feminist theorists rightly insist that the latter cannot be reduced to a single concept or
definition, this fourth section adheres to rigorously ideological moulds of female sexuality and
morality.

Tasso, cited in Nesca A.Robb, Neoplatonism of the Italian Renaissance (London, 1935), p.
153.
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achievement of these lyrics which present the beloved woman as untainted, if not

transfigured by, the sexual desire of the male lyricist.

Christ sen scho knew // so trew // as I hir lufe
and syne wald rew // adew // all syt for ay

Tho* I be wo quhat wyt hes scho
quhat wald 1 moir ofmy sweit thing
That wait no* ofmy wome[n]ting

The grittar desyre I haif vnto your sycht
The less I get your language and presens
The nerrer the sycht ye ferrer frome audiens^

Commonly this desire has effect only upon the desiring subject (engendering

despair, anxiety, 'wo'), while the desired object herself remains untouched or

impervious, literally and symbolically. Her sexuality is therefore muted,

paradoxically made passive by being perceivable only as a consequence or effect.
Bloch conceives a similar 'paradox of perfection' in variants of the medieval love

lyric: though the female beloved is portrayed as a paragon (the proverbial A per

se), she remains fixed as a 'courtly abstraction' which 'bears more upon the poet's

relationship to himself than that with the beloved^.
The sangis ofluve amplify this paradox of a beloved whose desirability is

contingent upon her moral and sexual perfection. With the exception of the

incomplete uubude, these lyrics portray a desire which depends on its condition of

unfulfilment^. In depicting the process as opposed to the end consequence or

result of desire, these lyrics are concerned with the potentiality of desire, and the

tenuous possibility of the beloved's submission. Such desire is condemned to a

82 'Maist ameyn rosier', op. cit., f. 219v, 11. 'Bayth gud and fair and womanlie', anon., f. 222r-
v, 11. 19-21, STS p. 275; 'The moir I luve and serf at all my mycht, anon., f. 249r, 11. 3-5, STS p. 356.

Howard R. Bloch. Medieval Misogyny and the Invention ofWestern Romantic Love
(University of Chicago Press, (1980). See also The Mirror ofNarcissus in the Courtly Love Lyric
(Cornell UP, 1967); Simon Gaunt, 'Poetry of exclusion: a feminist reading of some troubadour
lyrics', MLR 85 (1990), pp. 310 - 29, and the excellent analysis by Toril Moi, 'Desire in Language',
Medieval Literature. Criticism. Ideology and History ed. David Aers (Harvester Press, 1986), pp.
11-33.
84 'My hairt is heich aboif, anon., ff. 231r-v, STS pp. 307-8.
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perpetual state of imperfection and incompletion. Although the beloved is chided
for her aloofness ('Gud ladeis lat ricf wilfullnes/exuperat your bewteis than'^^), this
very refusal to consent sanctifies the lover's desire. If she did consent, the beloved
would destroy the necessary 'illusion' of her sexual purity, and deprive herself of
that valuable female commodity, chastity^. The poetry subsequent to these sangis

is concerned with the woman who has consented, and whose sexuality is not

merely conceived (or made palliative) by a beautiful rhetorical surface.

The female 'presence' in these lyrics is principally mediated through the

canonical, quasi-Petrarchistic idiom of female beauty. Feminine sexuality becomes

aesthetically rarefied. The insistent fascination with the female

'schap... forme... fygour'87 transforms (the idea of) woman into a beautiful object, a

microcosmic 'warld of bewtie': 'Beauty is the proper value of woman'^. By

means of an erotic iconography, the desired woman is figured as a sensual

abstraction which often plays upon different kinds of sensual allure. She is a 'perle'

or 'dyama[njf; in another instance a 'fragrant olif violat rubicumbent', a sequence

of epithets which combines exoticism (the olive), an oddly beautiful variation on

the red and white beauty topos, and a mildly elaborate Latinism^. Frequently, the

beautiful image has obvious symbolic import: the 'yung brekand blosum yit on the

stalkis grene/delytsum lilly lusty for to be sene' suggests a virginal purity which

85 'Was not gud king salamon', op. cit., 11. 51-2.
Bloch, op. cit., p. 148, makes the interesting observation that the very expression of the

poet's desire is 'equal in some sense to its disappearance or debasement'.
Terms drawn from 'In to my Hairt emprentit is so soir', anon., f. 220v, 1. 2, STS p. 270;

'fflour of all fairheid', anon., f. 227r, 1. 6, STS p. 291.
'My hairt is thrall', op. cit., I 22; Annibale Romei, cited in Robb, op. cit., p. 159. On

conceptions and canons of female beauty in the period, see Elizabeth Cropper, 'The Beauty of
Woman: Problems in the Rhetoric of Renissance Portraiture', Rewriting the Renaissance. The
Discourses of Sexual Difference in Early Modern Europe ed. Margaret W. Ferguson et al., pp. 175-
190; Naomi Yavneh, 'The ambiguity ofbeauty in Tasso and Petrarch', Sexuality and Gender in Early
Modern Europe. Texts, institutions, images ed. James Grantham Turner (Cambridge University
Press, 1993), pp. 133- 157.

'Quhen tayis bank', op. cit., 11. 82, 84, 'maist ameyn roseir', op. cit., 1. 3.
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might yet be 'broken'. Sexuality is not always contained or suppressed by the
metaphor which seeks to compensate for an absence*^.

Female corporeality is the common subject of these lyrics, the 'courtlie
corss of portratour p[er]fyt' aesthetically laid bare for the voyeuristic gaze:

Thair wes nevir day that dew// nor dyamont sa deir
na stane sa haill of hew//as is ye hyd of hair
hir ene as cristall cleir/Av* luflie lawchand cheir
hir pawpis till perle ar peir//p[er]fyt and poleist new^l

The female figour is transformed into an object of poetic and erotic contemplation.

Ironically, this is an artifice which does not incur the conventional censure of

female artifice copiously exemplified by the later querelle texts; indeed, it is

positively emphasised ('hir portratour of most plesance/all pictour did prevene'92
The archetypal sixteenth century device for the poetic display of beauty ('the

lady...corporeally scattered', in Vickers's phrase), the blason, is inevitably found; if

not as the usual catalogue or litany of bodily beauties, as the concentrated,

precieux description of an object such as 'hir Lippis.../The fragrant balme of odour

comfortatyve' (p. 305)9J. Beauty is therefore conveyed by procedures of hyperbole

and fragmentation.

Hir cristall ene all forgit w* delyt
Surmonting topatioun anamalit celicall

'O lusty flour of yovd benyng and bricht', anon., f. 238v, STS p. 323,11. 4-5. Only example
of desiring active female sexuality the incomplete lyric 'Lait lait on sleip' 11. 17 - 24.1 would refute
Evelyn Newlyn's contention ('The Political Dimensions of Desire and Sexuality in Poems of the
Bannatyne Manuscript', in Selected Essays on Scottish Language and Literature. A Festschrift in
Honour ofAllan H. MacLaine ed. Stephen R. McKenna, (Edwin Mellen Press, 1992), pp. 75-96,
that 'sexuality and desire are essentially excluded from the "songis of luve'" (75).
91 'Maist ameyn roseir', 1. 10; 'fflour of all fairheid', op. cit., 11. 16-19
92 'Quhen tayis bank', op. cit., 11. 75-6. Puttenham interestingly defines the term 'Icon',
'Resemblaunce by Imagerie' or 'pourtrait', by a female blason 'alluding to the painters terme, who
yeeldeth to th'eye a visible representation of the thing he describes and painteth in his table' (The
Arte ofEnglish Poesie ed. Edward Arbor (London, 1869), p. 251).

Nancy J. Vickers, 'Petrarchan Lyric and the Strategies ofDescription', Mimesis. From
Mirror to method, Augustine to Descartes eds. John D. Lyons and Stephen G. Nichols (Hanover.
University Press ofNew England, 1980), pp. 100-109(104) For a summary of the European blason
originating in the Blasons anatomiques du corpsfeminin (1536), see Cathy Yendell, 'A la recherche
du corps perdu, a capstone of the Renaissance blasons anatomiques', Romance Notes 26 (1985) pp
135-42
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Sa fair was nevir figour // no fame on flud so quhyt
So p[ro]per of portratour // sa p[air]t no sa p[er]fyt
Hir lyre is lilly lyk // plesand forowttin plyt
In hour is no so brycht // beriall no blench flour

Hir hair displayit as ye goldin wyre
aboif hir heid vvt bemys radient
Is lyk ane buss that birnys in ye fire
W* flammys reid but fumys Elevant^

In this way, the female body in these lyrics can be conceived as a paradox:

sexually interpretable or 'readable' by the male poet or voyeur but resolutely
chaste^. Their beauty is ideologically sound, frequently emblematic ot 'vertew,

meikness, trewth'96 The physical beauty which symbolises (or at least insinuates)

sexuality is tempered by a conduct which seemingly reflects the conventional

trinity of renaissance female conduct books, chastity, silence, and obedience:

moir meik wes nevir creature on life
Wt hair bry* glitterand as ye gold

of pulchritud ye fair figour
The mirror eik of all meiknes
the verry stapill of steadfastness

The well of vertew and flour ofwomanhid
And patrone unto patiens
Lady of lawty bay* in word and deid
ryt sobir sweit full meik of eloquens

be natur wrocht of plesand bewty bricht
quhome to behald ane hevin is of delyt
of womanheid ye mirror schynand lycht

94 'Maist ameyn roseir', II. 8-9; 'fflour ofall fairheid', op. cit., 11. 6-9; 'As phebus bricht', op.
cit., 11. 8-11;

In this way, the male lyricist (symbolically) has 'access' both to the beloved's body and to
her 'inner mind' , the female body arguably exemplifies 'the particular privileges and paradoxes of
Renaissance subjectivity...she is constituted as something premeinently seen...at the same time her
interior "difference", her lack of visibility, can become a topos of a resistance to scrutiny, of an inner
truth not susceptible to discovery or manipulation from the outside": Katherine Eisaman Maus, 'A
womb of his own: male Renaissance poets in the female body', in Turner ed , op. cit., pp 266 - 88
(273).

'Na woundir is', anon., f. 234r, 1. 5, STS p. 309.
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Hir port hir cheir hir gudnas mair and mair
Hir wotTtartheid and eik hir gentilnes
Hir trew* hir fay* and also hir meikness

Bayth gud and fair and womanlie
Debonair steidfast wyiss and trew
Courtas hummill and lawlie
and grundit weill in all vertew 97

In one sense, this alliance of physical and moral beauty may consciously reflect

the common Neoplatonic conceit of beauty as the outer envelope of the soul and
thus the corollary between external and internal form^S Henryson's 'Garmonf,
inscribed at the beginning of the fourth section, offers an interesting example of
how moral beauty can be defined or 'commodified' as an external detail of the
female 'forme'99 Yet there might persuasively be a further sense in which this

fusion contributes to a portrait of ideal womanhood (ideal precisely because such

virtuous, 'meik' conduct ensures a 'manageable' or 'regulated' sexuality). The

lyrics' language is comparable to the prescriptions of a Renaissance female

moralist such as Vives:

First let her understand that chastity is the principal virtue of a woman, and
counterpoiseth with all the rest: if she have that, no man will look for any
other, and if she lack that no man will regard other....shamefastnes and
sobriety be the inseparable companions of chastity... nothing shall be
outrageous, neither in passions ofmind, nor words nor deeds, nor
presumptuous, nor nice, wanton, pert, nor boasting, nor ambitious.. J00

97 'My Hairt is thrall', op. tit., 11. 34-5; 'The bewty ofHir amorus ene', anon., f. 218r, STS p.
261,11. 11-13; anon., f. 218r, STS p. 263,11. 1-4; 'ffresche fragrant flour', op. cit., 11. 20-2; 'In to my
Hairt emprentit', op. cit., 11. 3-5; anon., f. 222r, 11. 1-4, STS p. 275.
98 Sara F. Matthews-Grieco, 'The Body, Appearance, and Sexuality', A History ofWomen in
the West. 4 vols (Harvard University Press, 1992), vol 2, Renaissance and Enlightenment Paradoxes
ed. Natalie Zemon Davis and Arlette Farge, pp. 46-84 (58).

For an account of blasons other than the purely sexual or amorous see Odette de Mourges,
Metaphysical, Baroque and Precieux Poetry (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1953), p. 55.

Joannes L. Vives, De lnstitutione foeminae Christianae (1524) trans. Richard Hyrde, A
very fruteiull and pleasant boke. called the instruction of a Christen woman (London, 1541), sig.
Iiiiiv. See Ann Rosalind Jones, 'Nets and Bridles: early modern conduct books and sixteenth century
women's lyrics', The Ideology ofConduct. Essays on Literature and the History of Sexuality ed.
Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse (London: Methuen, 1987), pp. 39-72; Suzanne W.
Hull, Chaste. Silent and Obedient. English Books for Women 1475-1640 (Henry E.Huntingdon
Library, 1982); the selection of texts in Le miroir des femmes. 2 vols, edited Luce Guillerm et al.,
vol 1 , 'Moralistes et polemistes au XVIe siecle (Presses Universitaires de Lille), 'Doctrines morales',
pp. 25 - 124.
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It is interesting that the luve sangis should include a quasi-defence ot 'ladeis' that
offers the Virgin Mary as the paradigm of female humility and sexual purity:

To fortefie off fememene the fame
Christ was incarnat and incorporat
and nureist nyn monethis in her wame
And eftir borne and bocht ws fra the blame
ofbaliall that brint ws bitterly
That onlie act saivis yame all fra schame
And our allquhair yr fame dois fortfy'^'

This is both glorification and reduction at the same time: in the context of lyrics

which celebrate woman's sexual desirability, this Marian allusion to the

Immaculate Conception denies woman's sexuality (the virginal ideal, indeed, is

their sole redemption, 'That onlie act...'). That the beloved in the archetypal courtly

love lyric is granted the status of moral paragon is frequently interpreted as the

wish fulfilment of the lover who seeks to perfect himself through love. While the

spiritual perfection of the female beloved is certainly part of the philosophical

amorous tradition (Beatrice, Laura), it might be conjectured that this alliance

between female sexuality and morality is drawn so as to appeal (or to be made

acceptable) for a female audience'^2

Frequent emphasis upon the beloved's social status — the ubiquitous

attribute of'nobility' and the associated virtues of 'gentilness' — also demarcates a

particular social sphere of female virtue, as well as being an obvious citation of

amour courtois's perennially 'noble ladv'"^2 These supposedly abstract female

paragons (unnamed unlike occasional lyrics in the other miscellanies) may also

engage covertly with the cultural milieu for which they might be intended: if a

101 'ffor to declair ye high magnificens', op. cit., 11. 42-48.
An interesting comparison might be drawn with the Maitland quarto manuscript: its love

lyrics place marked, almost deliberate emphasis on the 'virtue' rather than beauty of the beloved
addressed: see Part I, Chapter 3, 'Mary Queen of Scots and poetry of feminine desire' for further
detail.

'O lusty flour ofyowt benyng and bricht', anon., f. 238v, STS p. 324,11. 19-20: 'ryt nobill of
blud.../honorable gentill...'.
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purely aristocratic, courtly environment perhaps to hold up an idealising mirror to
its gentlewomen or female courtiers; or as a model of social, moral and sexual
aspiration for the urban or bourgeoisie woman Female desirability is

contingent upon compliance with the prescribed moral ideal (and even the extreme

of immaculate purity).

The querelle culture Although the social and cultural context of these

lyrics remains speculative (whether the sangis of luve relate to a specific court

occasion, for example), it is probable, at least by textual evidence alone, that the

contemptis and remeidis were conceived as deliberate counterparts to one another.

(That the same writers should contribute a piece to each mode itself suggests a

full, and ironic, awareness of the conventions). Those conventions are persuasively

those of the querelle des femmes, the philosophical, cultural and rhetorical debate

about the nature of woman in which there was a mid sixteenth century resurgence

of interest 105 Bannatyne's compendium is set against a European book market

Hooded with publications, new and reissued, which engage in various ways with

the querelle debate- These lyrics are therefore assembled at an auspicious time in

the history of the querelle polemic; Bannatyne may have thus ensured for his

anthology a conspicuous fashionableness.

Controversy has arisen over the kind of culture which fosters the querelle

genre, crystallised in the issue whether it mirrors the misogynistic, repressively

patriarchal society which (fairly uncontentiously) was the dominant power

104 See van Heijnsbergen, op. cit., for suggestion of the manuscript's urban milieu.
For a variety of literary and cultural readings of the querelle desfemmes, so-called by Abel

Lefranc in Les ecrivains francais de la Renaissance (1914) in an essay on Rabelais, see (for example)
the seminal essays of Joan Kelly, 'Early Feminist Theory and the Querelle des Femmes' and 'Did
Woman have a Renaissance?', reprinted in Women. History and Theory. The Essays of Joan Kelly
(University of Chicago Press, 1984); Constance Jordan, Renaissance Feminism (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1990); Linda Woodbridge, Woman and the English Renaissance. Literature and the
Nature ofWomankind 1540-1620 (Harvester, 1984); Ian MacLean, The Renaissance notion of
woman, A study in the fortunes of scholasticism and medical science in European intellectual life
(Cambridge University Press, 1980). Francis Lee Utley, The Crooked Rib. An analytical index to the
argument about women in English and Scots literature to the end of the year 1568 (Ohio State
University Press, 1948) provides an excellent source and reference guide.
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structure. Evelyn Newlyn's trenchant readings of the Bannatyne excursions into
the genre claim that they reflect and perpetuate female political and sexual
subordination, revealing

unequivocally sexual and social hierarchies of power. These poems
treating desire and sex are thus revealed to be in service to a larger
political intention; only secondarily about desire, these poems
illustrate the use of sexuality in delineating, enforcing, and reinforcing
power structures in a patriarchal culture....they thus produce and
reproduce the culture, they become potent statements of political
power '06

This is a powerful, persuasive claim, and 1 do not wish to argue in opposition for

the querelle text which is politically innocent (the arguments earlier proposed for

the sangis ofluve suggest their complicity with conservative, patriarchal morality).

Yet Newlyn's argument seems unwilling to accomodate the other analyses of the

genre (propounded in one instance by a feminist critic) that these texts are deeply

rhetorical, even to the extent that they are 'written to amuse... readers rather than

persuade them1' 07 The obvious response to this is that rhetoric is never trivial,

that the institutionalisation (or normalising) of these texts as entertainment is itself

insidious.

Yet that such conventional antifeminist diatribes, rooted in classical and

medieval patristic writing (for example), should be exploited for (mere) artistic

potential, is itself interesting. Other analyses of the genre in broader, European

terms even suggest that the 'necessary postulate' for such debate was 'a free-

thinking, open-speaking court dominated paradoxically by accomplished and witty

women''08 Though this seems to rest upon an idealistic reading of II Cortegiano.

Book III, one can speculate whether women were complied participants in such

In MacKenna ed. op. cit., p. 76; see also her earlier pioneering essay, 'Luve, Lichery and
Evill Wemen: the Satiric Tradition in the Bannatyne Manuscript', SSL 26 (1991), pp. 283-93.
107 Jordan, op. cit., p. 25.

Sydney Anglo, 'The Courtier. The Renaissance and Changing Ideals', The Courts of
Europe. Politics. Patronage and Royalty 1400-1800 (London: Thames and Hudson. 1977), pp 33-
54 (37).
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literary culture (the quintessentially ludic court literature) which has importance

for any consideration of the defences. The present reading considers the possibility
that the contemptis might reflect a kind of quasi-intellectual debate (for example,
about beautyl09y in imitating earlier (predominantly medieval) disquisitions on

the 'woman question', the querelle text per se has been conceived as a

demonstration of rhetorical skills 'on both sides of the question'^ ' 0. Bannatyne's

texts (as illustrated below) reflect this dialectic, quasi-scholastic aspect (though

Woodbridge, oddly, would exclude the manuscript from the formal controversy on

the grounds that it does not foster 'a sense of genuine debate'^ ^). This rhetorical

and 'intellectual' aspect, the demand for 'at least the trappings of erudition', has

classed them as non-popular genres^ 12 More persuasive perhaps might be the

argument that, like the sangis of luve which present woman as a textual and

metaphorical posession, these texts reflect the type of homosocial literary

environment (woman as discursive commodity) which Sedgwick has so

persuasively analysed1' T

The continuum between the sangis and the querelle texts for which this

chapter argues can be perceived in simple, literary terms. Many of these lyrics

have a similar rhetorical frame to the sangis. 'In all this warld no man may wit', for

example, is devised as a letter of disenchantment:

To yow madame this I indyte
That Jang yor trew lufe ha if I bene
Commending me Greiting I wryt...H4

"In conventional medieval moral texts, associated with sin, but in Neoplatonist writing
reflecting the beauty of the woman's soul, or in the quintessetial courtly text a mirror of her virtue:
see MacLean, op. cit., p. 17.
110 Woodbridge, op. cit., p. 5.
111

op. cit., pp. 113-17.
112

op. cit., p. 17.
See Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men. English literature and male homosociai desire

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985).
'In all this warld no man may wit', anon., f. 257r, 11. 9-11; STS p. 20.
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This reflects the empiricism of many sangis in which both the beloved and the

readership (or audience) witness the act of writing as a pledge of 'authenticity' or

'sincerity'. Textual authenticity is a proof of emotional: 'The last lettir I to yow

sent/I wret it as a man steidfast/With all my hairt in guid entent...I leifwrytting and

thus I say....'11^ .

None of these lyrics (perhaps with the exception of the quasi-'flyting')! 16
entails a high degree of verbal virtuosity or ingenuity. Their rhetorical character is

generally defined by their citational 'catalogues' or 'lists' (the catalogue of
authorities and allusion to proverbs), a well defined quality charcter of the querelle
mode at largeH^. The proverbial utterance is especially interesting, as Fletcher

observes, 'since they provide some kind of entiy in to the oral culture of the

time...Almost every early modern proverb about women is unthinkingly [?] sexist

and prejudicial'! 1^. These proverbs, drawn frequently from the biblical loci of

Solomon, are portrayed as shared wisdom, unquestionable and freely available

truths about women.

Oft tymes it hes bene red and told
Be vitty me[n] that vnderstude
All glitterand thing is not of gold
And ilk fair apill Is not gude
Ane seik heid in a skarlet huid
oft haiss it bene this we heresay
your fenyeit luve Is lyk the flud
Quhat hand may hald that will away'l' 9

115 ibid., f. 258r, 11. 73-5, 78; p. 22.
116 'IVly hairt is quhyt...', anon., f. 256v; STS pp. 18-19; this lyric may partly demonstrate the
quality of copia which has been identified as a characteristic ofmany of the pamphlets: Katherine
Usher Henderson and Barbara F. McManus eds. HalfHumankind: texts and contexts of the
controversy about women in England 1540-1640 (University of Illinois Press, 1985), pp. 40-1.

For general discussion of argumentative methods, see Half-Humankind, op. cit., pp. 32-4,
exemplifying the 'renaisance love of type and stereotype', 'the appeal to authority' (32),
'analogy...metaphors and aphorisms' (33), 'sheer invective...and jest' (33).
118 Anthony J. Fletcher, Gender. Sex and Subordination in England 1500-1800 (Yale
University Press, 1995), pp. 70-1.
119 'In all this warld...', op. cit., ff. 257r-v, 11. 33-40; STS pp. 20-1.
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A series of lyrics precede what might be termed the denunciations proper

(announced by the inscription, 'Aganis Wemen', though generic or periodic fluidity
is a characteristic of the section as a whole). These poems appear to form a

'prologue' which makes seamless the transition between the genre of love

complaint and that of the querelle renunciation. The lover's burden of discontent is

insidiously shifted from passion per se to the object of that passion, woman, as if
extension of Alberti's remark that 'You can never love her [woman] without

bitterness, fear, misfortune, and worry. Malevolent creature...^0
Clerk's impatience with the composition of 'triumphand amowres

balleittis', for example, amounts to a dual renunciation: of the practice of love

which means that of loving women^1 Desire is denounced as emasculating:

disdain for the contemporary practice of love writing (a familiar topos in itself) is

disclosed as a conventional masculine anxiety122 Other lyrics or complaints (for

example, 'Thir lenterne dayis', against an obdurately deceitful mistress who makes

the lover self-abasing^ 23) propose alternatives to the love of women: either

absolute renunciation; ways by which to outwit the deceitful beloved; or, as in

Clerk's poem, the transference of love to 'god/thy prince/and freind all thre', each

of which offers the possibility of'luve moist permanent'124 On occasion, these

renunciations have more generically defined contours: for example, 'My hart is

quhyt/and no delyte/I haif of ladyeis fair', conventionally bemoans the

incompatibility of sexual desire and 'aige' (the complaint of the senex amans)125_
The lyric which most aptly exemplifies the slippage between love

complaint and querelle diatribe is 'In all this warld may no man wit' 126 Framed

120 Leon Battista Alberti quoted in Kelly, 'Early Feminist Theory', op. cit., p. 11.
!2' 'ffane wald I luve bot quhair abowt', f. 255r, 1. 7; STS pp. 13-14.

The relation between effeminisation and the love lyric is discussed in the 'Introduction' to
the present thesis; see also Mark Breitenberg, Anxious masculinity in early modern England
(Cambridge University Press, 1996), chapter 4.
122 ff. 252r-v, attributed to Stewart; STS pp. 6-8.
124

op. cit., 1. 33.
125

anon., f 256r; STS pp. 18-19.
126 See note 114.
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as a querulous missive ('To yow madame this I indyte'), it rehearses the
conventinal topoi of female flaws which are later amplified by the formal
denunciations. The lover's collated 'Evidence' charges the former beloved with

conventional manichaeism: the beauty of her outer form belies her inward

corruption.

your gudly wordis maid me to trest
that all your talking had bene trew
1 was dissauit sone in haist
The cleth was of ane uthir hew... (11. 25-8)

In contrast to the easily decipherable female subject of the sangis, this woman (and

the idea of femininity she therefore embodies) can be misread by the ingenuous

male lover. This is the exemplary charge of these contemptis\ that the figure of the

fallen woman severs the Neoplatonic correspondence between inner and outer is

disrupted, eluding (momentarily) definitional or metaphorical constraint. In the

present context, the beauty of the female figure (of which the young lover is to

'haif no concupiscens', the sin of concupiscere which the section's final section

vehemently renounces) is a duplicitous 'sign' which eludes interpretation: 'Bewar

hir signis and ay so amiable/Hold it for serine thay bene dissavable/Lo ane

example quhat woman be/In thair signis and countenans schortly'.

The systematic and reiterative nature of these detractions as a whole is best

illustrated by using one or two texts as exemplars of the contentions which renders

the genre in Bannatyne so cohesive an entity. The rhetorical self-consciousness (or

bravura) of the mode is attested by 'This work quha sa sail sie or reid' (one of the

series ot poems falsely attributed to Chaucer) 127 This adopts an expository and

didactic posture. 'This work quha sail sie or reid/'Of ony Incongruitie do me not

Impeche' (11. 1-2): not only does the term, 'Incongruitie', gesture towards the

pseudo-logical 'deductioun' (1. 4) of which the writer immediately boasts but these

127 fF. 258v-259v; STS pp. 23-5.
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opening phrases depict the text as a 'public' work, inviting its own readers and their
judgements'28 This authoritative voice is then particularised as that of the
worldly and mature preceptor, dispensing 'counsale' to a 'yung ma[n] prosperus.../In

thy flowris of lust' (11. 9-10).

This relation of male preceptor and male ingenu is suggestive. While it

belongs to a long-established tradition of amatory tutelage, the posture may

instance the dialogic context of the section as a whole: namely, that these are

poems produced by and for men'29 At least rhetorically, they unambiguously

attest the homosocial hypothesis, usually applied to exchanges of the orthodox

love lyric: a network of rhetorical exchange between men in which woman serves

as a discursive object. The renunciation of desire entails the renunciation of

women; this elision or erasure of the feminine subject is echoed in the frequently

explicit identification of writer and addressee (reader or audience) as male: for

example, 'Bruthir be wyiss I reid yow now'; the implication of a suffering male

confederate in the lyric entitled 'The beistly lust the furius appetyt' in the phrases

'our oppressioun' and 'quha suld ws lerne'; and in the lyric, 'ffurth ower the mold',

the dramatic exchange between a young man and an aged preceptor (here

identified by a Chaucerian allusion to Pandarus)'30.
Another (subtler) elision occurs in Clerk's lyric and its trinity of 'God thy

prince and freind all thre': this forms a hierarchy of fidelity, by implication a male

trinity (though the gender of 'prince' might be questioned in a Marian context).

The preceptor then recounts an exemplum, 'fow luvaris thre/Lovit on woman ryt

inteirly', involving a fabliauesque mise-en-scene of the sexually avaricious lady

! " It is this 'public' voice (or the illusion thereof) that allows for mock-retractions or excusatio
(eg. Scott's 'I muse and m[er]vellis...', f. 254v, 11. 73-4, 'I wat gud wemen will not wyt me/nor of this
sedull be eschamit').

The tutelage pose is common in the classic antifeminist texts (by Jehan Le Fevre, for
example); the Spectakle of Luf. a prose text in the early sixteenth century Asloan manuscript, is an
excellent Scottish examplar.

ff. 259v-60r, attributed to Sir John Moffat, STS pp. 26-8; anon., f. 262r, STS pp. 32-3; If.
265r-6r attributed to Stewart, STS pp. 40-2.
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who invites all her lovers to 'supper'131. The preceptor's query - 'Quhich of theis
thre stoid now in grace' (1. 60) - recalls the bemused inquiry of the Tretis's narrator

(both poems' afflicted by the male anxiety whether woman can truly be known or

fathomed). The 'wyseman"s characteristic confession - 'W* ye stranger to sit in no

wayiss/Quhilk is no* thy wyfe fall not in clepping' (11. 73-4) ~ is given the illusion
of empirical authority ('Off ye foirsaid thre my selfwes on', 1. 64).

Evidently, these lyrics are conscious of their status as public 'orations': one

lyric declares itself 'Ane proclamatioun/unto all natioun/I mak heir by yis bill' ' J~.
Yet it is difficult to resist the sense that this grandiosely inflated assertion of male

intellectual authority is a comically hyperbolic gesture: a confession of sexual

inadequacy dressed up by moral indignation which proclaims itself of universal

import. This begs the question whether some of these lyrics do not ironically

redouble on themselves. If there is something wilfully comic in their illusion of

authority or quasi-scholastic logic, are their assertions that the nature of women

(and male sexual desire) depend on these authoritative assertions or 'truths' part of

'the joke'?

Thefallen woman In the lyric which began this discussion, 'This wark quha sail

sie or reid', the 'yung man prosperus' is vulnerable to female guile: 'To thy

confusioun a most allectiue baif (1. 14), a probable allusion to the popular

scholastic dictum mulier hominis confusio'JJ. Authority begets authority: this

preceptor cites almost verbatim the proverbial 'wisdom' of Solomon, a source

(ironically) tapped by both sides of the debate.

This is particularly reminiscent of the 'Freiris ofBerwik1 where Alison prepares supper (I.
121) and the text puns on 'appetyt' (1. 146).

'My hart is quhyf, anon., f. 256v, 1. 19, STS p. 19. This is redolent of the rhetorical mode of
address in Robert Sempill's mid-1560's pseudo-'proclamatiouns' or broadsides.
133 From the late twelfth century 'Life of Secundus': see Carleton Brown, 'Mulier est Hominis
Confusio', MLN 35 (1920), pp. 479-82, for its history.
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ffle the myswoma[n] ieist scho the dissaif
This sayis salamon quhilk taucht was fully
The falsheid ofwomajn] In his dayis to cjonjsaif
The lippis of a stru[m]pet bene sueitar thajn] honey
hir throt he sayis sowplid wrt oyll of flattry
Howbeit ye end and effect of all
Is bittirer tha[n] ony wormeweid or gall (11. 3 5-21)

The historical 'embeddedness' of such allusions means that the texts's antifeminism

is almost sheltered under the copious weight of scriptural, patristic and

philsophical traditions from which they cite with varying degrees of

explicitness '34 Confessions of textual authority (for example, in 'The beistlv lust'

to 'clerkis awid' (1. 15) are a common antifeminist device— The list of

exemplars (in Moffat's 'My luve wes fals and full of flattry', Chaucerian archetypes

and the frequently cited folly of Virgil) makes the lover's predicament entirely

exemplary, and almost exonerating. The alleged iniquity of one beloved woman

serves as a trope for all women.

In Moffat's 'My luve was fals and full of flattry', the experiential pose is

again assumed. This is a lover's (or rather a cuckold's) complaint in which

resentment and hostility against the fallible beloved is sharply rendered. The

silenced woman of the sangis is now ironically endowed with rhetorical

proficiency:

My luve was fals and full of flattery
W* cullerit lesingis full of dowbilness
Quhen yat scho spak hir toung was wonder sle
W5- fals sembla[n]ce and fenyeit humylines
And inco[n]stance pay[n]tit w* steidfastness
hir frane wes cwverit w* ane piteous face... (II. 3-6)

For a succinct analysis ofthe principle Christian and classical Latin traditions, see Jacques
Dalarun, 'The Clerical Gaze' and Claude Thomasset, 'The Nature ofWoman', in Klapisch-Zuber ed,
op. cit., pp. 15-42; 43-69,

' As in the Spectakie ofLuf: 'The secund part schawis ye aictis or sayngis ofhaiy doctouris
& of ye aid philsophouris...The ihriu part schawis the famouss historijs & noble examplis in tymis
passit...'.
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This suspicion of the beloved's language here resonates with echoes of Proverbs.
2.16 ('the adventuress with her smooth words') and Proverbs 7: 10-12 ('With much
seductive speech she persuades him....')136 Moffat's stanza entwines woman's

verbal duplicity with other manifestations of her ability to separate signifier from

signified. Beauty specifically is indicted as a malevolent veneer: the beautiful
artifice celebrated in the sangis becomes the proverbial snare (Ecc. 9:8) which

Tertullian's polemic against female ornamentation expounds at length. Adoration

of woman who is mere artifice is tantamount to idolatry, 'birning lust' ensnares

man in a self-destructive 'game'; amorous 'play', as in the closing metaphor of this

poem, guarantees only damnation.

One particular impulse seems to impel the creation of these lyrics: the

attempt to renegotiate the distribution of sexual and emotional power which

women appear to yield (at least by implication) in the type of love lyric epitomised

by the sangis. Consequently, the effort to elide the female figure - as

communicant or recipient of these texts, and as an object of desire - might be

considered as an act of symbolic, retaliatory subjugation. If women (or the desire

for women) ensures the self-destruction of a man, then the castigation and

rejection which prevails in these lyrics might be conceived as attempts to regain

self-possession or autonomy, or to recreate the male self not in thrall to (in the

image, or shadow of) woman. The complaints written against an unfaithful or

malicious beloved therefore present a lover who seeks revenge, justice, or the

consolation of'publicly' defaming the woman. The coda or qualification added to

Scott's 'To luve unluvit it is ane pane' (which may or may not be authorial), 'quhen

his wyfe left him', is more interesting for the specificity that it lends to this motive

tor redress than for the biographical speculation it has occasioned^7 Anxiety

regarding the influence and power possessed by the female beloved is neatly

Related to the Pauline dictum, 'but I suffer not a woman to teach...'; St John Chrysostom
imputes female garrulity to Eve's transgression (Blamires ed., p. 59).
137 f. 256v, STS p. 18.
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exemplified by the first of the entitled 'Remeidis of Luve'. By a series of rapid

parallelisms, the lover asserts that he will counter or equal all of the beloved's
allegedly devious or changeful actions:

Gif ye do mok 1 will bot play
Gif ye do lawch 1 will not weip
Evin as ye list think do or say
Sic law ye mak Sic law 1 keip^^

Changefulness is an archetypal trope for woman in antifeminist discourse,

epitomised by the Virgilian assertion (Aeneid,IV,11.569-70) 'varium et mutabile

semper femina'. The lyric which immediately follows is a memorably terse

assertion of a lover deliberately impervious to malign female influences (the

refusal, unlike the former lyric, to be shaped or determined by the other). That

such a devious course of action - seeking to outwit the beloved by imitation - is

tantamount to self-preservation (or defence) is confirmed by the lyric, 'Thair is no*
ane winche yat I se', a similar repetitious exposition of action and counteraction to

the first, full of neat parallelisms: 'be scho wylie as a tod/quhen scho winkis 1 sail

nod/Scho sail no! begyle me be god/for ocht yat scho ca[nj'^9

The series of lyrics entitled 'Schort Epegramis Aganis Womejn]', not

examples of epigram proper but whose relative brevity and general terseness may

have been sufficient to warrant this term, are proverbial in nature. Six texts are

found under this rubric. The first complains about a beloved's 'unkyndnes' but with

proverbial indifference (Tfor 1 sail get als gud quhe[n] ye ar gane'; women are

dispensable)140 There are two examples of the impossibilia genre'41 which is

found at greater length later in the manuscript. This genre appositely illustrates the

assumption (both underlyting and explicitly confessed) of these lyrics that women

)38 f 25Or, anon., STS, pp. 1-2,11. 9-12.
139 f. 256r, anon., 11. 29-32, STS pp. 16-17.
140 f. 258r, 1. 4, STS p. 22.

Newlyn, SSL op. at., pp. 286-7, provides an excellent analysis of the genre. .
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(either their iniquity, or marvellousness as in the earlier section) exceed

representation: 'Gif all the erth wer perchemene scribable.../The cursitnes and
disset of wemen/Cowld not be schawln be the mene of pen' 142 This 'subsection'

illustrates the highly schematic nature of the section: the epigrams are almost

compressed illustrations of the subsequent longer texts: for example, allusion to

Jezebel 'as storyis makis mentiun'143; and the example of the 'wicket wyfe'

genre'144 Arguably, the most interesting piece is the elliptical 'I luve and 1 Say

not':

I luve and I say not
I wald and I may not

Oscula si tibi det
Bewar with weme[n]s wrinkis
Mony wylis hir umbethinkis

Me te discipiet'45

'1 wald and I say not': the courtly precept of secrecy is enigmatically intimated, as

well as the sense of a desire which cannot be named. The Latin 'parentheses' are a

witty inflection of the classic preceptor's voice, as if in parodic allusion to the

original scholastic texts from which many of the texts's misogynistic dicta derive.

Cumulatively, these texts perpetuate a series of (mis)conceptions about the

nature of woman. This can be conceived as a process of reduction: as the sangis

reduce femininity to a set of prescribed ideals, so these texts invoke a comparable

set of 'inverted' stereotypes. Scott's rhetorical formulation of female dualism

neatly exemplifies this habit of conceptual reduction: 'That famenene ar of this

figour/quhilk clippit is antiphracis'146 The figure of woman, already

conventionalised or reified by the earlier section, is here transformed into a figure

' f 258v, 'Gif all the erth war perchemene scribable', 11. 6-7, STS p. 23.
See 3 Kings. 21:7ff; Marbod of Rennes on Jezebel in Blamires ed. op. cit., p. 101. Jezebel

was one ofMary Stuart's incarnations according to her detractors: see Part I, Chapter 3 for further
details.

'Ane of the warst yat evir was in erd', f. 258r, 1. 2, STS p. 23; 'The diuill Is not to daly stryf
f. 258v, STS pp. 23-4.
145 f 258r, anon., STS p. 22.
146 'I muse and m[er]vellis in my mynd', f. 254v, 11. 69-70, STS p. 13.
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itself (a trope becomes more developed as a trope, as it were). As in the former

sangis, the idea of woman becomes part of a hermeneutic enterprise: how can the
sign 'woman' be interpreted? These examples of the querelle detraction can be read
as an extension of the earlier love lyrics's readings of the female form: Fletcher, p.

74: 'men's reading of women's bodies...attributed to them a voracious sexuality;
their reading of their minds left them without the reason to control if (my

emphasis).

The beistly lust the furius appetyt
The hasity wo The verry grit defame
the blind discretioun the hatrent and dispyte
ofwemen kynd that dreidis for no schame
That settis at nocht god nor ma[n]is blame
Thair lustis so hes nureist thame but dreid
That all thair trest is thair god cupeid^7

Female sexuality is threatening by being insatiable^48 lyric, 'Ane aigit

man...', presents an extreme anatomisation of woman, an inverse blason of the

'mowth' that signifies her other mouth or vagina dentata '49 p ,s an extraordinarily

vituperative expression of the fear ofwoman's literally voracious sexual appetite or

genitals: 'Call ye not this ane kankert caiss/Now god help and the haly rude/And

keip all ma[n] ffra mowth tha[n]kless'. Woman is thus identified with imperfect

and impure matter. This dictum is rooted in the biblical identification offemina

with sensuality, and the associated flaw of irrationality which dictates that woman

be subjected to man. Reason becomes identified with exclusion of the

feminine 150

147 f. 262r, 11. 1-7, STS p. 32.
11' St Jerome writes that the love ofwomen is always 'insatiable' (Blamires ed., p. 68); for a
survey of Renaissance physiological theories of female sexuality, Aristotelian and Galenic in origin,
see Fletcher, op. cit., p. 6Iff, MacLean op. cit.; Renaissance Woman: a Sourcebook. Constructions
ofFemininity in England ed. Kate Aughterson (London: Routledge, 1995), chapters 2 and 4.
149

anon., ff 268r-v; STS pp. 46-7.
See McLean, op. cit.. pp. 16ff; Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, la.92.1, cited in Blamires el

at. p. 93.
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Since woman is held to lack the intellectual discipline of reason, female

desire in these lyrics is designated as bestial: 'Thow cokkatrice That with sicht of
thyne yre...'; 'Als terne as tygir of tung vntollerable'^. Her sexuality, in essence,

is devilish: woman is a 'diuillis member', possessed of 'serpentis crewaltie'!52
Eve is the biblical paradigm of female cupiditas, moral transgression, and the root

of man's sinfulness:

Grit was the lust that thow had for to fang
the fruct vetite throw yi ill counsaling
Thow gart mankynd consent to do yat wrang
Displeiss his god and brak his hie bidding
As haly writ beiris suthfast witnessing!^

Another clearly articulated 'sub-genre' within this section, ff. 161r-v, seems

to bear only tangentially to the latter. Rather the lyrics, 'Thir ladyis fair' and 'The
vse of court richt weill 1 knaw', appear to combine their misogynistic pointe with

what might be termed social satire. Women are guilty of sexual and economic

expenditure: 'the female body seems to evoke a dream of possession, and an

expression of unlimited desire which is both sexual and social or financial in

nature'!54 Sexual and social transactions are blatantly fused: lairds send their

'ladeis grathit vp gay' to pursue 'mater' at court

In quyet place/Thocht they haif space
Wbn less nor twa howris

,5! 'Devyce proves and eik humilitie', anon., f. 262v, 1. 32, STS pp. 34-5; 'O wicket wemen
wilfull and variable', anon., f. 263r, 1. 15, STS pp. 35-6. These echo Matheolus's definition ofwoman
as 'monstrous with a tail bigger than a peacock's or a pheasant's', cited in Blamires, op. cit., pp.
195-6. Helkiah Crooke'sMicrocosmographia is cited by Fletcher, op. cit., pp. 71-2: 'females are
more wanton and petulant than males we think happneth because of the impotency of their
minds....for the imaginations of lustful women are like the imaginations ofbrute beasts which have
no repugnancy or contradiction of reason to restrain them'.
152 'Devyce proves', ibid., 11. 29, 3.

ibid., 11. 36-40. For the classic argument of Eve's temptation and the curse inflicted see
Augustine, 'De Genesi ad Litteram', and Ambrose, cited in Blamires op. cit., pp. 79 and 61; on the
complex religious and moral significance ofEve, see Dalurum op. cit., p. 19ff, Chiara Frogoni, in
Klapisch-Zuber ed., op. cit., pp. 336-422 ( 362ft). Eve's temptation is conventionally cited by
negative querelle polemicists.

Malcolmson, Cristina 'The Garden Enclosed/The Woman Enclosed: Marvell and the
Cavalier Poets', in Enclosure Acts. Sexuality, Property and Culture in Early Modern England ed
Richard Burt and J.M. Archer (Cornell University Press, 1994), pp. 251-69 (253).
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Thay can p[ur]caice/purchess some grace
at the co[m]positourisl55

This lyric jests at this courtly 'trafficking' in women and merchandise. The 'lairdis'
are particularly gullible in the accompanying poem which is much more sexually

explicit fbaith wyd and vsit', 1.15). The 'wyfe' exploits 'his silver' for her 'labour';
she is an imprudent or foolish investment as the laird's only reward is

cuckoldry^56 Woman's financial profligacy is also satirised in 'Againis mariage of

evill wyfis'157^ a ]yrjc which exemplifies Freccero's observation in Renaissance

satire of the persistent threat of 'dispossession or expenditure through the woman's

bodies and, more specifically, through one of her two mouths'

In these lyrics, social satire is displaced onto the figure of woman who

accordingly becomes a scapegoat for social anxieties about 'upward mobility', and,

in the instance of the 'Comonyng betuix the mester and the heure'^9, the moral

laxity of the court which comes to 'the toun'. Female sexuality again acquires a

commercial and quasi-mercantile currency; but the errant prostitute is ultimately

punished by syphilis.

Syne met hir I spak with befoir
Weill plestert vp in the glengoir
quha had bene fiamet and new laid doun
Lang or the court geid of the toun (11. 61-4)

The sexually available, potentially profitable and lower class female body is made

grotesque. This lyric is also interesting for its conflation of different linguistic or

generic as well as social registers. Its opening suggests an orthodox, amour

155 Thirladyisfair', f. 26lr, 11. 33-6, STS p. 31.
1:1 Implicitly, the wife should not transgress the boundaries of the domestic sphere: 'Woman's
private existence in the home also prevents her from existing concupiscence by public appearances;
religious moralists are emphatic... of all members of the household women are the most difficult to
govern' (MacLean, op. cit., p.57).
157 f. 263v, STS p. 37,11. 17-24..

Carla Freccero, 'Economy, Woman and Renaissance Discourse', Refiguring Woman.
Perspectives on Gender and the Italian Renaissance (Cornell University Press 1991) pp 192-208
(201).
159 f. 264r-65r, STS pp. 38-40.
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courtois complaint: 'And as I as wofull presoneir/Gois walking up and doun in

weir/My lady will not on me blent...' (11. 3-5).

In each of these particular lyrics, women are a danger because they are

permitted (or permit themselves) to circulate freely in social and sexual terms;
there is the underlying anxiety that women will gain access to the economic realm.

At their heart lies the desire to preserve the social and moral status quo. The

section's anti-marriage poetry, cast mainly in the 'comic' medieval mould of

molestiae nuptiarum, protests against wifely insubordination: the unruly order in
which men are subject to women160 in 'Aganis mariage of evill wyfis', the

narrator boasts of his moral and sexual salvation in refusing wedded

subordination:

I can not tell the torment and the pyne
of thame that puttis thair nek this yok to draw
ffull oft he feilis the brod and dar not quhryne
with anger smart than gan his hairt ouirthraw
Lyk to ane quhelp to cowche will bcir him law
Than is he baith hir servand and hir knaif
Now is it not a wicket seid to saw

of quhilk no grace nor fruct a ma[n] sail haif (11. 25-32)

'becauss thru! birnajnjd lust I was growin blait'161. the revelation of

desire's sinfulness is woman's gift to man. The overarching sense of this section is

that woman and cupiditas are inextricable. Curiously, the Virgin Mary makes an

appearance in one of these contra querelle pieces:

Cleir of corss And clenar of Intent
quhilk buir the barne that coverit ws frome cair
scho beand virgin clenar tha[n]scho war 162
160 Marriage was often politically construed as justification for man's rule of the eternally
unruly woman: 'God, which created woman, knoweth what is in that weak vessel (as Peter calleth
her) and hath therefore put her under the obedience of her husband to rule her lusts and wanton
appetite' (Tyndale quoted in Fletcher, op. cit, p. 74). See also Olwen Hufton, The Prospect Before
Her. A History ofWomen in Westen Europe, vol 1: 1500-1800 (London: Harper Collins, 1995), 'On
Being AWife' and 'Obedient to Thy Will', pp. 134-72 and 359-419; pp. 256-3
161 'My luve wes fals, 1. 14.
162 'Devyce proves and eik humilitie', f 263r, STS p. 35, 11. 47-9.
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In the conclusion of a lyric which has denounced woman's devilish 'lust and pryd',
the notion of the Virgin's redemptive purity is suddenly introduced, and woman is

purged of the association with sexuality. The manichaeism of which de Beauvoir
writes is tautly illustrated by this lyric, and sustainedly pursued by the manuscript's

next 'sub-section' which extols both the Virgin and the secular ideal of the woman

who is virtue incarnate.

The angelic woman

Thairfoir 1 reid that to our lyvis end
ffro this tyme fur* quhill yat we haif space
quhair we haif trespassid persew to amend
praying chryst jesu well of all grace
To bring ws unto yat blissfull place
Quhair all gude weme[n[ salbe in feir
In hevin aboif amang the angellis cleir'63

The 'Ballattis of the prayis of wemen and to the reproche of men', a

response, in the words of Rachel Speght's later seventeenth century defence, to

the previous section's 'Baire-beating of women', advocate the secular and spiritual

adoration of woman. The philosophical, theological and rhetorical arguments of

these texts wholly conform to those of contemporary and later pru-querelle.

literature: for example, as Robert Vaughan's A Dialogue defensvve for women

aaavanst malvcius detractors (1542), there are the claims that misogyny develops

through personal experience of betrayal; that men, not women, are intrinsically

duplicitous; that the detraction of women is an affront to God. These are all

contentions echoed in the famous polemics of Jane Anger and others, as well as in

a number of isolated poems in defence of women in other English poetic

miscellanies.

'Al! tho yat list ofwemen evil! to speik', ff 275r-76v, II. 169-75, STS pp. 64-70, attributed
erroneously to Chaucer.
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The section's neglect by critics may stem from its apparent

conventionalism. Yet the contextualisation of these texts within the overall

amatory section sheds interesting light on the concepts of ideal femininity

propounded by both the sangis and defences. Female sexuality is the hinge upon

which the idea of the angelic woman in both secular and religious realms rests: her
sexual purity is the only state which can save men from the iniquities of sexual

desire, and allow women a shard ofmoral grace.

The text which can be claimed as the section's argumentative kernel is the

'l[ett]re of cupeid', which is also the longest, and wrongly attributed to Chaucer *64
Its original authorship is highly significant. Editorial attention has emphasised the

poem as a version of Hoccleve's translation of the Christine de Pisan's L'Epistre au

dieu d'amours (1399) rather than as an independent translation in its own right!65
Yet much significance can be gleaned from returning briefly to de Pisan's

L'Epistre. and its cultural and literary influence.

L'Epistre and other works by de Pisan (1365-c. 1430) ensured her a

canonical role in the creation and dissemination of the European querelle^^b Her

powerful critiques of the courtly, literary ideologies which distortingly sacralise

and desecrate the role of women and femininity engender claims that hers is the

'first feminist voice', creating 'a space for women to oppose this onslaught of

vilification and contempt, and the example of her defence was to serve them for

centuries...67 emphasis on Hoccleve's version of de Pisan's poem as the

source of the Bannatyne 'l[ett]re' ironically renders this cogent female defence

Gerda Lerner, The Creation of Feminist Consciousness from the Middle Ages to Eighteen-Seventv
(Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 144ff The standard account of de Pisan's life is Charity Cannon
Willard, Christine de Pizan: Her Life and Works fNew York: Persea Books, 1984)
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through a masculine 'voice' so that its feminism appears 'ventriloquised'. The

present reading acknowledges the original female textual authority for a work

preoccupied with the 'gendering' of desire, the procedures of a sexual courtship
and morality controlled wholly by men, and the canons of male-authored secular

and sacred texts. Even though the authorial identity of Scottish text is unknown,

the text allows (at least rhetorically) for a feminine interpellation of the

manuscript's hitherto masculine inventions of desire.

In generall we will yat ye knaw
That ladyis of honour and of reuerens
And uthir gentill wemen having saw
Sic seid of complaynt in our audiens
ofmen that done thame outtrage and offens
That it our eiris grevith for to heir
So peteous is the effect of this mateir (11. 8-14)

In both French and Scottish texts, the poem's creation is attributed to women's

sense of moral betrayal. Woman's traditional passivity as reader, audience or lover

is subverted in this second stanza. The appositeness of this poem in Bannatyne's

amatory context is endorsed by its exposure of the love discourse which male

lovers expediently manipulate. The trope of verbal duplicity now changes gender:

Sa can tha men dissymmill and fayne
W* standing droppis in thair ene twayne
Quhen yat thair hairtis feilis na distress
To blindyn wemen w* thair dowb/lness (11. 18-21)

The toung ofma[n] so swyft is and so wicht
That quhen it is raysid vpon loft
Ressone is schewin so slawly and soft
That it him neuir ourtak may (11. 143-6)

The charge of male garrulousness in speech and writing is echoed in subsequent

poems: 'Lo how reddy thair toungis bene and prest/To speik of harme of wemen

causles...' nor 'list not to heir the fair wirdis ye wryte...'168

'Ail tho yat list ofwemen iil to speik', ff 275r- 76v, 11. 78-9,1. 35, STS pp. 64-70,
attributed falsely to Chaucer.
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The male lover is accused of 'blind affectioun', abandoning the beloved

after sexual possession (1. 51) before boasting of his conquest and treachery 11. 63-
70. His denunciation of women as faithless and promiscuous (11. 99ff, having

exploited and abused her) is prompted purely by male 'invy' and inadequacy. He

can never possess her because she eludes him morally:

Thus may ye se that thay bene faultless
And Inncoent to all your werkis sle
And all your craft that twich falsness
Thay knaw thame no1 nor may thame no1 espy
So sueir ye that ye most neidis de...

Thus for to confort and sum quhat do yow cheir
Tha[n] will thais langleris deme of hir full ill
And say that ye hir haif fully at yor will ^ 69

These texts trenchantly (and wittily) expose the roots of misogyny in the male

sense of sexual inferiority. Antifeminist literature is the sexual vengeance of

'scollaris' and 'clerkis' who interiorise the fear of female sexuality from books

'lernid in thair chyldheid' (1.211).

Tho1 awld dottaris addressit yair delyte
To dyt of ladeis ye defamatioun
Na wirthy wicht suld sett his appetyte
To reid sic rollis of reprobatioun^O

in till all bukis yat I cowld fynd or reid
The crymes ofme[n] dois weme[n]is vyce exceid^'

Traditional narratives held to exemplify female corruption are revised as

well as the dominant narrative of sexuality: Helen's culpability in the destruction of

Troy, for example ('ljetfjre', 11. 8Iff). The litany of female virtues espoused by 'the

lettre' define their difference from men:

169 'All tho yat list...', 11. 113-117; 11. 75-77.
170 'ffor to declair ye high magnificens', ft'. 277r-78r, pp. 71-3,11. 9-12, attributed to Stewart.

'I think thir men ar verry fals and vane', ff. 279r-v, STS pp. 76-79, attributed to
Wedderburn, 11. 48-9. For an identical argument, see Castiglione trans Hoby, op. cit., p. 261. 'Thow
that hath made books', and the contempt of'religious men', 'a veile of holinesse ...tourne all their
thoghtes to defile the chaste mind of some woman...'.
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Wemen hairt vnto no crewaltie
inclynid is hot thay be cheritable
peteouss devout full of humylitie
Schamefast debonair and amiable
dreidfull and of wordis mesurable... (11. 344-48)

Woman's moral sanctification is partly derived from her maternal role:

'That of a woma[n] he discendit is/Than is it schame of hir to speik a miss' (11. 174-

5). Another lyric proclaims that woman's nurturing role exerts moral restraint:

for we aucht to think on quhat maner
Thay bring ws furth and quaht pane thay indure
first in our borth and syne fro yeir to yeir
how besaly thay haif done thair bussy cure
To keip us fro every misaduenture
In our yewth quhen we haif no micht... '^2
This adoration of motherhood desexualises woman, and confers on her a kind of

divinity (cf. 1 Cor: 11: 'for as woman was made from man, so man is now born

from woman.And all things are from God...'). Men accordingly ought to mould

themselves in women's image: 'Bot thay be as wemen ocht to be...' ('l[ett]re', 1.

300).

The apparent disparity between the sangis and the defences is bridged by

the mariolatiy of both. In the former, allusion to the Virgin, 'mary myld the maid

Immaculaf 173^ represents the apotheosis of the sexual innocence enshrined in

secular beloved. In the latter genre, womankind as a whole is redeemed by the

Immaculate Conception:

And god to quhome thair may no thing be hid be
Gife he in wemejn] had knawin suche malice
As me[n] record of thame in generalle
off our Lady of lyfe reperatryce
wold haif bene bone bot scho of vyce
was woyd and full of vertew weill he wist
Endewid of hir to be borne him list

172 'All tho yat list of wemen evill to speik', op. cit., 11. 9-13. Compare also Wedderburn: 'Ar we
not maid ofwemenis flesch and blude/And in thair bosom we ar bred and borne1, p. 79; 'Thay ws
consaif with pane and be thame fed/Wtin thair breistis thair we be boun to bed...', p. 75.
173 'ffor to declair...', op. cit., 1. 41.
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Hir he aped vertew haith sic excellence
that all to leif his ma[n]is facultie
To declair it and thairfoir in suspence
hir dew preysing put neid[is] most be
Bot thiss I say veraly that sche
Is bliss it of god to quhois sone belongith
The key ofm[er]cy by his girdill hongith ('lettre', 11. 400-13)

Mary's conception of Christ the Saviour ('And eftir borne and bocht us fro ye

blame'174) js exalted as the archetypal feminine salvation which is embodied
thereafter in the types ofmoral and spiritual grace which earthly women confer on
men: 'Ladeis ar me[n]is parradyiss erdly'175 Jhe argument of the sangis has come
full circle. Mary, the intercessor ofmercy, emerges as the paradigm for the secular

lyric beloved who symbolises grace for her lover:

ffor in reuere[n]s of the hevy[n]nis quene
We awcht to wirschip all wemejn] yat bene

ffor of all creaturis yat evir wer get and born
thus wot ye weill a womafn] was the best
By hir sone wes recouerid the bliss yat we had lorne
And thruch hir sone sail we come to rest

And bene ysavit gife yat our self lest
Quhairfoir methinkis gif ye haif grace
We ochtin weme[n] honor in every placel76

Both the Marian argument and the glorification of heroic virginity are

rooted in established theological and philosophical vindications of woman's

alleged sinfulness: women's presence at the Resurrection as recompense for Eve's

transgression; the rehabilitation of Eve through arguments e nomine (Eve means

life); ex ordine (Eve the last created thing, thus most perfect); e materia (Eve made

174 'ffor to declair', op. cit., 1. 42.
op. cit., 1. 53. For a full and sensitive analysis of the Virgin's religious and iconic status in

medieval and Renaissance thought, see Marina Warner, Alone of All Her Sex: the mvth and cult of
the Virgin Mary (Weidenfield and Nicolson, 1976).

'All tho yat list ofwemen evill to speik', 11. 160-8. Both 'the lettre' and other lyrics also
glorify the women who did not (unlike 'sainct petir', p. 77) forsake Christ: 'l[ett]re', 11. 428-9; 'I think
thir men...', op. cit., 11 29-35.
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of living flesh, Adam of earth); e loco (Eve created in Paradise, Adam outside);
and e conceplione (woman bore God). Eve could mean vae, misfortune, but also

vila, life; Eva was an anagram for Ave; to evoke Eve was to invoke Mary.

And gif it hap a man be in diseiss
Scho dois hir bussines and hir full pane
VA all hir micht him to confort and eiss
Gif fro his diseiss scho mycht him restrane
In word nor deid ywiss scho will no* fane
Bot w1 all hir micht scho dois hir business
To bring him out of his haviness^^

The Virgin's role of pity and tenderness is emulated by the mortal woman who acts

selflessly as man's helpmate: 'to gloir humane thay mak habilite'' ^8 Though the

virtues of humility, patience, and suffering (those qualities emphasised in female

saints), this is at heart a glorification of woman's submission; and the latter is the

desired goal of the sangis.

Such exaltation of sacred virginity and secular morality arguably mirrors

the didactic, exhortatory discourse of the sangis, and their quasi-conduct book

precepts of female virtue. The female subject which these texts glorify is

intended to be edified:

I breif this bill to yow in generall
ladeis and mady[n]is that yarnis fra reprufe
yow to conserf and als for your behufe
That ye defend and keip yow fra dissait
And yow to teich all filthy lyfe to hait'

Their sexuality must be restrained ('wit' must discipline 'will', an implicitly

masculine reason subdue feminine emotion) if their reputation, and their virginity,
is to remain intact ^ 80 Mersar's lyric prescribes the correct sexual conduct:

'All tho yat list ofwemen ill to speik...', op, cit., 11. 141-67
ffor to declair', op. cit., 1. 18, recalling 1 Cor. 11:7: 'but woman is the glory ofman'; this

biblical text is glossed by Cornelius a Lapide as 'woman [is] an excellent ornament ofman'
(Woodbridge op. cit., p. 11). Jordan, op. cit., p. 88, comments on this common strategy of the
defences that 'a deficiency of certain attributes, particularly physical strength, is the basis of great
virtue'.
179 'Thir billis ar brevit...', attributed to Mersar f. 278r, STS p. 73.
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haifmynd how gude is to haif a gude name
And thajn] na cryme sail your grit wirchep fyle
haifmynd how bernis hes brocht birdis to blame
And latt na grome w* gabing yow begyle (11. 15-18)

The full intellectual status of the Bannatyne querelle poetry is difficult to

establish with certainty: do they represent Scotland's formal contribution to the

querelle polemic, or mirror fashionable courtly preoccupations with the nature of

femininity and sexual courtship (exemplified by II Cortegiano's third book on how

a 'gentilwoman' is 'won' by 'his false flatteringes, feigned tears, continuall suites,

bewaylinges, craftes, deceits, and perjuries...'! 81 Does the poetry's debate about

women's spiritual equality mirror a genuine intellectual sea-change, or again a

fashionable poetic diversion? As often conceded, the 'place of these [English

querelle] pamphlets in the development of feminist thought is controversial'' 82.
Arguably, the defenses construct 'a counterstereotype' of female purity, and

advocate chastity as a means of social containment.

1 would propose that ultimately the querelle poetry perpetuates the

manichaeistic concept ofwoman and the feminine, and that its inclusion within an

avowedly amatory context ('ballattis of luve') intensifies and makes more explicit

the myth of female duality: woman as fallen and angelic. It might aptly be

conceived as ample poetic illustration of the common medieval image of the

serpent in the Garden of Eden with the face of a beautiful girl 1813

Female sexuality may be perceived as the thread which binds together these

seemingly disparate sections. Its unlicensed, unregulated expression is seen to

threaten man's moral integrity, an idealised vision of femininity and, (in some

instances), the conservative social order. Though the querelle debate formally

Cancelled stanza of'Thir billis ar brevit...', attributed to Mersar, f 278r, STS p. 73.
181

op. cit., p. 259-60.
182 HalfHumankind, op. cit., p. 24.
183 Chiara Frugoni, 'The imagined Woman', in Klapische-Zuber, op. cit., pp. 336-422 (360).
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concludes before it begins, the ultimate section, 'the contempt of Blyndit Luve',

conceivably extends such preoccupations. Despite its apparent moral and doctrinal

conventionalism. I would propose that throughout the fourth puirt, the figure of

woman still functions as a kind of symbolic scapegoat.

In philosophical terms, the renunciations perpetuate the orthodox antithesis

between cupiditas and caritas. The former, and rarely the latter, is emphasised;

retribution for fleshly sins, rather than beatific apotheosis, is found (Dunbar's 'In

may as that aurora did upspring' the exception with its choric celebration of

'cherite'):

punyss weill the flesch for thyn owin offens
Haif E to God and brek the Diuill[is] net

Woluptuous lyfe quhy thinkis thow so sueit
Knawing the deth yat no ma[n] may ewaid
Syne perseiviris in fleschly lust and heit...
Repent in tyme devovd the of this laid
And knaw in hell thair is Eternall pane^4

Scott's 'Ye blyndit luvaris luke' presents a vision of desire as 'com[m]oun

m[er]chandyce', the devalued commodity of prostitutes^^. These extended

renunciations still perpetuate the notion of woman as the root of man's culpability :

bestiality, corrupted reason, excessive 'affectione' were all qualities evoked by the

querelle's fallen woman. Again, female sexual purity is conceived as a precious

'gift' in this address 'To the madin':

The noble giftis of chastitie precell
off vertewis it is Maist principall
Na p[er]sone can expryme defyne nor tell
The godly vertew virginall
ffor the devyne theologgis uniuersall
And awld auttofiis j of maist excelle[n]t gre
Aboifall giftis thay preffer chestetie' ^6

'Leif luve my luve no langar thow it lyk', anon., f\ 281r, STS p. 82, II 7-12 15-16
ff. 289r-90r, 1. 100, STS pp. 102-7
'O ma[n] transfformit and vnnaturall', attributed to Wedderburn, ff. 287v-88v, 11. 113-19
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Part of the significance of Gavin Douglas's fourth prologue to the Eneados, a long
and conceptually elaborate disquisition on desire appended (as if an afterhtought)
to the 'formal' conclusion, may lie in its poetic apostrophe 'To virgynis'. Possession
of true 'womanheid' is only merited by the qualification of 'bewtie' and 'honestie'

Rew on your self ladyis and madyins ying
grant na sic rewth for evir ma causs yow rew
ye fresche gallandis in hait desyre birning
refrene your curage sic paramouris to p[er]sew
Ground your amouris on cheretie all new
found yow on ressoun quhat neidis moir to preiche
god grant yow grace in lufe as 1 yow teiche^ ^

The 'ending' of the bulletins of luve can adequately be interpreted (as

commentators have done so) within an intellectual and religious framework of

sacred and profane love, the 'twa luvis' in Douglas's terms. This confers a

conceptual rigour and expositional clarity on the whole section which culminates

in the love of God; except that it is not the glorified Neoplatonic love espoused by

Bembo at the end of the II Libro del Cortegiano but one which renders irreparable

the breach between each desire. Consequently, woman cannot serve as a mediator

of divine love: she is man's diversion rather than pathway to salvation. In these

poems, she erves as an emblem of vanitas. 'by hir mowth dampnifi: the faithless

female lover is rebuked in a phrase which recalls the vagina dentata of the earlier

querelle poem, 'Ane aigit man'. She deprives man of moral and physical potential

as the list of unfortunate male lovers in one lyric bears witness to: Palamedes,

Hercules, Phebus, Piramus, Tristram, Jason and other mythical and historical

protagonists^^. Woman is a metaphor for love itself: the trope of duplicity —

'variance...vnstabilnes...chenge' — defines both 189

187 f. 294r, p. 114.
'Quhat meneth this Quhat is this winder ire', falsely attributed to Chaucer, ff. 28 lr-283r,

STS, vol 4, pp. 82-7.
See, for example, 'Quha will behald of luve the chance', assigned to Dunbar, f. 28 lr, STS p

81.
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Conclusion The ballattis of luve inscribed in the Bannatyne manuscript are

profoundly important for an understanding of the love lyric in later sixteenth

century Scotland. The fourth pain's copious and diverse poems lay the theoretical

grounds for the analysis of subsequent love lyric. They display a fascination with

the possibilities and limits of the rhetorical; imply a courtly, recreational and also

intellectual culture in which the love lyric found realisation; and evoke in complex

and subtle ways a concept of the feminine which oscillates between ideas of the

fallen and angelic woman. This manichaeism, and the association of woman with

sin (the revelation of man's potential for sin) is significantly pursued in the sonnet

sequences of William Fowler and William Alexander. Certain facets of the

manuscript remain controversial. In a climate of Reformation censorship, why the

inclusion of lyrics in adoration of the Virgin Mary? To what degree, if at all,

might both the querelle poetry, and the final excoriation of women and sexuality

reflect the crisis in 1568 of that other Mary, Mary Stuart? If these questions

remain unanswered, they nevertheless attest to the cultural, political, and symbolic

scope of a collection of small love poems which are frequently beautiful, and often

vicious.
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Introduction: the elusiveness of desire

so the tongue is deceitfull, and doth verie often conceale the
affections andpassions of the minde, so that the lover cannot
assure him selfe of that, which his mistres telleth him

Guazzo'

The love lyrics assigned to Alexander Scott (cl515-cl582) are notoriously

elusive, at least if judged by criticism which generally portrays the quintessential
Scott love lyric as exemplary of the flaws and virtues of the courtly love lyric per
se: accomplished, graceful, often witty, but perplexingly varied in their articulation
of desire. Yet the apparent recalcitrance of Scott's love lyrics, their refusal to yield

a sense of coherence or even gravitas, renders them fascinating artefacts of a

literary culture, principally Marian, which cherished the art of self-representation

(or self-evasion) through deliberately artful language^.
The quality of elusiveness can be drawn from many facets of Scott's love

poetry. The terse, almost epigrammatic rhetoric of many lyrics (such as 'I wilbe

plane') cultivates a desire which seems purposefully to elude definition by being

curiously unrooted in any particularities; love, and its language, are sharply

abbreviated:

Yore and no mo/quhair evir I go/gif I do so/so tak me
Gif 1 fie fro/and dois no1 so/evin as yor fo/fforsaik me-3

Yet the poetry still strives to be communicable. Scott's lovers often speak to

others (not simply the female 'Other' or beloved), and depict the arduous effort to

1 The Civiie Converstion ofM, Steeven Guazzo translated George Pettie and Bartholomew
Young, 2 vols, (London, 1925), vol 2, Book IV, p. 177.

The text of Scott's poetiy reproduced here is based orthographicaily on the relevant folios
of the Bannatyne manuscript, NLS Adv. 1.1.6; it is reproduced in the facsimile edition edited by
Denton Fox and William A. Ringler: The Bannatyne Manuscript. National Library of Scotland
Advocates' Manuscript 1.1.6 (Scolar Press, 1980). For ease of reference, the poetry will be
identified first by the relevant Bannatyne folio, then by the most recent Scottish Text Society edition
of Scott's work: the Poems ofAlexander Scott edited by James Cranstoun (Edinburgh: Blackwood,
1886).
3 MS, f. 237r, 11. 8-9; STS, p. 38.
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be heard^. Art audience or readership (an implied community ot lovers, frequently

male but on occasion exclusively female^) is frequently courted by Scott's habitual
use of the lyric 'I', that grammatical mark which creates the illusion of a

confessional, intimate discourse. (The lover's effort to overcome or dispel his

solipsism is also a corollary of Scott's lyrics as performative, public texts^).
Consider, for example, the inveigling 'I' of 'Luve preysis bot comparesone', the

persuasive and petitionary lover of'Haif hairt in hairf, the praeceptor or magister

of'It cumis yow luvaris to be lain, the anxious apostrophe to Cupid in 'Leif luve

and let me leif allane', and even the lover's own anxious self-communings: 'my

hairt tak heid...'^.

Desire is not so wholly elusive in Scott that distinct qualities cannot be

isolated: overwhelmingly, it is more the subject of complaint than of joyful

evocation. Even that lyric which uniquely celebrates reciprocal love, 'Up helsum

hairt', renders that love precarious outwith the immediate, imaginative isolation of

the two lovers. Duplicity is advocated: the praeceptor lyrics dispense advice on

how corrupt lovers should be outwitted. The repetitious use of the phrase, 'secret',

(a precept of amour courtois as commonly defined, and advised for the lover at

court^) transforms desire into a precious, covert, and (paradoxically) solitary

transaction. Dictated by a capricious and often vindictive ruler (Cupid or Venus^),
love is an arbitrarily compelling force. The metaphor of the cour amoureuse

"Now quhome to sal! I mak my mone?: 'How suld my febill body fure', f. 244v, I. 22, STS p.
47.

'Deploir ye ladeis cieir of hew': 'Hence hairt wl hir yat most dep[ar]te', ff. 235r-v, 1. 33, STS
p. 29.

This is discussed in detail below: see also Christopher Martin, Policy in Love. Lyric and
Public in Ovid. Petrarch and Shakespeare (Duquesne University Press, 1994), pp. 192-5, 'The
Poetics of Intimacy and its Publics'.

'Langourto leive allace', f. 251v, 1. 41, STS p. 63.
'Then saide the L. Julian: In myne advise to keepe love secrete, the causes are to be

shonned that uttre it, which are manye: yet one principal!, namelye, to be over secrete and put no
person in truste': Baldassare Castiglione, II Libro del Cortegiano: The Book of the Courtier
translated by Thomas Hoby ed. Virginia Cox (London: Everyman, 1994), p. 283.

See 'Lei! Luve and lat me leif allone', ff. 247r-v, STS pp. 58 - 9; 'ffavour is fair / in luvis
lair', ff. 251v-52r, STS pp. 64-5; 'Quhome suld I wyt ofmy mischance', f. 287r, STS pp. 83-4.
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occasionally used by Scott at once suggests a parallel to the social and political

vagaries of the literal court which (by implication) witnesses the exchange of such

querulous love poetry. Duplicitous language emerges as a strategy for evasion and

manipulation to be used by both the lover and the politic courtier who, in Scott's

love poetry, may be identical.

The language of these lyrics is intensely wedded to the literal. Desire is

(with near consistency) experienced physically, rooted within the body: 'Glaidly I

gif hir till/body and all'; 'How suld my febill body fure/The double dolour I Indure';

'Sa cruelly hes keild my corss'; The tormenting in tyme bygone/that skerss hes left

bot skin and bon'; 'this belappit body heir'10. This preoccupation with the bodily

intensities of desire creates the enduring antithesis of physical and spiritual (or

more frequently intellectual; 'ressoun' is greatly coveted) which underlies many

lyrics^. There is a version of the classical allegorical debate between the lover's

heart and body'2 The orthodox dialogue between impulses of reason and love is

enacted without the conceit or 'fiction' of the allegorised debut, the lover's

agonistic conflict is communicated transparently; except that the lover's body in

'Oppressit hairt indure' does not conventionally signify sensuality but is instead

beseiged by the cupidinous heart:

Bot yit my corpss allace/is wrangusly opprest
be the in to this cace/and bro* to grit wanrest
quhy suld it so be drest/be the and daly pynu
quhvlk still it ay detest/thy wantoun folich mynd (11.17-20)

'Quha is p(er)fyte...', 1.30, MS f. 236v, STS p. 34; 'How sowld my febill body fure', f. 244v,
STS p. 46,1. 1; 'That evir I luvit allace thairfoir', MS f. 246r, STS p. 53; 1. 15; 'Leif luve and lat me
leif allone', f. 247r, p. 58,11. 4-5; 'Hence hairt w* hiryat most dep(air)te', f. 235r, p. 28,1. 16.

Ideas of opposition and conflict are mirrored in other dialectical aspects of Scott's love
poetry: for example, in the lyric, 'I wilbe plane', the simply stated choice between acceptance and
refusal ('tak me/forsaik me').
12 'Oppressit hairt indure', ff. 246v-47r, STS pp. 55-7.
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Yet combined with this corporeal language is the recurrence of moral
abstractions', 'pacienss', 'conscienss', 'permanenss'^J. These ideals, as if expressive
of certain, immutable values, emphasise Scott's poetic pursuit of an elusive

'permanenss'.

The disparity between the expectation of love (received knowledge or 'luvis
lair'! 4) and its manifestation is frequently endorsed. 'My hairt lat be sic fantesie':

love is not simply elusive but illusory (at best a joyful illusion in 'Up helsum

hairt')15. The act of parting (whether through death, renunciation, or simple

absence) recurs in Scott's love poetry. Paradoxically in one lyric, the moment of

irrevocable loss renders desire at its most intense and incommunicable. Only once

(and at that, ambiguously) is there the suggestion of a grudus amor is: 'Exalt and

clym whn my breist in staige'! 6. In several lyrics, desire simply reveals one's

capacity for sinfulness; as in the final section of Bannatyne's fourth pairt, desire

(and its object, woman) are condemned by a carnivalesque rhetoric which revels

in, as much as it denounces, the grotesque, bestial, and profane.

Scott's apparent status as Bannatyne's principle love lyricist has earned him

comparatively substantial critical attention (albeit the emphasis has been

biographical-historical)^7. Given this attention, three facets of Scott's amatory

For example, 'It cumis yow luvaris to be laill', ff. 236v-37r, STS pp. 36-7; 'How suld my
febill body fine', op. cit.; 'That evir I luvit allace yairfoir', f. 246r, STS pp. 53-4; 'Leif luve and lat me
leif allone', op. cit.; 'Fra raige ofyow1 ye rynk hes rune', ff. 280r-v, STS pp. 76-7.
14 See 'Oppressit hairt indure', op. cit; 'Tho11 in grit distres', op. cit.
15 'Returne the hairt hamewart agane', f 252v, I 5, STS p. 66.
16 'Vp helsum hairt', ff. 242v-243r, 1. 2, STS pp. 44-5.

For a variety of criticism see T.F. Henderson, Scottish Vernacular Literature. A Succinct
History (Edinburgh, 1910), pp. 240-1; Catharine M. MacLean, Alexander Scott. Montgomerie. and
Drummond of Hawthornden as Lyric Poets (Cambridge University Press, 1915); Agnes Mure-
Mackenzie, An Historical Survey of Scottish Criticism (London, 1933), p. 130; C. S. Lewis, Poetry
and Prose in the Sixteenth Century (Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1990, first pub. 1954), pp. 107-8;
John MacQueen, 'Alexander Scott and Scottish Court Poetry of the Middle Sixteenth Century',
Proceedings of the British Academy 54 (1968), pp. 93-116; ed. Bailattis ofLuve (Edinburgh,
1970), 'Introduction'; Helena Shire, Song, Dance and Poetry of the Court of James VI of Scotland
(Cambridge University Press, 1969), pp. 44-66; Gregory Kratzmann, 'Sixteenth Century Secular
Poetry', The History of Scottish Literature, 4 vols (Aberdeen University Press, 1988), vol 1 ed.
R.D.S. Jack, pp. 105-24; Gary Waller, English Poetry of the Sixteenth Century (London: Longman,
1986), p. 26; Theo van Heijnsbergen, 'Love in the Lyrics of Alexander Scott', SSL 26 (1991), pp.
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poetry will be isolated for analysis in this chapter, distinct but interrelated, and
bound together by the idea of elusiveness: firstly, the influence of the poetry's
discernible cultural milieu on the representation of the lover, the poetic self or T

which professes desire; secondly, how the lover's posture when adopted by the

performative court poet is one of dissimulation, and how the conceit of feigning
itself is poetically manipulated; and thirdly, the elusive significance of
renunciation in Scott's secular corpus as his lovers seemingly endeavour to

transform a 'hairt oppressit' into one spiritually cleansed and 'immaculate'^.

The social-cultural milieu of love Bannatyne's manuscript is the chief

source for Scott's entire amatory oeuvre^. In addition, the folio manuscript owned

by Sir Richard Maitland of Lethington (c 1496-1586) contains a text of 'Ye blindit
luiffaris luik'20. As the only apparent surviving medium of Scott's love poetry is

manuscript, this corpus of thirty-six poems should only be assumed as the extant

totality of Scott's work (as a consequence of their scribal preservation in

Bannatyne's compendium, no authorial texts can be claimed). The scant

biographical evidence implies that the social and cultural context of Scott's love

poetry stems from its status at the Marian court as a recreational and musical art.

Given that a gap inevitably exists between the performance and transcription of

Scott's lyrics, they cannot be assigned a fixed chronology: while none obviously

366-79. Some of the issues raised by the most recent criticism will be addressed in the course of the
chapter.
18 'Oppressit hairt indure', MS ff. 246v-47r, STS pp. 55-7; 'Lord God deliver me allace', MS f.
I7r, STS p. 94,1. 42.

See previous chapter for further details of the manuscript's provenance and context.
20 CUL PL 2553: see The Maitland Folio Manuscript edited byW.E Craigie, STS (Edinburgh:
Blackwood, 1919), pp. 294-98. It is associated in terms of authorship, compilation, and transcription
with Sir Richard Maitland ofLethington (cl496-1585), a political presence at both Marian and
Jamesian courts: see Part I, Chapter 3, for more detailed contextualisation. It is interesting that a
copy of this particular lyric, so fiercely (almost grotesquely) contemptuous of secular love or
'sensuall luste', should be selected from Scott's canon; it may have been easily accommodated into a
manuscript which broadly addresses issues ofmorality: the contemporary crises of commonwealth
and reformation, and the social and moral laxity of the community. Scott's lyric incriminates women
for 'huredome' and avarice: women apparently serve as the scapegoats for social and moral anxiety.
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postdate 1568 (the apparent terminus ad quem for Bannatyne's manuscript), they

can only be associated as a body of work with the 1550's and 1560's21.
Scott's amatory lyrics encompass (or are made to encompass, according to

the manuscript's editorial dictates) the entire generic range of Bannatyne's fourth

pairt. Scott's love poetry subsequently appears 'encyclopaedic' in the sense that

Bannatyne's buik comprehends love in its distinct fourfold division (interestingly,

three Scott lyrics are subsumed within the third pairt, 'contenand Ballettis Mirry

and Uther solatius Consaitis set furth by divers ancient poyettis': 'Luvaris lat be the

frennessy of luve'; 'May is the month maist amene'; 'Ye lusty ladyis luke'). These

imposed classifications (inserted as if to guide the reader away from any

interpretative uncertainty) seem fluid: the sangis ofluve contain complaints which

would fit well within the self-declared renunciatory genre; while the antifeminist

sentiment of one lyric, allegedly 'detesting luve and lichery' would accord with the

'contemptis...of evill wemen'22 By recontextualising Scott's amatory lyrics within

Bannatyne, their affinities (verbal, thematic, tonal) with many anonymous texts

can be revealed2-T It is probable that Scott's texts circulated within a coterie of

poets, each of whom may have elaborated, refined or 'answered' a certain theme or

phrase (an orally recited poem might have been particularly amenable to

improvisation or amendment). It cannot be determined if Scott's 'version' was the

'original' one from which imitations are derived (it may, of course, be possible that

these apparently 'derivative' texts are Scott's own but in preparatory form and thus

'unsigned')24
Within the scope of the present thesis, only one printed text is

encompassed: Alexander's Aurora, published in 1604 (though likely to have been

21 Occasionally, the poetry provides its own inward dating such as 'Welcume to Quene Mary
quhen she came hame'.
22 See Note 1, appended to this chapter.
23 See Note 2, appended to this chapter.

See Part I, Chapter 1, 'Rhetorics of love', for elaboration of this dialogic quality with an
example drawn from Scott's love poetry.
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written earlier in the late 1590's)25. Alexander's sonnet sequence signifies a crucial

cultural transition from the text circulated within a small poetic coterie to that

issued (at least in theory) to a wider, 'public' readership or market. Scott's love

lyrics occupy an interesting position along this spectrum of 'private-public' texts.

Their inscription in Bannatyne implies that they might nominally have been

circulated among a coterie of readers. This textual evidence must be weighed

with the fact that a number of musical settings survive for these lyrics^ If the

biographical evidence adduced so far is correct, then Scott, as both poet and

musician, exemplifies the ideal courtier in Castiglione's terms of the debate: 'I am

not pleased with the Courtyer if he be not also a musitien, and besyde his

understanding and connynge upon the booke, have skille and lyke maner upon

sundrye instrumentes'27. Such song-lyrics, as Helena Shire's study amply attests,

were performative, 'public' forms. Yet the implications of this for the rhetorical

25 See Part II, Chapter 5, for further detail.
r The lyrics of Scott to which music exists are 'Dep[air]te, dep[air]te,dep[air]te', 'How suld
my febill body fure', Hence hairt wt hir that most depairte', 'Only to yow in erd that I lufe best',
found in Shire and Kenneth Elliott eds., Music of Scotland 1500-1700.Musica Brittanica, vol. XV
(London: Stainer and Bell 1975); and Elliott's most recent edition, Musica Scotica. 2 vols
(University ofGlasgow Music Department Publications, 1996), vol 1, 'Sixteenth Century Scots
Songs for Voice and Lute', pp. 17, 27. With the exception of'Dep[air]te', for which the music is
claimed as subsequent to the text, Shire concedes that the priority ofmusic or words cannot be
determined (Song. Dance and Poetry, p.62). The surviving music for the songs is preserved in John
Forbes' Cantus. Songs and Fancies (c. 1662), Robert Edwards' commonplace book (c. 1630-65),
David Melville's bassus part-book (1604), William Stirling's cantus part-book (1639), and in the
Taitt MS of the late seventeenth century. Detailed information about these sources may be derived
from the introduction by Fox and Ringler to the BM facsimile; Shire's Song. Dance and Poetry:
Musica Brittanica XV: W.H. Rubsamen, 'Scottish and English Music of the Renaissance in a Newly
Discovered Manuscript', Festschrift Heinrich Besseler (Veb Deutscher Verlag fur Musik Leipzig,
1961), pp.259-84. Recent accounts of early Scottish secular music may be found in John Purser,
Scotland's Music. A History of the Traditional and Classical Music of Scotland from Early Times to
the Present Dav (Mainstream 1992), esp. pp.81-124; D. James Ross, Musick Fvne. Robert Carver
and the Art ofMusic in Sixteenth Century Scotland (Mercat Press 1993) esp. pp. 115-48, Robert
Phillips ed., Music for the Lute in Scotland fKinmor Music 1995), pp.4-11. See Elliott and Frederick
Rimmer, A History of Scottish Music (London: BBC Publications, 1973) for particular comment on
Scott, pp. 22-4; and Charles Rogers, A History of the Chapel Roval (Edinburgh, 1882), pp. lxii - iii,
on musicians of the Marian household.

up. cit., p. 84. Shire, op. cil., pp. 45-55, renders him the archetypal European poet-
musician more common to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries than to the sixteenth (cf N.E.
Wilkins, 'The Post-Machaut Generation of Poet-Musicians', Nottingham Medieval Studies 12
(1968), p.83ff
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articulation of love in Scott, and the creation of an amatory self within such a

cultural community, have not been sufficiently pursued^.
Bannatyne's preservation, therefore, in part confers an artificial, 'textual'

permanence upon lyrics that were originally either sung, performed or (as a third

extension of poetic 'performance') orally declaimed within a public arena, whether

the court or another cultural milieu-^. A poem's 'reception aesthetic' may be

radically transformed by its musical realisation: certain musical sonorities

qualifying (intensifying or muting) a poem's emotional impulses™. The alliance of
music and poetry is well attested theoretically in sixteenth century artistic thought.

Both arts are intertwined in Ronsard's contemporary treatise:

Car la poesie sans les instrumens, ou sans la grace d'une seule
ou plusieurs voix, n'est nullement aggreable, non plus que les
instrumens sans estre animez de la melodie d'une plaisante voix^l

Music is conceived as a desirable lyric accompaniment chiefly by virtue of its

cathartic or palliative emotional effects; and like rhetoric, it can act as an

instrument for sexual persuasion. Castiglione renders Burton's appraisal of

music's 'pleasing Melancholie' as a technique for male seduction:

And princypally in Courtes, where (beside the refreshing
of vexacyons that musicke bringeth unto eche man) many
thynges are taken in hande to please women withal, whose

28 Van Heijnsbergen, op. cit., has also suggested the need for critical reorientation: see the
assessment of his argument below.

By 'performative' text, I understand the lyric in Deschamps' two senses of 'musique
artificiele' (for instrument or singing voice) and 'musique naturele' (the act of poetic declamation by
'une musique de bouche'): cf. 'L'Art de Dictier' (1392), Oeuvres Completes de Eustache Deschamps
ed. Gaston Reynaud (Paris, 1891), vol. 7, pp.266-92. The medieval definition ofmusica
instrumentalis also embraced the poetic voice. Such evidence endorses the necessity of extending
the classification 'performative' to those Scott lyrics even without extant music.

On different early performance practices and contexts see Laura Kindrick, Troubadour
Wordplay ^University of California Press 1988), p. 176; Rob C. Wegman, 'Sense and Sensibility in
late-medieval music: thoughts on aesthetics and 'authenticity', Early Music 22 (1995), pp. 298-312;
James Haar, Essays on Italian Poetry and Music in the Renaissance 1350-1600 (University of
Chicago Press, 1986) on the humanist theoretical fusion of verbal and musical rhetoric. See also in
general Bruce Pattison, Music and Poetry in the English Renaissance (London: Methuen, 1948),
chapters 2 and 4 especially.

'Abbrege de l'Art Poetique Francois' (1565), Critical Prefaces of the French Renaissance ed.
Bernard Weinberg (Northwestern University Press 1950), p. 198.
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tender and soft breastes are soone perced with melody
and fylled with swetenesse...-5^

Its musical status tends to procure certain rhetorical, as well as emotional,

effects^. Scott's lyric, 'Dep[air]te, dep[air]te, depfairjte'^ exhibits the formal

structural features of the chanson. The exigencies of the disciplined rhyme

scheme, aaabaaab, compel the repetition of certain verbal items. In the first

stanza, both 'depjairjte' and 'deid' are twice repeated, echoing Zumthor's claim that

in courtly song lyric the rhetorical feature of repelilio replaces the 'norm' of

gradatuP^. Accordingly, 'narrative' progress is deflected in favour of circularity, or

the more static elaboration and refinement of a single sentiment. Yet in this lyric

the inflexions of grief are served aptly by such repetitious patterning. In contrast to

the judgement of Ramson and Hughes, the corollary of rhetorical (or musical)

artifice is not inevitably emotional falsification^. The lover's valediction

delicately conveys the moments of conflict between encroaching death and the

lover's wilful desire to suspend a life endangered:

aganis my will in deid/'and ca(n) find na remeid
I wait the pa(n)is of deid/ca(n) do no moir (11. 3-4)

op. cit., p.84; Robert Burton, The Anatomy ofMeianchoiie. 3 vols, ed. N.K. Kiessling et at
(Clarendon Press: Oxford 1990), vol 2, p. 116, where music is cited in reference to Plato as
intrinsically 'amorous' through its ability to 'raviseth the soule'. Music commands the same powers of
persuasion and mastery with which amatory rhetoric is conventionally endowed.

See Haar, op. cit., p. 111 on musical repetition and poetic symmetries.
l4 MS ff.2456r; STS pp. 51-2. Its musical sources are given in Musica Brittanica XV. pp. 163,
212. This poem especially enshrines the paradox of the personal and the public: classified by
Bannatyne as 'offye maister oferskyn' (see Shire, op. cit., pp.59-60, MacQueen, op.
cit.,'Introduction', pp.xxxviii-xxix for historical details), seemingly private elegy acquires the status
of public, formalised, almost 'ceremonial' form. The inscription may not have authority.

Paul Zumthor, Langue. texte. enigme (Paris, Editions de Seuil, 1975)., p. 194.
Joan Hughes and W.S. Ramson. Poetry of The Stewart Court (Australian National

University Press 1982), Introduction, p. 135: the 'artificiality' ofperformative poems reflects 'a
measure of the falseness of the felicity they purported to endorse'. The art form itself is
acknowledged but unhelpfully ascribed post-Romantic aesthetic criteria. Matthew P. McDiarmid,
'Scottish Love Poetry before 1600: a Character and Appreciation', Scottish Language and Literature.
Medieval and Renaissance (Fourth International Conference, 1984) ed. Dietrich Strauss and Horst
W.. Drescher (Peter Lang, 1986)pp. 443-50, also reserves praise for poems of'realistic simplicity'.
See Robin Headlam-Wells, Elizabethan Mythologies. Studies in poetry, drama and music
(Cambridge University Press, 1994), chapter 7, on precisely this dilemma where he defends and
relates the intensely rhetorical aspects of the Renaissance lute music to ideas of humanist eloquence.
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In lines 17-20, simple declarative statements of action imitate the selfs

restlessness by grammatical parallelism and echoic vowel schemes:

I go and wait no* quhair/I wandir heir and thair
1 weip and sichis richt sair/ wt panis smart (11. 9-10)

Zumthor's precept of rhetorical intensification, here harnessed to the lyricism of

the song-structure, poignantly mirrors the desire of the lyric self to defer 'parting'

(death's leave) from the beloved.

On occasion in Scott, musical formalisation may be less felicitous in

rhetorical terms. In the lyric, 'Tho* I in grit distres', the psychological disquiet

evoked by the verbal text is contradicted by the simplicity, and simplifying effect,

of the rhetorical structure. The refrain, 'I fynd yow ay so nyss'J7 may mirror the

light, graceful harmony of sustained trimeter and the interlaced rhyme scheme,

The mair I do me dress/To be at yor devyce
my guerdoun is the less/1 fynd yow ay so nyss (11.7-8)

and endorse the beloved's obduracy. Yet in line 20 it contradicts the valediction of

the final line, 'bot now fair weill adew', which acts as assured renunciation. The

constraints imposed by stanzaic, most probably musical, form may produce a

rhetorical simplicity that is, at worst, facile.

Given that an original cultural factor such as musical form has

demonstrable tonal and rhetorical influence, it is vital that any reading of Scott's

love lyrics should imaginatively reconstruct them within this performative, 'public'

context. The love lyric is a recreational form, 'ludic' in Huizinga's sensed The

poetic self of Scott's love lyrics, described as impossibly or 'implausibly' varied

according to strictly biographical readings, is a direct consequence of their

'Thcf I in grit distres', MS f247v; STS pp.60-1, According to DOST classifications,'nyss'
may denote mere naivete or, depending on the tonal context, lasciviousness. In Scott's poem, the
beloved is accused of infidelity, hence the latter sense implied.

Huizinga's classic exposition of 'play-culture' sensitively observes the 'relativity and fragility'
ot the created play world: Homo Ludens. A study of the play element in culture (London . Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1970, first pub. 1940), p. 147.
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performative status. The T of such lyrics cannot be assigned a fixed, stable identity

but entails a more protean, flux (or 'braiding') of different 'voices'-^; nor can it

articulate the authentic voice or experience of the historically 'real' Alexander

Scott. The chameleon-like lover of Scott's lyrics is the consequence of a rhetorical

stance, as van Heijnsbergen has argued, rather than a transparent manifestation of

authorial 'personality':

Apart from...psychological improbability, the absence of any external
information about the poet's motives makes these "biographical" readings
even more putative, hypotheses existing in a vacuum of their own.
Reading a chronological development from naive youth to cyncial,
detached old age into these poems is a model too mechanical and a
theory too indemonstrable to work with; besides, it does not
account for all of Scott's paradoxes...'40
For any reading of Scott's love poetry to be theoretically attuned to recent

interpretative practice (in the English Renaissance field, for example), one must

interpret the diverse lover(s) of Scott's lyrics as the result of assumed personae.

Hobbes resonantly glosses the concept ofpersona:

The word Person is latine...as Persona in latine signifies the disguise, or
outward appearance of a man, counterfeited on the stage...So that a
Person is the same that an Actor is, both on the Stage and in common
conversation...'41

Since Scott's love poetry in part displays the art of poetic self-invention, it is

intimately bound up with sixteenth century conceptions of the self (or

'individuality'). That the early modern period witnessed an intense cultural,

philosophical and literary curiosity about the nature of identity and interiority has

become a truism. Yet evidence culled from literary and other documents does

~' This might usefully be likened to Helene Cixous's theoretical and creative preoccupation
with the idea ofmultiple writing selves, and the consequent circumvention of a 'conventional
position of mastery' (Susan Sellers, Helene Cixous. Authorship. Autobiography and Love (London:
Polity Press, 1996), p. 57; see also Verena Andermatt Conley, Helene Cixous (Harvester
Wheatsheaf, 1992), p. 124, on writing as a 'braiding of voices'.
40

op. cit., p. 368.
Quotation from Hobbes's Leviathan. 1.16.217, taken from Greenblatt, 'Psychoanalysis and

Renaissance Culture', Learning to Curse, p. 142.
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suggest that the characteristic late sixteenth century notion of the self is defined as

fluid, changeful, an ephemeral artefact which is the product of 'self-fashiontng'42
To a degree, the heterogeneity of Scott's amatory lyric selves reflects in

miniature this concept of the self as a malleable 'artefact', capable of endless

'recreation': 'I' is a special signifier whose referent necessarily varies with the

circumstances of its enunciation. This accords with some twentieth century

theoretical notions of identity and selfhood as a fragile construct. These lyrics,

which rhetorically feign different emotional postures, can be aligned with the

Lacanian idea of the subject as being solely constituted by language (a sujet-en-

proces). The lover's fascination with language arises from the fact that it is the only

(and imperfect) tool of representation. In Benveniste's terms, the T which is the

amatory subject

is exclusively linguistic: / refers to the act of individual discourse
in which it is pronounced, and by this it designates the speaker.
It is a term that cannot be identified except in what we have called
elsewhere an instance of discourse and that has only a
momentary reference^.

Zumthor equates the poetic self of early courtly lyric with rhetoric which he

defined as 'la pure diction d'un enonciateur', proposing that the articulating je'

42 Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning. From More to Shakespeare ("University
of Chicago Press, 1980), has become the classic account of Renaissance selfhood. For other literary
explorations of the art of self-cultivation in medieval and renaissance literature see (for example)
Renee Hannaford, 'Self-Presentation in Carew's "To A.L. Perswasions to Love'", SEL 26 (1986), pp.
97-106; Paul Zumthor, 'Le je de chanson et le moi du poete', in Langue. texte. enigme. op. c//.;
Stephen Manning, 'Game and Earnest in Middle English love lyrics', Comparative Literature 18
(1966), pp. 225-41; Leo Spitzer, IXote on the poetic and the empirical /I/ in medieval authors',
Traditio 4 (1946), pp. 414-22, Joseph Mazzaro, Tranformations in the English Renaissance Lyric
(1970), p. 87flf; Joel Fineman, Shakespeare's Perjured Eve. The Invention of Poetic Subjectivity in
the Sonnets (University of California Press, 1986); Marianne Sanders Regan, Love Words. The Self
and the Text in Medieval and Renaissance Lyrics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1982), provides
an interesting (if slightly theoretically incoherent at times) psychonalytic reading of the Renaissance
lyric subject - purely a 'being-in-words' - and conceives the lover's verbal anxieties as a manifestation
of the separation of 'Lover infans' or 'self from the unspoken Maternal source.

'Subjectivity in Language', Problems in General Linguistics trans. Mary Elizabeth Meek
(University ofMiami Press, 1971), p. 226. Barthes's definition ofwriting in 'The Death of the
Author' as 'performative', an enunciation with no other content or context than the act by which it is
uttered, is also pertinent. For a concise account of Benveniste's theory of linguistic subjectivity, see
John Lechte ed., Writing and Psychoanalysis. A Reader (London: Arnold, 1996), pp. 8-9.
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voice must lack a stable identity in accordance with the circumstances of poetic

recitation1^. As exemplified by analysis of the performative self in Scott's 'Luve

preysis bot comparesone', such instability sanctions the possibility for dramatic

impersonation, and this in turn creates freedom to 'play' with the identity, in

Stevens' terms, of the 'Lover-as-Poet' and the 'Poet-as-Lover'45. Impersonation is

the consequence of such highly rhetorical love poetry: 'The rhetorical

act...generates a dramatic interest in how the speaker clings to a certain role, shifts

to another, moves through a succession of them...'46
Yet what van Heijnsbergen's valuable revisionist analysis of Scott's

discursive T ignores is one particular irony of such self-fashioning: namely, that

the poetry frequently and ironically insists upon its own 'authenticity', even though

this can only be accepted as a purely rhetorical 'authenticity"^. The illusion of

'sincerity' is another facet of these lyrics' playful self-reflexiveness. This impulse

may be condensed in the phrase of'Lo quhat it is to lufe', 'I say for me' (1. 44), a

simple empirical pledge.

Lo quhat it is to lufe
lerne ye that list to prufe
Be me I say...

Ye luvaris se/Gife that this be
ane lyfe that all gude men malingis
I say for me/It is to fie

Paul Zumthor, op. cil. pp. 171, 186. Joachim Bumke's comment on oral literature in Courtly
Culture. Literature and Society in the High Middle Ages trans. Thomas Dunlop (University of
California Press), pp.436-7, is also pertinent: 'The work was created in the process of recitation,
whereby the circumstances of the performance became part of the work itself and were reflected, for
example, in the varying length and varying emphases placed on certain themes'.

John Stevens. Music and Poetry of the Early Tudor Court (Methuen 1961), p.206
William J. Kennedy, Rhetorical Norms in Renaissance Literature (Yale University Press,

1978), p. 5.
4 In 'The Sixteenth-Century Love Lyric', van Heijnsbergen seems to propose that the public
or communal milieu for sixteenth century Scottish lyric forecloses the possibility of their expressing
'empirical individuality'. I would contend that the apparent public, performative context permits the
lyricist to exploit with greater intensity the disparity between 'public' and 'private', and the illusion of
'authenticity'.
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aboif ye pest and plaig that ringis^^
Sensitivity to these empirical declarations of love suggest that the text can richly

engage with its own 'illusionism'. The confessions studded throughout Scott's

poems - 'I speik expart; Lerne ye.../be me; Quhen I it knew; Albeid 1 knaw'49 .

endorse this hypothesis that perpetually renewed, performative poetry can

nevertheless protest the experiential purity of its desires.

While the strictly biographical reading is obviously untenable, further

to the cultivatin of 'authenticity' one must not ignore the inscription or 'coda' to

several lyrics which seem to suggest, however playfully or punningly, the authorial

integrity of the lyric in question: 'Quod Alexander Scote', 'finis quod alex. scott to

his hert'50. The evidence of this, combined with the implications of the

performative, public environment suggest how crucial are the issues of selfhood

and sincerity. Scott's lyrics may (consciously or not) reflect a contemporary

fascination: as Burke comments, the term 'sincerity' was a linguistic discovery of

the end of the sixteenth century, as such bearing new linguistic and philosophical

implications. The social and cultural courtly milieu in which Scott's love lyrics

found expression seems to have permitted the ironic, facetious and, on occasion,

poignant implications of poetic 'sincerity' to be exploited.

Dissimulation Desire in Scott's lyrics is feigned. In spite of the

endeavour to portray such desire as both ingenuously and genuinely endured, the

sheer presence of such varied lyric personae and their skilful rhetorical

manipulation determines that desire as the product of poetic and emotinal

dissumulation, a practice illuminated by Francis Bacon's sense 'of dissimulation':

48 'Quha lykis to luve...', f. 286r, 11. 29-31;STS p. 79.
The confession, 'I say for me', may be considered merely 'formulaic' (it occurs elsewhere in

Scott; eg. in 1.42 of'Quhome suld I wyt ofmy mischance' and 1.44 of'Quha lykis to love'). Yet these
other personal testaments, or 'empirical verifications', of love may still be related to the rhetorical
question set in the opening of'Quha is perfyte', 11.1-10: 'he that may certane/patie(n)tly suffir pane'
has the requisite knowledge to convey love's anguish.
50 f. 253r.
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There be three degrees of this hiding and veiling of a man's
self. The first, closeness, reservation, and secrecy; when a man
leaveth himself without observation, or without hold to be taken,
what he is. The second, dissimulation, in the negative; when a man
lets fall signs and arguments, that he is not that he is. And the third,
simulation, in the affirmative; when a man industriously and
expresslyfeigns and pretends to be that he is not^

Scott's lovers are engaged in the artful practice of verbal 'hiding and veiling'. This

concept of 'feigning' alters the intellectual status of Scott's excursions into the

querelle antifeminist genre. They are in part fashionable, rhetorical exercises (as

are the other examples in Bannatyne); but simultaneously mediate male cultural

and social anxieties. This same dilemma of 'seriousness' recurs in the assessment

of Scott's religious and moral renunciations of desire (see below). Courtly poetry,

as Puttenham's famous classification of the 'allegoria' and in turn the courtier, can

be defined by the figure of faire semblant52. Puttenhamesque 'dissembling' (the

fashioning of a certain role), and the status of desire as mere semblance, is well

exemplified by one particular Scott lyric. Through its sophisticated enactment of

'love-courting', Scott's 'Luve preysis but compareson'53 dramatises or 'mimes'

anxieties of the procedure.

Luve preysis but comparesone
both gentill sempill general 1
And of fre will gevis waresone
as fortoun chansis to befall
ffor Iuve makis nobill Iadeis thrall
To bassir me(n) ofbirth and blud
So luve garris sober wemen small
get maistrice our grit men of gud (11.1-8)

Francis Bacon, Essays, intro. Michael J. Hawkins (Everyman 1972), pp.17-18. Lines 17-19
of'Luvaris lat be the frennessy of luve' advocates that the temperate lover manipulate the
'significations' of love: 'Be prevy part in presens play with synis/Be sicht or smyle lat non knaw your
intentis/Be verry war or that they wit your myndis...'.
52

op. cit., pp. 299-300.
53 STS pp.26-7; MS f.213v.
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The poem seeks to persuade that 'luvaris' of different social provenance may be

united through the democracy of desire^. The beloved is portrayed as a social

paragon (as opposed to to the ubiquitously moral) to which the lover can aspire.

The orthodox amour courtois conceit of love's feudal hierarchies is recreated or (in

respect of the lyric selfs dramatic, gestural display) reenacted. The first stanza is

constructed upon four prerequisites of love which invert the theoretical social

code: that it is socially democratic (11.1-2), arbitrary (11.3-4) and enjoins socially

disparate lovers (11.5-8). The deftly transitional 'so' of 1.7 makes a mere hypothesis

logically demonstrable.

The power of persuasion is exerted in the poem's second stanza in which

the prevalent didactic tone is deepened by allusion to authenticating proverb^:

This prowerb planely for till preue
That men and wemen less and mair
ar cumd of adame and of Eve (11.14-16)

Artfully, the emergence of a clearly defined self (the lover) is suppressed by

such impersonal constructions. Delicacy hence characterises the persuasive

strategy: only in line 17, 'So thcf my lyking were a leddy', is the declaiming lU

identified. Yet the intrusion is tenuous. Self-revelation is conceded by the

cautiously hypothetical 'tho*' yet rhetorically succeeds in presaging the ultimate

stanza's playfully persuasive disclosure that the speaker himself seeks to obtain

such 'fferme luve' (1.9).

Persuasion culminates in the final stanza which, in its overt intimations of

the poem's audience, exemplifies the perception that poetic 'courting' entails 'a kind

1 This may also be conscious allusion to the De Amore of Andreas Capellanus, Book I, in
which pairs of socially alike and disparate lovers debate the issues of compatibility (cf. Andreas
Capellanus on Love ed. & trans. P.G. Walsh (Duckworth 1982), pp.47ff; the noblewoman
recommends to her inferior lover that he be distinguished instead by 'omni curialitate munire' (p. 81),
or the virtue of courtliness. Consider Bumke's resonant comment that amour courtois was
construed as a 'social Utopia': op. cit., p. 371.

A strategy found in the BM 'contempis' or denunciations ofwomen in which an auctoritas
is cited to endorse the 'argument'.
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of masking, wheedling behaviour that seems designed to ingratiate and curry

favour'56

I dar not preiss hir to presentit
ffor be scho wreth I will no* wowit
Bot pleiss hir proudens to Imprentit
scho may persave sum inglis^^ throw it (11.35-8)

The authoritatively serene, quasi-philosophical self of the preceding four stanzas

has disappeared. This mutable self-proclaiming III betrays a new colloquial

reticence in the phrase, 'Na I effrey for feir and aw' (1.33). Diffidence arises at the

exact moment of revelation. The last stanza permits imaginative reconstruction:

the love 'sedull', a playful token of sentiment, is offered to an actual or

hypothetical beloved in the poet's audience. Consolation is found in this moment

of apparent effacement. Though the present performance denies the spoken

articulation of love, its textual realisation remains as an enduring artefact^.
The single act of the final stanza suggests the simultaneity of love and

artistic creation by delicately drawing together aspects of what may be termed the

'plural reality' of the performed text. The identity of the declaiming poet 'masks'

that of the lover^^; the metamorphosis of'philosopher' into diffident lover conveys

the fluidity of these assumed roles; the poetic text finally emerges as a covert

communication of love. The conceit of the impoverished lover has served as an apt

pretext for the display of eloquentia^O

Catherine Bates, The Rhetoric ofCourtship in Elizabethan Language and Literature
(Cambridge University Press 1992), p.27.

This word, ambiguous in its context, may punningly refer to the name of one who may have
'delivered' the poem. It may also be a purely linguistic reference to a refined Scots idiom, particularly
apt given the socially aspirant speaker.

The poetic text is conveyed as the 'literal' agent of love in many other Bannatyne lyrics: see
Part I, Chapter 1, 'Rhetorics of Love1, for further discussion.

Heinrich F. Plett comments on the courtier's pleasure in 'fictionalising his existence': 'The
Place and Function of Style in Renaissance Poetics', Renaissance Eloquence. Studies in the Theory
and Practice ofRenaissance Rhetoric (University ofCalifornia Press, 1983), pp. 356-75 (365).

In the Ars Amatoria. II.165ffi, the lover lacking 'nobility' offers the beloved the 'gift of
words' instead.
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This lyric and its strategy of inventive self-fashioning and self-presentation

may also engage in implicit dialogue with aspects of the renaissance cultural

debate about social courtesy. Manuals of courtly etiquette (such as Erasmus's De

civilitate morum puerilium of 1530), debate whether true courtesy (the virtue of

courtoisie, civilite) is innate or can be acquired by effort. Elias writes of such

manuals or treatises of conduct as 'direct instruments of conditioning and

fashioning' which convert the individual 'to those modes of behaviour which the

structure and situation of his society make necessary'61. Scott's own lyrics

delineate a precise etiquette for all good lovers to observe:

Be prevy part in presenss play w* synis
Be sicht or smyle lat non knaw yor intends
Be verry war or that thay wit yor myndis
Be clenely cled in your abilyements
Reuse no* yor self, latt uyiris preiss yor rentis
Bot offir thame your daly observance
be tung, tho* nathir hairt nor mynd consentis
Body and gudis to haif in govirnance62

Scott's lyrics seem to reflect the social and cultural scrutinies of a society (a

courtly elite or secular upper class) in which behaviour is closely regulated^-3.

The dilemma of inwardness

Love lyeth secretly closed up within the closet of the heart,
which is inaccessible to any mortall eye: yet Love, like hidde
perfumes...casteth a sente though not seene....64

; 1 Norbert Elias, The Civilising Process. The History ofManners. 2 vols (Basil Blackwell:
Oxford, 1978), vol 1, p. 79

'Luvaris lat be the frennessy ofluve1, f. 122v, 11. 17-24; STS pp. 16-17
See further Elias, op. cil., p. 104. See Rosemary Kegl, The Rhetoric ofConcealment.

Figuring Gender and Class in Renaissance Literature (Cornell University Press, 1994) for English
poetic expressions of courtly anxiety regarding social status and courtly meritocracy.

Thomas Wright, 'The Passions of the Mynd in Generall' (1601), cited in Anne Ferry, The
'Inward' Language. Sonnets ofWvatt. Sidney, Shakespeare. Donne (University of Chicago Press,
1983), p.58.
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Many of Scott's lyrics are engendered by the moment of the lover's

disclosure, and the difficult articulation of love which has only inward existence

(the reluctance to neglect the 'closeness, reservation and secrecy' of a desire).

'Inwardness' in this context is a term which requires definition. The adjective

'inwart' occurs on several occasions in Scott's love poetry (in allusion to the

beloved's 'inwart tho* and mynd'; to the lover's own 'oppressit..inwart spreif, and

'mynd inwart'65. Yet the idea of a state of feeling, made pure or pristine by being

withheld from disclosure to the loved one through speech or writing, underlies

many lyrics.

yet I stand aw/for to furthschaw
the quyet secreitis ofmy hairt^^
What Scott's love poetry seems to offer as a kind of sacred realm of 'quyet' feeling

might be suggestively related to broader cultural issues of 'introspection', and the

malleability of the self, in the period. The notion that the early modern period

conceived of an absolute division between a 'public' and 'private' self, the latter

more 'authentic' than the other, has been contested; Ferry's illuminating study

cautions against any anachronistic supposition of intrinsic selfhood^? .Yet the idea

of an 'inwardness' which signifies the 'hidden ..centre or chamber' of the

individual' is nevertheless conceded as a resonant poetic possibility^. Greenblatfs
evocative definition of'inwardness' in the poetry ofWyatt (an interesting point of

'Oppressit hairt indure', f. 247r, I. 50, STS p. 56; 'Hence hairt w* hir yat most dep[ar]te, f
235v, 1. 39, STS p. 29. DOST cites the significations of'inwart' as that literally situated within; the
individual's interior and spiritual part; as proceeding from the heart, thus 'heartfelt', 'fervent' etc.; as
intimate.

'Quha is p[er]fyte', f. 236r, 11. 15-16,STS p. 33.
A useful caveat is given in Ferry's etymological analysis of the term 'inward', op. cit., that

the contemporary notion of the 'self as divided between the 'public' and the 'private' differs from
early modern beliefs which did not conceive of an 'intrinsic' self separate from the "public"(p.45ff).

Ferry, p. 59ff. See also Madeleine Foisil, 'The Literature of Intimacy', A History ofPrivate
Life. 4 vols (Harvester, 1989), vol 2, Passions of the Renaissance ed. Roger Chartier trans. Arthur
Goldhammer, pp. 327-62; Peter Burke, 'Representations of the Self from Petrarch to Descartes',
Jonathan Sawday, 'Self and Selfhood in the Seventeenth Century', and Roger Smith, 'Self-Reflection
and the Self, in Roy Porter ed., Rewriting the Self. Histories from the Renaissance to the Present
(London: Routledge, 1997), pp. 17-28, 29-48, 49-57 respectively; Joel Fineman, Shakespeare's
Perjured Eye pp. 217-42; Scott Wilson, Elizabethan Subjectivity and Sonnet Sequences, unpub. PhD
diss. (University ofCardiff, 1992).
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poetic comparison for Scott) rests on the idea of a 'withdrawal' which is 'insistently

public, for we may only encounter a discursive inwardness, one dependent not only

on language but upon an audience'69. This accords with the sense derived from

Scott's love lyrics that 'inwardness' is only, if ironically, felt through their effort at

communication, or the moment of their textual realisation in the 'ornamental little

poem of love' which Fumerton conceives as a significant emblem of'Elizabethan'

inwardness^O In other words, the reticent, cherished 'privacy' of Scott's love lyric

can never remain so but will, inevitably, become public; desire will always find a

way to signify itself.

Passion is made known, and 'inwardness' dissolved, by the act ofwriting:

Quha is p[er]fyte/to put in wryt
The iinwart mourning and mischance
or to indyte/ye grit delyte/
of lustie lufis obscherwance
bot he that may certane/patie(n)tly sufier paine
To wyn his souerane/in recofmjpance^'

This suggests that the love text can only persuade (or possess integrity) by its

experiential validity. Scott's lyrics demonstrate, as to a certain extent the other

Bannatyne bulletins of luve, that the love poem is simultaneously both 'an act of

creation, an act of love'^ thus rendering the rhetoric of that love a subject of

debate (as Kuin comments in relation to Castiglione, love is manifest as 'a semiotic

process'^). Scott's lyrics offer an especially resonant exposure of how words

paradoxically corrupt the speaker's 'intention' (their desire to desire). One lyric

op. cit, p. 126, in discussion ofWyatt's psalms. He argues that 'no privileged sphere of
individuality' exists except by being forged in contestation with social and cultural forms of power
(p. 120); for a critique of Greenblatt see Shormishtha Panja, 'Ranging and Returning: the Mood-
Voice Dichotomy in Wyatt', ELR 18 (1988), pp. 347-68.

Patricia Fumerton, Cultural Aesthetics. Renaissance Literature and the Practice of Social
Ornament (University ofChicago Press, 1991), pp.69-70; see Javitch, Poetry and Courtliness in
Renaissance England (Princeton University Press, 1978), p. 37 on 'the ornamenting of the self.
71 f 236r;p. 33, 11. 1-10

Maurice Valency, In Praise ofUove. An introduction to the love poetry of the Renaissance
(Macmillan 1958), p. 166.

Roger Kuin, 'Sir Philip Sidney: the Courtier and the Text', ELR 18 (1988), pp. 249-71
(254) ('the courtier's existence is conceived as a text').
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declares the desire to love 'plainly': to cultivate a pure or transparent rhetoric

which is in itself ironic, given the poetic culture of feigning or dissimulation from

which the love lyrics arise:

I wilbe plane/and lufe affane/ffor as I mene/so tak me
gif I refrane/for wo or pane/yor luve certane/foirsaik me

'ffor as I mene': the lover veils his intention. The virtue of plainness evokes a

distrust of rhetoric (a particularly ornamental language which suggests a lover's

expediency). The corollary of linguistic purity is the purity of desire which it

embodies; though ironically the pared quality of the poem's phrasing and idiom

conveys a love indifferent by its supposed simplicity.

In many lyrics, neither the lover nor the beloved speak an uncorrupted

language: there is censure of the beloved's 'fenyeit thocht' in 1.29 of 'Tho* I in grit

distres', and of 'hir fenyeit wordis fals' in 1.21 of 'Langour to leive allace'. In

contrast, Scott's 'mirry ballat', 'Luvaris lat be the frennessy of luve', gleefully

recommends that word and deed be disparate: '...nevir lat your mowth and mynd go

richt' (1.11). So eloquentia is, at best, an ambiguous virtue as 'Only to yow in erd

that I lufe best'74 makes clear.

Sum luvaris thame delytis till indyte
fair facound speich blandit w* eloquence
and uthir sum dois sett yair wit pfyte
to pleiss yair ladeis vA all yair diligens
Sum luffaris wantis throw yair negligens
ffor fait of speich the lufe of his maistres
whrnt hir witting in distress (11.8-14)

Amatory language is here convicted of two undesirable extremes: an 'eloquence'

which deceives, and an inarticulateness which ultimately fails to persuade and thus

to procure love at all (a 'golden mean' of eloquence, that familiar Scott virtue of

equipoise, is most desirable). The lyric is preoccupied with how faithfully and

STS pp.41-2; MS ff. 237v-238r.The STS edition inserts 'he wes' in line 14 as an emendment
of the BM's original phrase.
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decorously love may be uttered. Revelation of feeling, despite its hazards, is still

cathartic:

Rathir nor smart/I mon my harme reweill
to yow my hairt/quha ma my baill beit (11.22-3)

Granted that the poem may be an ironically rhetorical exercise in disclaiming

eloquence^ it is one of several which makes conspicuous the disparity between

'the secretes of the heart', and their verbal representations. In another lyric, the

confession of 'grit distres' might be cathartic but disclosure of such 'inwardness'

imperils the amour courtois precept of'secreit' desire (1.29): 'For weill nor wa sail

ony knaw or mynd' (1.30). The seeming 'double bind' of revelation is made plain:

quhilk if ye knew/my mynd as it is plicht
ye wald subdew/your inwart tho* and mynd
and me reskew/quhilk for your lufe is pynd (11.40-2)

To disclose love fully may be to violate its sanctity; and yet love can only arise

from mutual knowlege. The gentlest of Scott's love poems questions how the

other's 'inwardness' may truly be known. The cautiously hypothetical 'gif of line 40

suggests that knowledge afforded through the discourse of love can only be

provisional, dependent upon the precarious consonance of'inward tho^ and verbal

expression. Yet simultaneously the poem manages to anticipate the future

possibility of a love forged by such an alliance. The valediction of line 37, 'for this

tyme haif gud nyh suggests by its emphasis upon the present moment a merely

temporary parting. The effort to persuade of love accords delicately with the

intrinsic nature of performative love lyric: both are capable of endless recreation,

enabled to 'rise, phoenix-like'^, on each new performance.

Scott's love lyrics pursue in ways other than the purely verbal the two

'extremes' (or resolutions) of difficult 'inwardness'. The lyric, 'Depjairjte...'

75 cf the (ironic) disclaimer of 'laik of speich' in 1.16.
Sylvia Huot, From Song to Book. The Poetics ofWriting in Old French Lyric and Lyrical

Narrative Poetry (Cornell University Press 1987), p.83.
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portrays the lover immured in his own isolation or solipsism: only Christ is made

witness to the lover's anguish at parting from the beloved. In this way, the lyric

refuses to employ the orthodox dialogic mode of the love poem per se, that is, the

conventional 'I/thou' paradigm.

Christ sen scho knew my smert/ingrawit in my hairt
becaus I most de(pair)te/ffrome hir presens (11.19-20)

It is ambiguous whether the imminent parting is enforced by their love's

dissolution, unwilled but inevitable; or whether one hears the lover speak on the

threshold of death so that this anguished knowldge is known to Christ but not to

the implied beloved for whom the poem serves as a revelation. The phrase of line

37 ('Christ sen scho...') might only be proverbial exclamation (the lyric as a whole

is gently colloquial). Yet allusion to 'hir absence' in the preceding line, when

twinned with the regret of line 37 that remorse cannot find adequate expression,

suggests that the elegy is delivered to a beloved in absentia. For this lover, self-

communion must suffice. In the ultimate line, only silence is found fitting. The

resignatoiy phrase, 'I say no moir', seems to answer resolutely the dilemma of

articulation in 11.14-15: 'quhat suld I say?/I wofull wycht allonelmdkmd ane

peteouss mone' (my emphasis).

In striking contrast to this pathos of solitude, the lyric, 'Up helsum hairf^?,
portrays love as the ideal means whereby solitude may be transcended and true

communion achieved^. Within Scott's amatory oeuvre, it uniquely celebrates the

successful communication of'inward tho*', and to an extent delineates a love which

finds 'narrative' closure. The lover's joyful exhortation to his 'hairt' in stanzas one

77 STS pp.44-5; MS ff.242v-243r.
Though one must realise that this successful and moving communication of'intimacy' is

itself a rhetorical illusion: 'The greatest intimacy may emerge from the greatest artifice': Paul
Oppenheimer, The Birth of the Modern Mind. Self-Consciousness, and the Invention of the Sonnet
(Oxford University Press, 1989), p. 13.
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and two forms a prelude to the miniature 'narrative' exposition of love in three and

four: consummation and departure. Structural and thematic elements of the

traditional medieval alba are imported^ Jhe traditional antagonists of the

archetypal alba-love are found: namely 'tyme' which ensures dawn's dissolution of

'confort' (1.35); nature, here embodied in the cries of the 'cok' and 'cuschett'

(11.36,7); and the 'society' outwith the self-enclosed, hermetic world of the lovers.

As in 'Luve preysis...', desire is subject to external judgement:

I coft hir deir Bot scho fer derrer me

Quhilk hasard honor fame in aventeur
Committing clene hir corse to me in cure (11.28-30)

The flawless love earlier extolled,

My breist is woyd and purgit of pussoun
I feill no pane I haif no purgatorye
Bot peirles perfytt paradisall plesour
Wt mirry hairt and mirthfulnes but mesoure (11.17-20)

is, by degrees, subtly qualified. The verb 'coft', at first seeming to impose an

economic value upon the female beloved, suggests that their desire partly finds

measure in external currency rather than through the inward, emotional

abstractions catalogued in the first stanza. Significantly, the female protagonist

performs the greatest sacrifice: feminine virtue is a valued commodity. This

transformation of the amatory text's conventionally passive woman (the remote

recipient of love rather than its instigator) into one who makes the sensuous self-

sacrifice of line 30 renders the love 'democratic': desire is mutual.

Such reciprocity is fully realised by the metaphor of lines 31-3. The parity

of love is rendered by the shared conceit of self-abnegation:

In oxteris cloiss we kiss and cossis hairtis
Brynt in desire of amouris play and sport
Meittand oure lustis spreitles we twa dep(air)tis (11.31-3)

Another similarity to the traditional alba in which love is apriori illicit but mutual: cf
Saville, op.cit., p.222.
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The common Neoplatonic metaphor of the act of love as an exchange of souls

(rendering each lover, literally, 'spreitles') here finds sensual, tangible

realisation^. The exchange of hearts forges a bond of sexual unity. Yet implicit

within this mutual consent is the sense ofwilling self-sacrifice. The consummation

evoked by 'meittand'^l bears qualities of loss. The verb, 'dep[air]tis', prefigures the

actual, inevitable parting of the subsequent stanza. The effect is to imbue the

earlier, highly rhetorical delineation of love - 'peirles, perfytt paradisall pleasouf

(1.19) - with the pathos of irony. This beatific love possesses only an imaginative

credence. The last couplet,

Wissing all luvaris leill to haif sic chance
That they may haifws in remembrance (11.39-40)

may glorify their love's exemplariness. More persuasively, in accordance with the

poem's emergent elegiac nature, this envoi may commemorate their love in

memento mori. If proffered as mere 'remembrance', the love thus sacrificed to

'tyme' cannot be recreated. The earlier intimation of the eternal in line 20,

'mirthfulnes but mesoure', is ironically disclosed as the imaginative illusion of the

declaiming self: belief in 'paradisall plesour' is not ascribed to the loved one. The

notion of 'inwardness' elsewhere construed as the dissonance of 'inward tho*' and

outward expression may be sensed in the disparity between imaginatively, thus

privately, conceived love and its 'actual' realisation. This gives rise to the enduring

idea in Scott's poetry of love as an illusion, the impossible formation of a private or

hermetic sphere of love upon which the public or social world does not encroach.

The lyric manifests an anxiety about being 'watched' or observed (especially in a

M R.J. Lyall, 'Montgomerie and Marot. A sixteenth century translator at work', Etudes
Ecossciises 2 (1993), pp. 79-94 (83), observes the strikingly 'concrete' nature ofMontgomerie's
French translations; here, Scott's Platonism resists the intellectual wit ofRobert Ayton's early-
seventeenth century version, attaining instead an erotic beauty by surmounting the abstract with the
physical.

Classified by DOST as a variant of the verb meaning to unite, or to coincide simultaneously.
The present participle conveys the immediacy of the act, emphasising the disparity between the
'pastness' of their union and the 'presentness' of the poetic /I/'s imaginative enactment.
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society which insists upon regulated conduct); such a lyric implicated even the

reader herself as an observer or 'trespasser'.

Equipoise and 'sprezzatura'

...per dirforsa una novaparola, usr in ogni cosa una certa
sprezzatura, che nascona I'arte e dimostri cid che si fa
e dice venir fatto senza fatici e quasi senza pensarvi. Da questo
creda io che derivi assai la grazia...Perdsipo dir quella esser
vera arte che nonpare esser arte...

....to cover art withall, and seeme whatsoever he doth and
sayeth to do it wythout pain, and (as it were) not mynding it. And of
this do I beleve grace is much deryved...that may be said to be
a very art that appeereth not to be art...$2

Scott's love, as the previous analysis of feigning and dissimulation implies, is

highly artful. Ironically, the rhetorical plainness of many lyrics creates the

illusion of 'sincerity' or of an 'authentic self. In Castiglionian terms, one might

call this an artful artlessness. Such artlessness is termed sprezzatura, a quality

much cherished at the ideal court invented in II Cortegiano. and considered the

'master trope of the courtier'^-3. Another form of dissumulation^ sprezzatura is a

deliberate subterfuge 'because it entails making artifice seem natural, studied effort

82 Castiglione, II Libro del Cortegiano (Venice, 1541), f. 19v; The Book of the Courtier, op.
cit., p. 53 (The Ciceronianus ofErasmus also proposes that the highest form of art is the
concealment of art: Collected Works ofErasmus. 28 vols (Toronto University Press, 1986), vol 6,
'Literary and Educational Writings', ed. A.H.T. Levi, p. 368). Like Puttenham's Arte ofEnglish
Poesie. Castiglione's text is perhaps too readily and frequently read as the archetypal 'courtly' text, as
if a faithfully historical account of courtly practice. I use II Cortegiano as a suggestive analogue
rather than historical 'proof. Interestingly, Mary Queen of Scots possessed a copy, suggesting it
might have been a topic of contemporary court interest; Drummond possessed copies in Italian,
French and German: observed by Peter Burke, The Fortunes of the Courtier (London: Polity Press,
1995), pp. 7, 168, 173; see Burke also for an account of the work's general reception in sixteenth
century Europe.

The phrase is from Frank Whigham, Ambition and Privilege: the Social Tropes of
Elizabrthan Courtesy Theory (Berkeley : University of California Press, 1984)
84 Edward Saccone, 'Grazia, Sprezzatura. Affettazione', Castiglione: the Ideal and the Real in
Renaissance Culture ed. RobertW. Manning and David Rosand (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1983), p. 59.
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seem easy'85. Whigham's analysis of the 'rhetorical imperative of performance' in

II Cortegiano aptly epitomises the influences of courtliness upon the creation of a

lyric self in Scott 86.
The virtue of courtly sprezzatura also nurtured 'the cultivation of detached

and disinterested nonchalance'87 This might be a more culturally apposite way of

describing the indifference attaining to 'cynicism' ofwhich Scott's pragmatic poetic

lovers have been accused^ The apparent flippancy of a lyric such as 'Quha lykis

to luve' can be considered the artful construction of emotional insouciance. Shire

states that Scott's poetry exemplifies 'the imbalance and non-reconciliation of

contradictory and opposed values'89 While Scott's love poetry does portray desire

as dialectical, arguably they also invoke but seek to transcend emotional

contraries in order to overcome fragility and achieve a reconciliatory 'mean'. 'I

wilbe plane', for example, espouses an 'either/or' philosophy of loving. The lover's

spirited refusal to commit 'himself to a state of being might be interpreted, not as

an act of cynicism, but as the expression of a certain grazia, a particularly

tempered mode of love:

Be land or se / quhair evir I be / as ye fynd me / so tak me
And gif I le / and from yow fie / ay quhill 1 de / forsaik me (11.12-13)

Arguably, such insouciance (an 'inattentive attention' in Saccone's phrase)

transposes the courtly desideratum of the artfulness rendered artless to a particular

abstracted mode of love. The lyric selfs insistence upon redundancy or purity of

Ideal and Real, op. cit., p. 54; Burke, op. cit., p. 3Iff; see also Michael C. Schoenfeldt, 'The
Poetry ofConduct: Accommodation and Transgression in The Faerie Queene, Book 6', Acts of
Enclosure. Sexuality. Property, and Culture in Early Modern England ed. Richard Burt and John
Michael Archer (Cornell University Press, 1994), pp. 151-69 (158-9).
86 Whigham, op.cit., p. 32

Daniel Javitch, 'The Impure Motives ofElizabethan Poetry', Genre 15 (1982), pp. 225-238
(233), expanded in Poetry and Courtliness op., cit., p. 36ff.

MacQueen's sense of Scott's 'cynical' and 'anarchic philosophy of love' {op. cit.,
'Introduction', p.li) fails to perceive, I think, both the implicit portrait of ideal virtuous love ('cynical'
suggests the absolute absence of any redemptive qualities which Scott's critiques of love do not
necessarily imply), and the lover's effort to resolve the 'anarchy' of love into delicate, if precarious,
resolutions.
89 Shire, op. cit., p.45.
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language - 'It is bot waist/mo wirde to taist/ye haif my laist/so tak me', 11.14-15 -

may be offered as the rhetorical corollary of the advocated 'pure' love, purged of

emotional complexity.

The rhetorical plainness of many Scott lyrics, professed as an ideal in '1

will be plane'90, may also be viewed through the lens ofCastiglionian sprezzatura.

The concept of sprezzatura and its cognate grazia, possessed validity as artistic

concepts^'. The stylistic purity of many lyrics may reflect or emulate a certain

facet of the style of maniera which has been defined as a compound of 'stylistic

grace, clarity, facility, smoothness, and unruffled metaphoric surface'^-. In several

lyrics such verbal purity, the formalisation of sprezzatura, is held in tension with a

sense of the emotional fragility which deeply underlies many of Scott's love lyrics.

The ideal of equipoise, or courtly grazia, is (as many of Scott's ideals of love)

elusive both to attain and sustain.

The devotional self While these lyrics display a fascination with the idea of

the playful, capricious self (fashioned artfully so as to appear artless), they are

also circumscribed to a degree by rigorous moral orthodoxy. The renunciations of

profane love are founded on conventional moral and theological precepts. Their

rigour appears ambiguous when placed within the seeming overall depiction of

desire as a quasi-Castiglionian 'game', enacted within the playfulness of the

courtly arena.

Scott's theology of love (if indeed it possesses the term's coherence) can be

derived from those poems which posit human desire as being apriori fallen. Love,

90 STS pp.38-40; MS f 237v.
Burke, op. cit., p. 53.

l)- James V. Mirollo, Mannerism in Renaissance Poetry. Concept. Mode. Inner Design (Yale
University Press, 1980), p. 131. See also the excellent study by Kenneth J.E. Graham, The
Performance ofConviction. Plainness and Rhetoric in the Early English Renaissance (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1994) on the plain speech ofWyatt, and the influence ofProtestant conceptions of
the Word and Protestant politics on the cultivation of linguistic purity (the latter can be witnessed in
the moral lyrics of the Maitland folio and quarto).
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corrupted by original sin, is eternally reenacted in the preeminence of sensuality

over reason*^3. This classical opposition is trenchantly expressed in one poem of

dissuasion, 'Ye blindit luvaris luke'91^ as the conflict of'reson' and 'dilectation/off

warldly lust':

Quhat is yor lufe bot lust
ane littill for delyte
ane beistly game robust
to reif your ressoun quyte
ane fowsum appetyte
that strenth of p(er)soun vvaikis
ane pastance unperfyte
to smyte vow w* the glaikis (11.9-16)

This stanza by itself suggests that a radical transformation of secular morality (one

which tolerates feigning or dissimulation) into religious has occurred. The delicate

casuistry by which 'Luve preysis' depicted the game or 'pastance' of amatory

pursuits, creative of 'delyt', becomes condemnation of the corruptive sexual

appetite. The term of line 11, 'beistly',can be glossed by allusion to the 'law of kind'

to which Douglas's fourth prologue gives expression^ The latter, often a

synonym for the 'law of love' (legus corruptio), signifies irrational deviation from

proper, authoritative law which is sanctioned by reasoned The want of this

mitigating reason in vicious love condemns it as being of 'ane brutall kynd' (1.20).

Scott's moral preceptor finds salacious delight in the punitive consequences of'the

glaikis' (1.16). The stanza appears tonally odd by the fusion of ethical or doctrinal

cf. Aquinas, Summa Theologica. XIX, on the distinction of sensory love and intellectual or
rational love. St. Bernard in the De diligendo Deo, cap. XV, writes of the fallen individual who,
'born of sin, does not begin with spirituality, but with the animal and the carnal': Etienne Gilson. The
Spirit of Mediaeval Philosophy trans. A.H.C. Downes (London: Sheed and Ward, 36), p.293.

Court and Poet. Selected Proceedings of the Third Congress

Society (Francis Cairns. 1981), pp. 113-27 (116).
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allusion with the sexually explicit. Scott's lyrics appear to display a pervasive

instability.

This suggests that even Scott's most vehemently moralistic poetry is

irredeemably playful: their spurious moral graviias may be further endorsement of

their 'elusiveness'. The semantic diversity of the term 'reason' in Scott's poetry

exemplifies this caprice. The reiterated 'Ressoun' of 'It cumis you luvaris to be

laill'97, for example, can be assigned the sense of 'wit' rather than moral rectitude.

The ideally temperate lover must choose the most 'graceful' mode of conduct:

Do nevir the deid that ma diseiss thame
Bot wirk with all yor mynd to meiss thame
To tak your plesour quhen it pleiss thame ressoun
bot w* untrew^ and ye betraiss thame Tressoun (11. 11-14)

The closing counsel of'In June the jem'98 also solicits vigilance in the lover if

the beloved is to be outwitted in the pastime of'amouris play and sport':

Bot gif scho steidfast stand
and be not wariand } conforme to ressoun
I am at hir comand (11.33-5)

On other occasions 'reason' is a term not overtly invoked but the lover's want of

'wit' or sense imparts a gentler, rueful poignancy and not moral or religous

denunciation:

Hence hairt w* hir that most dep(air)te
and hald the w* thy souerane
for I had lever want ane harte
nor haif the hairte yat dois me pane99
These last illustrations might imply that Scott's disquisitory analyses of love never

surpass the mere unsettling of courtly equipoise^®. Yet his lyrics of renunciation

97 STS pp. 36-7; MS ff. 236v-237r.
98 STS pp.71-2; MS f.255r.
99 STS pp.28-9; MS ff.235r-235v, 11.1-4.
100 The intensely rhetorical is always charged with a lack of seriousness: Richard A. Lanham
The Motives ofEloquence. Literary Rhetoric in the Renaissance (Yale University Press, 1986), pp.
5-6 ('Homo rhetoricus cannot...be serious'); Javitch, Poetry and Courtliness, footnote 6, p. 60: 'It
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acquire more interest when preoccupied with a different aspect of the dilemma of

inwardness: the idea of moral agency or autonomy in relation to desire.

The querulous lover' of 'Leif Luve and let me leif allane'^Ol desires

orthodox deliverance from love's 'thrall'. Externalised abstractions or

personifications divest the lover of autonomy. Passivity renders him the instrument

of a possessive, playful Cupid and his adversary 'Reson'. The latter is depicted with

delicate particularity, her tutelage wryly comic:

This lady is so gud ane gyd
Scho lattis me nevir gang on syd
bot teichis me both tyme and tyd
recent befoir myne e (11.36-9)

This gentle jocularity contrasts with the intense, physical desecration of the lover

in preceding stanzas. 'Instability', in the form of tonal dissonance, can be

perceived: in its closure, the spectacle of the lover's frailty solicits amusement. But

it is crucial to observe that only when the lover is not individually responsible for

action does levity arise as for instance in 'Quhome suld I wyt of my mischance'

where responsibility is abnegated The lyric inherits the familiar conceit of the

cour amoreuse103; a rhetorically spirited diatribe against Cupid's 'law' of 'Sturt

angir grunching yre and grief (1.14) is made by a dissenting subject.

Blynd buk bot at the bound thow schutis
and thame forbeiris that the rebutis
Thow ryvis thair hairtis ay fra the rutis / quhilk ar thy awin
and cureis thame curis nocht thre cutis / to be misknawin (11.17-20)

Several lyrics contrast with this allegorical exemplar which effaces the

autonomy of the loving self (Cupid, not the lover, is responsible for his desire).

was incumbent upon the literary courtier to be casual, that is to display sprezzatura about his
writings, serious as they may be', a prerequisite related to the trope of ironia.
101 STS pp. 58-9, MS ff.247r-247v.
102 STS pp.83-4; MS f.287r.
103 The European chronology of the motif is given by W.A Neilson, The Origins and Sources
of the Court ofLove. Studies and notes in Philology and Literature v. 6 (Harvard University Press
1899).
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Crucially, 'Oppressit hairt indure'^4 dispenses with such metaphorical fictions by

internalising the debat form and so creating a kind of self-colloquy. The maxim

'know thyself seemingly governs this poetic illusion of a conscience engaged in

scrupulous self-examination. Though want of reason is again mourned, sharply

candid self-denunciations wrest the burden of responsibility for the folly of loving

from a personified abstraction or deity to the individual. The agent of irrationality

is not an autonomous 'Love' but the culpable lover.

of thyne adversitie / wyt thy self and no mo
ffor quhen that thow wes fre / thow wald not hald the so (11.7-8)

howbeid thow suld forfair / thy self the causs hes bene (1.12)

These quotations illustrate the poem's invention of two temporal 'selves': the

enunciating 111 of the present tense comments upon the folly of a past selfi"^ The

act of writing thus becomes a means by which the former imprudent self may be

known.

This realisation, that the self chooses freely to love and cannot therefore be

exonerated, informs 'Returne the hairt hamewart againe'106 Welcome consolation

is brought to this more tempered lover by the knowledge that if love is freely

willed it is thus capable of being wilfully dissolved:

To quhat effect sowld thow be thrall
but thank sen thow hes thy fre will
my hairt be not sa bestiall
Bot knawquho dois the guid or ill (11.9-12)

Though the emotional tenor differs in these poems, each consistently

creates a solipsistic lyric self for whom the impulses of love constitute a kind of

inward meditation. In these lyrics, the lover's fragmentation is laid bare by a

104 STS pp.55-7; MS ff. 246v-247r.
Consonant with the poem's 'inwardness', the lover's frailty is depicted psychologically as

opposed to the physically realised fragility of 'LeifLuve and let me leif allane'.
106 STS pp.66-7, BM ff.252v-253r.
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scrupulous, 'inward' conscience: the loving 'hairt' may be incommunicable to the

beloved but, as attested by the devotional 'self of several Scott lyrics, is known

fully to Christ. One might suggest that Scott here creates (in Scottish terms) a new

fusion of amatory and religious discourses by the persistent anxiety of selfhood in

each. Greenblatt has harnessed Wyatt's discursive inwardness to the impulses of

Protestant devotion and the crisis of the Reformation. In analysing the

Protestantism of Wyatt's psalm translations, he alludes to their vividly Lutheran

depiction of the human will as a 'beast of burden''07 What Greenblatt's study

terms Wyatt's 'search for boundedness' may find resonant equivalence in the

anxious endeavour of Scott's lyric selves (conceivably forged at the historical

moments of the Scottish Reformation) to preserve in the face of destructive

sensuality the precarious unity of 'body honor and substance../ and saule in

perrell'108. Human love may efface the rightful image of Christ in one's heart: 'bot

if the mynd haif sum remorss/Of God is all ago'^9 q 1S significant that Scott's

extant poetry preserves two Psalm translations, the poetic endeavour impelled by

the new doctrinal movement''0. Scott's version of the fiftieth Psalm is a plangent

dialogue between self-abasing penitent and austere God which powerfully enacts

the rhetorical and emotional cadences of devotional ardour. A new alliance

between the secular and the profane in Scott's lyrics may thus be forged: the

1U/
op. cit., p.278.

108 'Quhome suld I wyt ofmy mischance', 1.8.
109 >q-ra rajge 0fyowth the rynk hes rune', 11.15-16.
110 Exemplified by, for example, the French Marot-Beze Psalter (1562) and the Sternhoid-
Hopkins Psalter (1562). Psalm-translations were also made by Montgomerie and James VI. While
injurious to music both sacred and secular, the Scottish Reformation created a new, hybrid aesthetic
in the Gude and Godlie Ballatis of 1567-8 (see Shire, op. cit., pp.25-33). The moral climate in which
Scott composed his love poetry is suggested by these devotional 'rewritings' (the contra}actum) of
renounced courtly amatory texts, and by the following retractions of secular poetry found
respectively in Alexander Hume, 'To the Scottish Youth', Hvmnes or Sacred Songes of 1599
[Poems ed. Alexander Lawson, STS, (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1902), p.6), and in Reasons Against
the Reception ofKing James'sMetaphrase of the Psalms of 1581 (EUL Lainglll. 834, v.l, f. 86r):
'in Princes courts, in the houses ofgreate men, and at the assemblies of yong gentilmen and yong
damesels, the chiefe pastime is, to sing prophane sonnets, and vaine ballats of loue'; 'For courteours
ar commonlie suspected be the people as prophane, becaus they imploy often there vane on bad
purposes as often as on good...'. The making of love poetry could therefore be considered an elite
and morally suspect pastime.
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inwardly reflective impulses of the love lyric may be derived, or gain emotional

impetus, from the psalmic lyric model. Lewalski in her study of the formation of a

distinctly 'Protestant poetics' confirms that the Psalm represented

an epitome of human emotion, a searching analysis or anatomy
of the soul of each and every Christian....[engaging] the wind in an
effort to penetrate deeply into the motives and motions of the
psyche... to understand the self as the very embodiment of the
subject meditated upon...'''

Scott's creation of such a reflective HI can be witnessed in his secular love lyric

permits the intense, inward existence of the lover to be meditated upon. In

'Oppressit hairt endure', for example, the former, imprudently loving self becomes

an object of contemplation for the lyric's presently articulated self: achieved

through the use of contrasting tenses, the 'temporal', historic self permits the sense

of acquired wisdom to arise from the act of poetic reflection.

Ultimately, this suggested presence of an inward Protestant self evokes a

new juxtaposition of the secular and the sacred in Scott's amatory lyric' '2 The

Protestant self may be defined as 'one that is anxious, obsessed with its own state

of salvation'"3 Scott's individual rendering of this poetic voice confesses the

111 Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth Century Religious Lyric
(Princeton University Press (1979), p. 150.
112 Van Heijnsbergen disputes that Scott's psalms depict the process of inward contemplation,
claiming that they 'remain collective utterances that follow ancient texture', and contending that only
'rudimentary traces' of 'psychological self-scrutiny in the domain of the [Scottish] love lyric' can be
perceived: The Sixteenth-Century Scottish Love Lyric', Essenses: Bulletin of the Netherlands
Societyfor English Studies 3 (1993), pp. 19-37 (23, 35). The present reading strongly disputes these
assertions.
112 Gary Waller, op. cit.,_p. 97. Alan Sinfield, Literature in Protestant England 1560-1660
(Barnes and Noble 1983), p. 149, notes the Protestant emphasis on the disjunction between the
human and the divine, hence the intensified anguish of Scott's Protestant penitent. MacQueen, op.
cit., 'Introduction', p.liv, concedes the impact of the Reformation upon Scott's poetry but defines it
as an 'apparent rationality'. In contrast, I would attribute this impulse to notions of courtly equipoise,
and perceive the psychological impact of 'the Reformation' (acknowledging the latter as an infinitely
more diverse movement than this construct implies) as intensifying both the significance of the poetic
self, and the orthodox dichotomy of reason and appetite. On other aspects ofProtestantism and art,
see, for example, Catherine Randall Coates, 'Dialectic and Literary Creation: a Protestant Poetics',
Neophilologus 72 (1988), pp.161-7; Hugh M. Richmond, 'Personal Identity and Literary Personae: a
Study in Historical Psychology', PMLA 90 (1975), pp.209-21, on 'the creation of new psychic
possibilities in the Renaissance resulting from its intersection with the Reformation' (216).
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remoteness of divine grace for the penitent encumbered with the knowlege of

human love's irredeemably fallen state. The lyric 'ffra raige of yowth the rynk hes

rune'l ^ imposes the burden of self-justification upon a spiritual preceptor:

Ffra raige of yow* the rynk hes rune
and ressone tane the man to tune

The brukle body than is wune
and maid ane veschell new
ffor than thruch grace he is begune
the well ofwisdome for to kune
than is his weid of vertew spune
Trest weill this taill is trew (11.1-8)

A deep religiosity imbues the first stanza of this counsel on rightful love' '5.
Neither the idiom nor the sentiment is unorthodox but in its immediate poetic

context an unusual degree of abstraction is displayed. Of greater significance is the

quality of self-effacement. Intimations of individual fragility are displaced by the

generalising reference to 'man' per se. The frail vessel in need of religious grace (as

opposed to the beloved's secular mercy) is depicted by the impersonalising phrase

'the brukle body'. The self-portraiture of other lyrics is here frustrated by the voice

of the aucloritas. The individual devotional conscience of the psalm translations

is eschewed by the lyric self which acts as a religious pastor rather than a

praeceptor amoris:

my brethir deir / we most forbeir
and fra this sinfull lyfe evaid ws^6

Love is sinful: to what degree, if at all, do these disconsolate lyrics serve as

commentary on the lyrics of sprezzatura and dissimulation previously discussed?

114 STS pp.76-7; MS ff280r-280v.
Despite 11.49-51, '...I wald bath knew/that luvaris suld be leill and trew/And iadeis suld all

thingis eschew/That ma thair honour smot', the poem is not wholly a dissuasion against love owing
to its oddly heterogeneous elements: 11.41-9 belong, in their reverence ofwoman as the creator of
"man", to the 'defens' mode of the qtierelle poetry. 'Tail! in line 7 seems a curious term, sharing with
'fable' the meaning of a fiction, used in reference to doctrinal salvation. The BM text may only exist
as fragments of an original.
116 'Quha lykis to luve', STS pp.78-80; MS 285v-286r, 11.36-7.
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Certainly, owing to the lack of chronological certainty to Scott's corpus, these

cannot constitute the kind of formal palinode which Mure of Rowallan's lyrics

exemplify, or Fowler's Tarantula ofLove. The opposition proclaimed between

'trew' and 'feynit luve'11^ js never sanctioned by Scott's devotional selves with

joyful affirmation; the consolation of divine love is scarcely celebrated:

Lat ressoun steir / your hairtis inteir
and no1 thoill lathly lust to leid ws
Quhilk is the verry net
That satane for us set } The lord that maid ws
To causs us quyt forget1 111

This clearly defined cupiditas is not enjoined by caritas. Human desire is not

considered heretical in a playfully conceited sense but is leads to damnation.

Redemptive consolation is not proffered by Scott's preceptor where, for example,

many of Dunbar's religious lyrics permit certain salvation. Neither 'wid fantastyk

lust' (1.17) is capable of transcendence nor the the sinful individual of

sanctification.

These lyrics raise the issue of what performative context (if one at all) they

might have found. Despite the preceptor's verbal gestures in 'ffra raige of yowth

the rynk hes rune' toward an audience, the Protestant devotional idiom seems

scarcely suited to recitation at the Marian court. Unless the minatory pastor-like

protagonist and his counsel were received as parody, this vein of Scott's poetry

seems to lend itself to a non-courtly (perhaps purely readerly?) context, one

perhaps consciously addressed to Bannatyne's requirement of 'richt

reformation'119. Ultimately, such questions are unanswerable. Scott's lyrics may

well mirror the doctrinal upheavals of the 1560's, their very aspect of instability

117

118

119

The theological terms ofDunbar's 'In may as that Aurora did upspring'.
'Quha lykis to luve', 11.38-42.
'The Wryttar to the Reidaris', 1.16
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and interpretative uncertainty a deliberate strategic manoeuvre on Scott's part to

translate machinations of social, cultural and religious power into evasive lyric

forms. One could also propose that Scott's amatory lyrics as a whole (despite their

chronological uncertainties) are intellectually coherent. The joyful mutuality of

'Up helsum hairt' versus the destructive desire of 'Ye blindit luvaris luke' may

reflect a theory of dualistic love, rooted in the medieval and Neoplatonic notion of

twin earthly loves, Venus caelestis and Venus scelestis^O There is a sense in

which these lyrics portray desire as good if the object of that desire is good; the

inverse when desire is fastened on an unworthy beloved'21 (hence the contrary

depictions of woman, the object of that desire, as archetypally dualistic). Yet what

binds together these lyrics and their elusive contexts of'performance' and reception

is the thread of inwardness and self-representation. The dilemma common to 'Up

hailsum hert', 'Dep[air]te...', 'Quha is perfyte' and others - how the 'trew' lover may

be fashioned - is translated into the devotional concern whether the self is fit for

Christ. In each the inward heart seeks to create within a state of sufficient purity.

Conclusion Scott's small corpus of love lyric illustrates how the seemingly

inauspicious small poem of love can act as an emblem of 'privacy' which bears the

weight of questions regarding poetic representation, integrity, and authenticity. In

many aspects, Scott is the exemplary lyricist of Bannatyne's manuscript, and those

other lyrics which should not merely be perceived as an intermediary lyric

moment, between the late 'medievalism' of Dunbar and the self-proclaimed

renaissance of James VI but, as one endowed with its own aesthetic of the love

poem. Scott's poetry, perhaps precisely because of its 'transitional' temporal status,

may be considered experimental. Conventional love-allegory is found with

See G.D. Economou, 'The Two Venuses and Courtly Love'.In Pursuit ofPerfection.
Courtly Love in Medieval Literature ed. Economou (Kennikat Press 1975), pp. 17-51.
121 Augustine in The Citv ofGod (XIV vii )
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introspective analyses that dispense with the former's conceits. Fabliauesque satire

on woman's sexual profligacy exists with an apparent consciousness of the

contemporary querelle des fetnmes poetic debate. The orthodox, theologically-

inspired conflict between the senses and reason is balanced by a characteristically

graceful tonal equipoise. The lover is anxious whether words can sufficiently

transmute the burden of inwardness; and the newly emergent penitential self,

examining the inward conscience in the presence of a Protestant God, suggests that

both secular and devotional 'lovers' in Scott's poetry fasten on the first aspect of

Augustine's 'trinity' of love, 'myself, what L love, and love itself 122
In spite of the lyrics' elusiveness, their reticence to disclose traces of a

social and cultural world outwith their manipulation of the lover's verbal self (the

T which avows and disclaims love), t'ney may be intimately rooted in the fabric of

courtly society. Their preoccupation with feigning, dissimulation, and ironically

the cultivation of a transparently plain or pure language may implicitly comment

upon the linguistic machinations of power relations at court'2-f As in Wyatt, the

instabiltiies of the lyric ego may mirror the capriciousness of other forms of power.

In the poetry of the performative 'poet-courtier, 'private' discourses may trespass on

'public' kinds'24.

Arguably, Scott's amatory poems are neither the most powerful nor

persuasive among those composed at both Mary's and James's courts in which

political impulses trespass upon amatory. Above all, these lyrics communicate the

machiavellian arts of the lover, both troubled and consoled by the profound

disparity between word and act. 'Luve preysis bot comparesone' depicts rhetorical

122 'De Trinitate', Augustine: Later Works, vo! 7, trans. John Barnaby (S.C.M. Press 1955),
p.58.
123 On anticourtier literature, see Perez Sagorin, 'Sir Thomas Wyatt and the court ofHenry
VIII: the courtier's ambivalence1, .Journal ofMedieval and Renaissance Studies 23 (1993), pp. 113-
41.

'

See, for example, the work ofLouis Adrian Montrose: '"The perfecte paterne of a Poete":
the Poetics ofCourtship in The Shepheardes Calendar', Texas Studies in Language and Literature
21 (1979), pp. 34-67, "'Shaping Fantasies: Figurations ofGender and Power in Elizabethan Culture',
Representations 1 (1982), pp. 61-94.
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fluency as sexually expedient; 'Dep[air]te...' renders simply yet elegiacally how

language betrays feeling. 'Up helsum hairt' enacts one final transition in Scott's

love poetry by evoking the loss inherent in the movement between the perfect love

of the selfs imaginative inner sanctum and its impoverished manifestation in the

external world of time, nature and society. In this, Scott's power as a love lyricist

may be witnessed.

Scott's poetry articulates concerns and ideas which the love poetry of the

later lyricists examined in this thesis, refines and refutes. The loving selfs anxiety

regarding the epistemology of love - how the desired other can truly be known - is

paralleled by Mary Stuart's secular poetry. The apparent refusal to inherit earlier

sublimations of secular into divine love is conceivably mirrored in Fowler's

Tarantula ofLove where the Petrarchan consolation is not wholly assimilated, and

a sense of the irredeemably sinful soul is communicated. The lyrics of

Montgomerie and Stewart belong to a similar cultural milieu in which the practice

of writing succumbs to the rhetorical and social exigencies of the court. The

practice of feigning and dissimulation, for example, becomes particularly crucial

when analysing James's love poetry and the question of its 'authenticity'. To expose

the gulf between the 'fictive' and the 'real' is scarcely new. Yet Scott's rhetoric,

however illusionistic and feigned itself, persuades profoundly of the pathos in the

breach between the amatory text and, in Wright's words, the 'closet of the heart'.
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NOTES

(1) Bannatyne's classification of Scott's lyrics
i) Songis of hive 'Luve preysis bot comparesone', 'anschir to hairtis','Up hailsum hairt', 'Mervailling
in mynd', 'Dep[air]te, dep[air]te, deppairjte', 'Oppressit hairt indure', 'Leifluve and let me leifallane',
'Quha is perfyte to put in wryt', 'It cumis yow luvaris to be laill', 'I will be plane', 'Only to yow in erd
that I lufe best', 'Rycht as the glas bene thirlit thruch wt bemis', 'How suld my febill body fure', 'that
evir I luvit allace thairfoir', 'Thot I in grit distres'.
(ii) Contemptis ofhive and evilI women 'Langour to leive allace', 'ffavour is fair', 'Returne thee
hairt hamewart againe', 'I muse and mervaillis in my mynd', 'In June the jem', 'To luve unluvit'.
(iii) Contemptis ofevil/fals vicious men 'Ladeis be war'
(iv) Ballattis detesting of luve and lichery 'Quha lykis to luve', 'Lo quhat it is to luve',
'Quhome suld I wyt ofmy mischance1, 'Ye blindit luvaris luke'.

(2) Verbal and thematic resemblances between the amatory poems of Scott and others in the
Bannnatvne manuscript
I. Scott. 'To luve unluvit it is ane pane', 1.23: 'adew as gud lufe cumis as gaiss'.
(i) Anon., 'In all this warld may no man wit', (STS, v.4, pp. 19-22; MS ff.257v-258r): 'Men sayis als
gud luve cumis as gangis'. Verbal.
(ii) Anon., 'My lawtie garris me lichtleit allaik', (STS, v.4, p.22; MS f. 258r): 'God be your gyd als
gud luve cumis as gangis'. Verbal.

II. Scott. 'Luve preysis bot comparesone', 1.26, 'A lord to lufe a silly lass'.
(i)Anon., 'Quhen I think on my lady deir', (STS, v.3, pp.259-61, MS ff.217r-217v), 1.34:
'Ane loird hes luvit ane las full weill'. Verbal.

(ii) Anon., 'Lyke as the littill Emmet haith hir gall', (STS, v.3, pp.241-2); MS f.21 lv), 1.14: 'So luve
Is luve in peure men As in kingis'. Thematic.

III. Scott, 'Luve preysis bot comparesone', 1.39: 'Bot pleiss hir prudence to imprentit'.
(i)Anon., 'Quhair luve is kendillit confortles', (STS, v.3, pp. 336-8, MS f.243v), 1.58: 'Gif pleiss hir
prudence to Impreinttit'. Verbal.

IV. Scott, 'Up helsum hairt'.
(i) Anon., 'O maistres myn till yow I me commend, (STS, v.3, p.269; MS ff.220r-231v), 11.11-12:
'Me think ye ar in to my armys sueit/And quhen i walkyn ye ar so far me fro'. Thematic.
(ii) Anon., 'My hairt is heich aboif, (STS, v.3, pp.307-8, MS ff.231a-231b), 31.10-18:

My bird my bony ane // my tendir bab venust
My lufe my lyfe ailane // my liking and my lust
We interchange our hairtis // In utheris armis soft
Spreitles we twa depairtis // usand our luvis oft
We murne quhen licht day dawis // we plene the nicht is schort
We curss the cok that crawis // That hinderis our disport

Verbal and thematic.
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V. Scott, 'Rycht as the glas bene thirlit thruch w* bemis'.
(i) Bannatyne, 'As phebus bricht in speir meridiane', (STS, v.3, pp.305-7; MS ff230v-23 Jr), 11.1-7.
Verbal and thematic.

Several of these resemblances, both precise and more generally evocative, were observed
by Laing in his edition of Scott: 'what would thus have been considered the property of Scott, might,
after all, with nearly the same propriety, be ascribed to Fethy, Montgomerie, Hudson, or some other
of his contemporaries' (Poems bv Alexander Scott. From a MS written in the year MDLXVIII ed.
David Laing (Edinburgh 1821), p.viii). The editor of the privately printed edition, The Poems of
Alexander Scott. From George Bannatvne's MS compiled A D. 1568. Presented for Private
Circulation (Robert Anderson, Glasgow 1882) included in an appendix the BM pieces 'O lusty May',
'My hairt repois the', and 'Thair is nocht ane winche that I se' on the basis of a 'striking resemblance
to [Scott's] style ofwriting and versification'.
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Introduction

Beloved woman. Notfemale lover. Necessarily an object...Female
sexuality has always been conceptualised on the basis ofmasculine
parameters.

Luce Irigaray

The poetry ascribed to Mary Stuart (1582-87), and two texts within the

Maitland quarto inscribed in 1586, offer the sole opportunity (within the period

encompassed by the thesis) of considering the artistic effects of female desire. 'What

happens...if we have a woman writing in the Petrarchan tradition and the roles are

reversed, that is, the "I" that speaks is the "1" of a woman?': in each of these writings,

the enonciation of sexual desire from a feminine subject-position arguably exposes

and reconceives 'the institutionalised poetic eros' of the mid to late sixteenth century!
At the heart of these lyrics is contained the dilemma of dissent: to what degree is the

orthodox rhetorical and symbolic system of Renaissance poetic desire subverted? Can

a language which speaks about women's desire avoid the perils of convention when, in

the instance of the two Maitland poems, apparently articulated within a textual and

social culture under male authority? Can one presuppose that writing uttered in a

female voice (from within a discursive feminine space) is produced by a woman

writer? Ann Rosalind Jones has argued that Renaissance literary conventions inhibit

the creation of 'new feminist discourses' but are sufficiently challenged by the woman

writer in 'revisionary and interrogatory ways'2.
These poems raise previously unasked questions about women and literary

authority in late sixteenth century Scotland. The poetic desire articulated in Mary's

1 Juliana Schiesari, The Gendering ofMelancholia: Feminism. Psychoanalysis, and the Symbolics
of Loss in Renaissance Literature (Cornell University Press. 1992), pp. 168, 189

Ann Rosalind Jones, 'Assimilation with a Difference: Renaissance Woman Poets and Literary
Influence', Yale French Studies 62 (1981), pp. 135-53 (135). Sixteenth century poetic desire generally
offers a masculine model which can only represent women as a mirror reflection: 'Women can be
represented only by means of a violence that contains them, and their differences, within masculine
sameness...', Elizabeth Grosz on Irigaray, Sexual Subversions. Three French Feminists (Allen and Unwin,
1989), p. 107.
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name was condemned by the moral glosses imposed by Buchanan and other male

interpreters; yet the Maitland poems seem, by the fact of their very inclusion within

the miscellany, to have escaped such masculine and moral censorship. This chapter,

through analysis of a small but remarkable corpus of amatory poetry, seeks to recover

(or begin the rediscovery of) the female writer in late Renaissance Scotland. This task,

one of the central projects of early feminist criticism, is made more complex by the

textual and literary conventions of the period. The large body of unsigned or

anonymous writing (or, as in Mary's case, nominal or contested authorship) renders

the historical body of the female author difficult to recover. Yet these texts still

exemplify the significance of what Monique Wittig terms 'the mark of gender': despite

their authorial and textual difficulties, the literary implications of their mark of

femininity cannot be dismissed. In varying degrees, they exemplify one aspect of

Cixous's definition of ecriiure feminine-, neither Mary's nor the Maitland texts conform

to the classical text, a 'territory with neat borders'^. The task of this chapter is to seek

out the 'residues, the remains or traces'^ of female love and eroticism within a poetic

and political culture which may seem intensely patriarchal.

See Verena Andermatt Conley, Helene Cixous. Writing the Feminine (University ofNebraska
Press, 1991), p. 137.
4 Grosz, op. tit., p. 109.
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Mary, Queen ofScots

ilfaultplus que la renomee
pour dire et publier

Above all, she was entering into public discourse, exposing the beauty
of her language, akin to her body, to the masculine gaze^

The corpus of writing attributed to Mary Stuart offers possibility of

resurrection: the opportunity to reclaim, in Lady Mary Wroth's phrase for emotional

and authorial integrity, the queen's 'owne fram'd words'. Mary's iconic status has

ensured that her amatory, meditative, and devotional poetry is rarely considered as

autonomous literary art, either demoted to the status of an historical footnote or

treated as transparently autobiographical, a mere glass in which the 'real' Mary Queen

of Scots might be reflected. The sonnets of secular desire (the so-called 'Casket'

sonnets) form the kernel of this interpretative dilemma, historically assumed as

evidence of Mary's infamous, allegedly adulterous relationship with James Hepburn,

Lord Bothwell, and ultimately a factor in her deposition since she and Bothwell were

accused of conspiracy in the murder of Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley, Mary's briefly

reigning husband and sovereign^.
On June 20, 1567, 'one small gilt cofer nat fully ane foot lang' was discovered

in Bothwell's possession within which were found 'certain letters and writinges well

knawin, and by others to be affrrmit, to haue bene written by with the Quene of Scots

awin hand to the Erie bothwell...'^. This testimony of Mary's supposedly authentic

Fragment inscribed in Mary's Book ofHours: facsimile NLS Adv. 81.5.8, f. 81v; Jones, The
Currency ofEros (Indiana University Press, 1990), p. 28, on the predicament of the Renaissance woman
writer per se.

Mary's amatory sonnets were first published in Ane Detectioun of the duinges ofMarie Ouene
of Scottes. touchand the murder of her husband, and her conspiracie. adulterie and pretensed marriage
with the erle ofBothwell (n.p. n.d, but believed to be by John Day in London, 1573): see footnote 14.
Note 1 appended to this chapter provides a summary of the sonnets' subsequent publication history.

Detectioun. f. 197r. Buchanan's History (the Rerum Scoticarum Historia of 1582) consolidates
the episode: '...Bothwel sent one ofhis most trusty Servants into the Castel ofEdenbrough to bring him a
silver Cabinet, which once belong'd to the Francis King of France, as appear'd by the Cyphers on the
outside, in which were found Letters, almost all of them written in the Queen's own hand. By these the
King's murder, and the things which followed, were clearly discovered, and it was particularly mentioned
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'hand' fuels one of the most hotly contested of Marian controversies: whether the

Casket documents (including the sonnets) were forged by Mary's political adversaries

or not. The poetry's ineluctable contentiousness has obscured their purely literary or

aesthetic fascination for commentators in the sixteenth century and thereafter^. The

latter's literary recalcitrance is itself highly revealing. Firstly, it presupposes that Mary

could never write except in her sovereign capacity (the queen cannot invent or feign a

fictitious poetic subject); yet the amatory poetry ofMary's own son demonstrates how

artfully the sovereign self can be manipulated. Secondly, the dissociation of Mary

from authorship of the sonnets is consistently founded on the assumption that the

desire which they express is morally reprehensible. Mary's authorship is contested on

purely ethical grounds. Brantome's declaration that the poems were 'trop grossiers'

and the prurience of nineteenth century analysts are bound together by the belief that

sexual desire is intrinsically unfeminine^. Not only do the sonnets engage with

in almost all of them, that he should burn them as soon as ever he had read them...if any Difference
should happen betwixt him and her, he might use them as Testimonials for himself...': translation from
The History of Scotland edited by Mr. Bond, 2 vols (London, 1722), II, p. 350.

Literary criticism of the amatory sonnets varies in length and detail: P. Stewart Mackenzie
Arbuthnot ed., Queen Mary's Book (London, 1907); Betty S. Travitsky ed., The Paradise ofWomen.
Writings by Englishwomen of the Renaissance (Greenwood Press, 1981); Helen Hackett, 'Courtly
writing by women', Women and Literature in Britain 1500-1700 ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge
University Press, 1996), pp. 169-89 (173-4); Sarah M. Dunnigan, 'Rewriting the Renaissance language
of love and desire: the "bodily burdein" in the poetry ofMary, Queen of Scots', Gramma 4 (1996), pp.
181-95; 'Scottish Women Writers cl560-cl650', A History of Scottish Women's Writing edited Douglas
Gifford and Dorothy Macmillan (Edinburgh University Press, 1997), pp. 15-43 (17-26). David
Daliymple, 'Of the Sonnets attributed to Mary Queen of Scots', Remarks on the History of Scotland
(Edinburgh, 1773), is a predominantly historical and biographical account which nevertheless is highly
attentive to the sonnets' language. I am grateful to Dr Sally Mapstone for drawing my attention to this
piece.

Pierre de Brantome, 'Discours Troisieme sur la reyne D'Escosse', Receuil des Dames ed. Roger
Gaucheon (Paris, 1926), pp. 44-5. Agnes Strickland, Lives of the Princesses of Scotland and England. 8
vols (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1850-9), vol 5, p. 230, claimed 'it is...morally impossible that she could
have written anything so utterly devoid of truth... a somewhat more correct picture of the mind of that
much misrepresented Princess' is felt to be exemplified by the religious sonnet, 'L'ire de dieu...'. The
vexed, still unresolved issue of the authenticity of the so-called Casket sonnets and letters has received
wide and ecletic commentary: see, for example, T.F. Henderson, The Casket Letters and Mary Queen of
Scots (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1889); Goodall, An Examination of the Letters said to be by
Mary Queen of Scots to James Earl ofBothwell. 2 vols (Edinburgh, 1824); John Kerr. The Casket
Letters and the Keys (Robert Maclehose and Co, n.d.); John Skelton, Maitland ofLethinaton and the
Scotland ofMary Stuart: a History. 2 vols (Edinburgh, 1894); Antonia Fraser, Mary Queen of Scots
(Mandarin, 1993), p. 379ff. Jenny Wormald is pragmatic on the issue: 'If the letters were genuine, Mary
clearly conspired to murder Darnley. If they were not, there still remains good grounds for suspecting
her invovement. If they were not, there still remains good grounds for suspecting her invovement. Either
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Renaissance ideologies of female cupiditas but their reception in each succeeding

cultural epoch is inextricably allied to assumptions (and presumptions) about female

sexuality.

The vexed status of Mary Stuart, the writer, cogently reflects what has been

termed the 'crisis of the subject' in relation to women writers. Mary is only permitted

to be creative when moved by a personal, passionate plight (without the tragic

recriminations ofMary's, the love poetry ofGaspara Stampa, an Italian contemporary,

found praise for its ingenuous, artless passion). In the case of the beautiful and elliptic

fragments of the Book of Hours, it seems probable that poetry offered spiritual and

cathartic consolations to the exiled Mary. Yet might the Casket sonnets not 'simply'

represent Mary's excursion into the amatory lyric genre, a rhetorical exercise practised

so profusely at her own court? It is imperative that these sonnets be (to a degree)

emancipated from their historical controversy in order that their sheer aesthetic and

intellectual artfulness may be acknowledged. Simultaneously, their full complexity

cannot be realised if they are wholly extricated from the political and cultural

discourses which constitute the moment of their realisation. Because the sequence is

written in Mary's name, it is enfolded by another outer historical frame of reference

which condemns Mary as a source of disorder as the body of the Scottish state and as

the body of a woman.

This chapter attempts to reconcile literary and cultural-historical approaches to

the eleven sonnets and sestain which trenchantly lay bare the sexual paradoxes of

Renaissance lyric desire. A brief survey of how the received image of Mary, Queen

of Scots was conceived at the time of the sonnets' composition and discovery

illuminates how ironically they engage with the contemporary Scottish sexual and

political climate, which renders the expression of female desire (largely because of

way, the purpose they served at the time was political. The continuing debate, for all its fascination,
serves none': Mary Queen of Scots. A study in failure (London: George Philp, 1988), p. 178.
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Mary) so problematic. The reading by contemporaries of her 'two bodies' (the natural

and the political) compels Mary to play the role of diablesse to Elizabeth's Virgin.

Subsequent close analysis reveals how the sonnets both expose and manipulate the

orthodox languages of Renaissance poetic desire. The physical violation to which her

sonnet sequence confesses; the complexity of its desire and renunciation; the lover's

feminine consciousness: these different facets invert the love lyric's conventional

ideology of'the feminine'. In particular, the Neoplatonic adoration of the female body

as a metaphor for spiritual love is rendered deeply ironic. The alliance of female

sexuality and female sovereignty in these lyrics (their sexual and political inversions

of orthodoxy) makes Mary's inscription of desire full of consequences.

The symbolic Mary The figure of Mary, Queen of Scots accords with the

conventional manichaeism (de Beauvoir's term) by which femininity is culturally and

symbolically defined. The roles of Whore and Virgin, Eve and Madonna, were

enforced upon Mary (on occasion simultaneously) within a remarkably condensed

period of time. Widowed in 1559 at the French court, she became la reine blanche and

the epitome of marmoreally distant and virtuous beauty10. She served as the chaste,

beautiful but essentially mute icon of Ronsardian eulogy^. The amatory sonnets at

once give voice to this orthodox inamorata-, symbolically, Laura responds. Appositely,

one ofMary's mythic metamorphoses literally proved to be that of sonnet mistress: the

power of death which the-lyric beloved symbolically wields was enacted the fatal

See the portrait ofMary attributed to Franyois Clouet, 'The Bath ofDiana', and the anonymous
portrait of the beautiful and chastely naked 'Lady at her toilet' (believed to be Mary): The Queen's
Image, ed. Helen Smailes and Duncan Thomas (Scottish National Portrait Gallery, 1987), pp. 13-14.

See (for example) 'Ode a la Royne d'Escosse', Oeuvres Completes ed. Paul Laumonier, 20 vols
(Paris. Didier, 1975), vol 7, p. 306; 'Royne Dauphine, Maintnant Royne', vol 9, p. 196; 'Pour la Royne
d'Escosse, Douairiere', vol 9, p. 2(30; 'A La Royne d'Escosse', vol 10, p. 68, 'Sonnet a Marie Stuart,
Royne d'Escosse', vol 17, pp. 378-9.
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desire of Chatelard, a French poet at the Scottish court^. Mary's mythical dualism is

amply illustrated by Scottish political and literary writings principally of the 1560's.

J.E. Phillips has provided informed analysis of some of these polemics; I wish to

supplement this by concentrating on how the conception of Mary's sexual and

sovereign bodies ironically impinges on the sonnets^-3.
The Detectioun of 1571 in which the sonnets were first published denounced

them as the expression of inordinate female passion^. That Mary exemplified

feminine emotion (and hence moral and intellectual infirmitas) in opposition to

masculine reason was emphasised. The confrontations recreated by Knox in his

History (inevitably) depict Knox and others as embodiments of restraint and

rationality in contrast to Mary: 'The said Johne [John Erskin of Dun] stood still,

withouit any alteratioun of countenance for a long seasson, whill that the Quene gave

place to hir inordinat passioun...' (my emphasis)^ Mary is female duplicity

incarnate; she always feels and speaks in excess. In symbolising and perpetuating

feminine excess (excessive femininity), she contrasts with Elizabeth who famously

constructed her political body as masculine^. Elizabeth engineered sexual and

political representations which (in literal and symbolic terms) sealed off her body

from easy access: 'the scarcity of her personal appearances gave her body a value that

12 Knox provides a typically acerbic account of'Monsieur Chattelett' in Book IV of the History:
'In ..that danse, in the which man and woman talkis seereitlie...the Quene chosed Chattelett, and
Chattelett took the Quene': Works. 6 vols, ed. David Laing (Edinburgh, 1848), II, p. 368.
13 J.E. Phillips. Images of a Queen, Mary Stuart in Sixteenth Century Literature (University of
California Press, 1964). The collection of essays in Cosmos 7 (1992) ed. Louise Fradenburg, while
excluding Mary from their analyses, offer some interesting reflections on cultural constructions of
queenship.
14 On 19 December, 1568, Mary instructed her commissioners to obtain copies of the letters.
They were first made public in 1571, appended to Buchanan's Detectio Maria Scotorum Regina (n.p.,
1571). The Detectioun (see note 6), attributed to Buchanan but published anonymously, subsequently
appeared and included the sonnets. (French translation of the work appeared 1572). A Scots version
published in 1572 at St Andrews. For publishing history, see Mahon ed. The Indictment ofMary Queen
of Scots (Cambridge University Press, 1923).
15 Knox, ibid., Book IV, p. 388.

Susan Frye, Elizabeth I. The Competition for Representation (Oxford University Press, 1993),
pp. 12-13.
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her contemporaries increasingly characterised as "sacred'"!7. Mary's body, by contrast,
was far from inviolate: '[Chatelard] was..so familiare in the Quenis cabinett, ayre and

laitt, that scarslye could any of the Nobilitie have access unto hir...' (my emphasis)!^.
The alleged rape of Mary by Bothwell at Dunbar in 1567 (for which his treason was

publicly proclaimed'9) is the queen's paradigmatic betrayal of the expected

inviolability and sanctity of the female body in both sovereign and sexual capacities.

The Detectioun. for example, accuses Mary of insufficiently protecting her body in

allowing, or rather inviting, sexual access. The polemical poem of 1565, 'Maister

Randolphes Fantasy', depicts her as the easy subject of sexual conquest:

On Darlie did she dote, who, equall in this mase,
sought to assalt the forte of fame, defenst with yeas and nayes;
w°h for a while repulst, and had no passage in,
but still porsewt did rase the seige that might the fortresse wyne;
who, stronglie thus beseiged w"1 battry tound aboute,
at last was forst to yeld the keis: she cold not hold him owte;
But rendered Sacke and spoile vnto the victors graced

In the Detectioun's narrative, Mary contrives for Bothwell to visit her on the

night of Darnley's murder: 'For Bothwel was through the garden brought into the

Quenis chamber, and there forced her agaynst hir will but how much agaynst hir will

Dame rerele betrayed her, tyme the mother of truthe hath disclosed...'^'. In offering

her body, Mary actively contravenes the ideological precept that woman 'must seek

not to be the object of desire'22 The alleged rape at Dunbar prompted defensive

Frye, op. cit., p. 105. See also Peter Staliybrass, 'Patriarchal Territories: the Body Enclosed',
Rewriting the Renaissance. The Discourses of Sexual Difference in Early Modern Europe (Chicago.
University of Chicago Press, 1986), pp. 123-42..

Knox, ibid., p. 368: 'The Quene wold ly upoun Chattelettis shoulder, and sometymes prively
she wold steall a kyss of his neck...'.
i9 On June 26, 1567: 'in intercepting her majesty, carrying her forcibly away, holding her as his
prisoner, compelling her to marry him, and keeping her under restraint...': Strickland, op. cit., V, p. 365.

'Maister Randolphe Phantasy: a brieffe calguacion of the procedinges in Scotlande from the first
ofJulie to the Last ofDecember' (1565), Satirical Poems of the Time of the Reformation ed. James
Cranstoun, STS, 2 vols (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1891-3), vol 1, p. 7,11. 87-95.
21 Detectioun. op. cit., ff J60r-v.

Tertullian, cited in Alcuin Blamires et al ed., Woman Defamed and Woman Defended. An
Anthology ofMedieval Texts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), p. 51.
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moral response in those who adhered to the Marian cause. Melville observes that she

'culd not bot maiyit him': the inference being, that since she is now deprived of her

'honour' (that euphemistic value the loss of which her detractors consistently

proclaim), she can only make moral reparation by legitimately consecrating her body

to Bothwell in marriage. Mary's sexual and political culpability are fiercely indicted in

Scottish poetic pamphlets of the late 1560's. Mary is portrayed as an ally of the

powerful Venus in a symbolic alliance which ambiguously proclaims the sexuality of

power, and the power of sexuality23. jn the 'Testament and tragedie of umquhile King

Henrie Stewart of gude memorie...' (1567), Mary subjects the spuriously innocent and

powerless Darnley to her desire. She literally impales him ('Lancit with luif...') and (an

ironic parallel to the female violation of the sonnets), the effect of her 'licherous lufe'

is the injury to his body ('plungeit my corps into this present pyne...')24 Mary is

offered as an exemplar of women corrupted and made dangerous by 'luifis rage': the

mythical and historical catalogue of men who died or suffered attests a fear and

anxiety of powerful female sexuality. As all of Delilah, Medea, Clytemnestra and

Jezebel incarnate, Mary defies female virtue: 'scho wes neuuer lyke Penelopie'25
Mary's marriage to Bothwell on 15th of May, 1567, constituted a further

symbolic trespass onto another area of sanctified womanhood, 'the chastetie and

honestie of a wydowe':

For what body woulde not abhore hyr, that after the fyrst husbandes deathe,
sheweth hyr selfe to longe after another, and casteth away hyr spouse Chryste

23 Before her marriage to Darnley, much anxious political debate in Scotland was fuelled by the
issue of a suitable marriage for Mary in political terms: this is neatly exemplified by the illustration of
Mary, poised in graceful solitude and bearing a thistle and sceptre in the Forman Armorial, c!561: 'Ye
Michty Lord...mak hir mariage as he thinkis best that ve hir legis may ring in peace rest': reproduced in
Plaidy, Mary Queen of Scots. The Fair Devil of Scotland (London, 1975).
24 Satirical Poems, op. cit., pp. 39-45,11. 15, 30.
25 Mary loses her identity in 'ane Ballat declaring the Nobill and Gude inclination of our King' by
being constantly referred to as Dalila, her voice imitated or 'ventriloquised' (Satirical Poems op. cit., pp.
31-8). Visual emblems also served to remind the populace ofMary's corrupt sexuality : for exmaple, her
representation as a mermaid (prostitute) in a 1567 placard (see Rosalind K. Marshall, Queen of Scots
(Edinburgh, 1986). p. 140 for reproduction of this image).
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and maryeth the dvuill firste^^

Vives's pronouncement echoes in the Detectioun's: 'in a woman, it is

monstrous: in a wife not onely excessively louit, but also maist zealiusly honorit it is

incredabiil'27 As the epitome of female duplicity (woman is 'a faithles figure'), Mary's

language is always suspect, 'fenzeit fair and wylie'28 (ironically so given the

immediate congruence between language and authenticity in the interpretation of the

sonnets).

Mary, then, served as a metaphor for contemporary sexual and political

anxieties. She personified the 'monstrous...bodie of that Commonwelth where a

Woman beareth empire...', unruly in Knox's judgement in 'lackinge the head' or the

cardinal virtue of male reason. Unlicensed emotion means unlicensed power: the

Detectioun scorns 'a young woman, sodenly aduancit to the hiest degrie of

authoritie'29 The reading of the sonnets offered here observes within them the mirror

traces of these polemics against Mary: while they exonerate female desire from the

antifeminist axiom of irrationality, one might argue that they still incur the danger of

merely reproducing other conventional dicta about desire and femininity. The sonnets

are riven by enduring tensions.

Textual history After their discovery, the sonnets in French and Scots versions

were not published until the September of 1571 and the appearance of the Detectioun

of Marie Ouene of Scots (based on Buchanan's De Maria Scotorum Reginae of the

same year but which did not reproduce the sonnets). A French translation of the

Detectioun appeared in 1572 together with an edition in Scots published at St

26 Johannes Vives, A Very Frutefull and Pieasant Booke called the Instruction of a christen
woman, made firste in latvne. by the riuht famous clerke mavstr Lewis Vives. and tourned out of latvne
into Enalishe by Rvcharde Hvrde (London, 1557), Book Ill.i, sig. Kkiiir.
27 Detectioun. op. cit., f. 194r.

'Testament and tragedie of unquhile King Henrye Stewart of gude memorie', I. 64: Satirical
Poems of the Reformation. STS, pp. 39-45.
29 Detectioun. op. cit., f. 189r.
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Andrews in 1572. The priority of the French or Scots texts of the sonnets is enduringly

controversial. The reading here offered is based on the French text of the 1571

Detectioun but the Anglo-Scots version is produced in parallel to the cited French

texts, partly because the latter is an interesting example of what John Durban rightly

claims as the 'first sonnet sequence produced in Scotland'^. Clearly, the original (or

authorial) manuscript text does not survive. There is, however, a manuscript copy of

the sonnets which is seemingly associated with a collection of papers belonging to the

Earl of Lennox^l. This fair copy in sixteenth century hand secretary hand offers only

orthographical rather than textual variants but is important because of the nine

marginal glosses which offer (whether spuriously or not) brief biographical and

historical elucidations. These will be cited in the discussion when pertinent; the text

used is that of the first imprint of the detectioun in 1571. The CUL manuscript also

provides two missing lines from the third and eighth French sonnets in the 1571

Detect!ourf 2 in short, Mary's authorship of the French sonnets is accepted as

probable (if not absolute) but the possibility of textual alteration and rearrangement by

those involved in the Detectioun's publication is conceded.

Though their arrangement in their Detectioun suggests that the twelve texts

form a sequence, it remains uncertain whether this ordering reflects an original totality

(it is conceivable that there are sonnets omitted), or a deliberately purposive sequence

(they may have been reassembled for publication). The 'sequential' order which

nominally exists in the Detectioun does not present the clear teleology displayed by

other amatory sequences (albeit a sonnet collection such as Craig's Amorose Songes

John Durkan, 'The Library ofMary Queen of Scots', Iunes Review 38 (1988), pp. 71-101 (79).
31 CUL Oo VII.47: ff. 32-37 'An Elegy on the Murder of Lord Darnley'; ff. 46-8.'certane French
sonnettis...'. This manuscript copy of the sonnets is infrequently commented upon by historians: Andrew
Lang, op. cit., p. 345, reproduces in facsimile the folio containing the first two sonnets (stating that 'the
copyist is unknown'); R.H. Mahon, Mary Queen of Scots (Cambridge University Press, 1924),
transcribes from Oo. 7.47/8 what he terms 'the Lennox narrative', a contemporary prose account of the
Darnley controversy believed to be written by the Earl ofLennox himself (p. 78). Mahon's Indictment
is a manuscript version of the Detectioun found among the same collection of papers in CUL.

Between lines 12 and 13 of the Detectioun's third sonnet is inserted the line in CUL MS: 'et
toutesfois mon coeur vous doutez ma Constance'; between lines 5 and 6 of the Detectioun eighth sonnet
is the line 'pour luy ie veux faire teste au malheure'.
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and Sonets of 1608 deliberately flouts the idea of sequential cohesion); yet the

juxtaposition of certain sonnets is in itself interesting (in relation to the idea of

divinity, for example).

If one assumes that the Detectioun 'sequence' is deliberate, a brief narrative

resume of their chronological order suggests an essentially repetitive or 'circuitous'

patterning. The lover prays that the beloved may realise her worth (sonnet 1 )JJ; a

catalogue of the moral and familial sacrifices she is prepared to endure will

demonstrate her faith (s. 2); in the first allusion to the beloved's wife, the lover regrets

that only she, the virtuous one, is condemned for her love (s. 3); the expedient rival

has made no real sacrifices to gain the beloved (s. 4); the latter's sexual frigidity and

hypocrisy are impugned (s. 5); the jealously provoked wife now possessive claims the

beloved (s. 6); the lover laments that she is wrongly perceived by her beloved (s. 7); as

her love deepens, the lover will remain virtuous and faithful (s. 8); she recalls her

rape, the beloved's unspecified accident, her contemplated suicide (s. 9); yet he is the

sole reason for her existence (s. 10); the beloved has failed to fulfil his promise of

reunion and she fears his neglect of her (s. 11); his perpetual absence compels the

lover now to write (s. 12).

Desire is therefore not confined to a relation between lover and beloved but is

realised in a trinity or triad of protagonists. Rene Girard has expounded a theory of

triangular desire in which desire is always conceived as an effect of rivalry34. The

object of desire accordingly gains from being desired by another. This threat of

another (in other sequences usually only expressed as the anxiety that the beloved

might be desirable to others) is rendered with peculiar intensity in Mary's sequence.

Her lover desires what legally and morally is 'possessed' by another as 'mari &

seigneur'. What preoccupied Mary's detractors (and is repeatedly emphasised in the

I use the term 'lover' to refer to the first person persona; 'beloved' to refer to the 'lui' persona;
and on occasion 'rival' to allude to the beloved's wife.

Deceit. Desire and the Novel. Self and other in literary structure trans. Yvonne Freccero (Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1976).
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Cambridge marginal glosses) is that the desire was also adulterous: if Bothwell is

indeed the unnamed beloved, he is (in Melville's words) 'another wyues husband'35
The Detectioun's prefatory title to the sonnets explicitly announces this illicit desire:

'...writtin by ye Quene of Scottis to Bothwel befoir hirMariage with him, and (as it is

said) quhile hir Husband levit, bot certanely befoir his Divorce from his Wyfe...befoir

quhome scho heir preferris hirself in deserving to be belouit of Bothwell' (my

emphasis). That such desire profanes the sacrament of marriage is starkly emphaised:

the queen is accused of 'mad loue, infamous adulterie, and vile passion'36. While the

Detectioun proclaims the sanctity of marriage, the sonnets portray it as an expedient

alliance which itself ironically profanes the lover's cherished amour vrap7

Bodily possessions

Pour luy aussi ie ielte mainte larme.
Premier quand il se fist de ce corps possesseur,
Duquel alors il n'auoit pas le coeur.
Puis me donna vn autre dur alarme,
Quand il versa de son sang mainte dragme,
Dont de grief il me vint lesser doleur,
Qui m'en pensa oster la vie, & frayeur
De perdre las le seul rampar qui m 'arme.
Pour luy depuis lay mesprise Vhonneur
Ce qui nous peut seul pouruoir de bonheur.
Pour luy Pay hazarde grandeur & conscience.
Pour luy torn mesparentz Pay quite, & amis,
Et tous autres respectz sont apart mis,
Briefde vous seul ie cerche I'alliance.

For him also 1 powrit out mony teiris,
First quhen he maid himself possessor of this body,
Of the quhilk then he had not the hart.
Efter he did geue me one uther hard charge,

33 Memoirs, p. 176.
Detectioun. op. cit., f. 195r. Her later marriage to Bothwell construed as 'a mokking ofGod':

Mahon ed., The Indictment, p. 47.
This phrase is drawn from Mary's elegy upon Francois II's death: the idea of an almost

sacramentally perfect love recurs throughout Mary's secular and religious poetry.
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Quhen he bled of his blude great quantitie,
Through the great sorrow of the quhilk came to me that dolour,
That almost caiyit away my life, and the feire
To lese the onely strength that armit me.
For him since 1 haif despisit honour,
The thing onely that bringeth felicitie.
For him 1 have hazardit greitnes & conscience,
For him 1 have forsaken all kin and frendes,
And set aside all uther respectes,
Schortly, I seke the aliance of zow onely.

Mary's sequence is full of sudden, surprisingly announced statements which

often appear bereft of context: the assertion, 'je vis en cette fay? is one, the first

quatrain of the ninth sonnet (above) another. Arguably, it is tantamount to a

confession that the beloved has raped her. The first three lines possess a simplicity or

apparently literal starkness which perhaps belies the sheer reticence or even

recalcitrance of the statement. In it, a division is seemingly drawn between the

spiritual and the material. There is her body and there is her heart, and the loved one

has laid claim to, or seized possession of, without right the former, her physical being:

'il sefist de ce corpspossesseur'. Le coeur is implicitly portrayed as a site of spiritual

or emotional autonomy. That both coeur and corps are inextricably bound together is

intimated by this first quatrain which suggests that unwarranted possession has

(literally and figuratively) violated the rightful unity or correspondences of the lover's

being (in the end he shall discover her Vow/' vne', s. 8,1. 14). Even its grammar mirrors

this bodily fragmentation of spiritual and material: no longer her body but 'this

bodydee corps'. She is conceived only as an object (as if by implication like the

fragmented corporeality of the female blason38). Desire, or amour vrai, is here

portrayed as a seamless continuity between sexual and emotional selves.

Such a reading is admittedly tendentious. One might object that the act of

'possession' does not signify the act of rape; that the latter would only be warranted by

One could also cite in parallel the aestheticistion of sexual assault inpcistourelle (exemplified by
several poems in Bannatyne's mirry ballattis section).
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a more explicit French verb such as ravlr (the act of ravissement)^. It might be

argued that the material-spiritual dualism is too simplistic a dichotomy: that the body

in this instance can be conceived in a more allegorical or symbolic sense. According

to the analogy of 'the queen's two bodies', ce corps might easily refer to her political

rather than natural state. The lover (who is queen) is accordingly desired for the

political power which she incarnates, and to which her natural body gives access.

This is a persuasive reading to which the discussion will return regarding the

concept of 'sovereign desire'. For the present, however, the argument for the sensus

literalis (the female sexual body) as opposed to the allegoria is retained for two

reasons. Firstly, legal definitions of rape (derived from the Latin rapere, to steal,

seize, or carry away) are founded on the presence or absence of the other party's

consent; this point was also crucial in the sixteenth century juridical understanding of

unlawful intercourse^ The language of Mary's sonnet strongly conveys the idea of

coercion - 'quhen he made himselfe possessor' - which implies verbatim the 'abuse of a

woman by force against her will'41. The grammatical or textual enactment of the rape

portrays the lover as mere (sexual) property; even if her heart remains inviolate, her

body is not her own^2 Though she herself is the writing subject, she still renders

herself as 'object'; she even weeps 'pour lui', a phrase which pointedly captures the

lover's self-resignation (not because of him but as if on his behalf she weeps). The

This definition based on Edmund Huguet, Dictionnaire de la langue franpaise du seizieme siecle.
6 vols (Paris: Champier, 1925-67).

Rape ed. Tomaselli and Porter (Basil Blackwell: Oxford, 1986), p. 10. Rape as a historical,
social and cultural phenomenon pre-1600 is addressed in Consent and Coercion to Sex and Marriage in
Ancient and Medieval Societies ed. Angelike E. Laiou (Harvard, 1993); Nazife Bashar, 'Rape in England
between 1500 and 1700', The Sexual Dynamics ofHistory, Men's power, women's resistance (The
London Feminist History Group) (London: Pluto Press Ltd., 1983), pp. 28 - 42, offers a cogent account
of legalistic conceptions of rape in the period. See also Susan Brownmiller, Auainst our Will. Men.
Women and Rape (Penguin, 1975, repr. 1991); Carol V. Horos, Rape: a Painful Perspective (Tobey
Publishers, 1974). Ravishing Maidens provides a searing account of 'the cultural ideology that supports
rape as a stock narrative device in various medieval genres' (p. 1).

Phrase taken from 'The Trial and Condemnation ofMerwin Lord Audley Earl ofCastle-Haven
at Westminster, April the 5th 1631', extracted in English Women's Voices 1540- 1700 ed. Charlotte F.
Otten (Florida International University Press, 1992), pp. 33-40 (34).
11 In the early medieval period, rape could ensure access to the sexual but also economic 'property'
of a wealthy virgin: Brownmiller, op. cit., p. 22.
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stanza draws to its close with a catalogue of her sacrifices. She nearly gives her life for

him, not least her sense of 'grandheur et conscience' and the unspecified but deeply

resonant 'tous autres respectes'. Does the latter embrace the bodily degradation of the

first quatrain?

Secondly, this ninth sonnet has historically been interpreted as a confession

of rape, conceived in the resolutely literal readings of contemporary commentators as

allusion to Bothwell's alleged abduction of Mary at Dunbar: 'it declaris yt he had

abusit hyr bodie...'43. Mary provided her own gloss on the Dunbar incident (though

here the truth may equally be veiled) in a missive written partly to placate French

unease at her subsequent marriage to Bothwell:

...in oure returning he awayted ws be the way, accumpaneit with a greit force,
and led ws with all diligence to Dunbar...Being thair, we reprochit him, the
honour he had to be estemit ofws, his ingratitude, with all uther remonstrances
quhilk mycht serve to red ws out of his handis. Albeit we fand his doingis rude,
yit wer his answer and wordis bot gentill, that he wald honour and serve
ws.. .44

The alleged manifestation of this incident in the ninth sonnet's first quatrain is

imbued with the patriarchal and misognistic ideology that says a woman desires

rape45 (re Freud, cited in Irigaray). Jn Mary's instance, such rape is construed as

punitive (the fate which awaits the transgressive woman, or the politically powerful

female subject who can be sexually subjugated). Buchanan claimed: 'ye erll Bothuell

abusit hyr bodie...revisit [ravished] hir aganis hir will, bot litill apperit of hir

miscontentme[n]t...' 46

43 CUL MS, f. 34r. Dalrymple, op. cit., offers a substantially different 'and very harmless'
interpretation of the sonnet: 'the Queen felt displeasure at his [Bothwell's] alliance with the family of
Huntly [ce corps refers to Lady Jean Gordon, his first wife]', and that the phrase '/'e iette mainte larme'
refers to his marriage with Gordon 'whose affections he did not possess': pp. 213-5.

Edinburgh, May 1567, in Lettres et Memoires de Marie. Reine d'Ecosse ed. Prince Alexandre
Labanoff 7 vols (London, 1844), II, pp. 37-8
45 See Luce Irigaray, citing Freud, 'Psychoanalytic Theory: Another Look', Ce Sexe qui n'en est
pas un (1977), trans C. Porter, This Sex which is not One (Cornell University Press, 1985), p. 66.
46 Mahon ed.. Indictment, p. 35.
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There is a second violation, perpetrated this time against the body of the

beloved, and for which the lover mourns: 'Quand il versa de son sang mainte

dragmelquhen he bled of his blude griet quantitie'. The original female violation is

recalled in the second quatrain's literal language of blood and sacrifice. While the

sonnet itself discloses nothing else about this injury which curiously (ironically?)

parallels the lover's own physical and emotional injuries, the biographical-historical

commentary glosses this as allusion to Bothwell's wounding in Border skirmishes at

Liddisdaill on October 7, 1566 47. According to Buchanan, Mary fled 'in haste lyke a

mad woman' to attend him. If the constricting historical framework is removed, then

the sonnet portrays a desire which (on both the lover and beloved's parts) commits

violence and demands sacrifice. Petrarchistic love poetry is commonly riddled with

conceits which play upon the notion of the physically martyred lover. As a whole, the

sequence eschews the orthodox petrarchisti language of antithesis. Yet the

significance of the violation sonnet may be more richly disclosed by further poetic or

intellectual (as opposed to historical) contextualisation. It is here proposed that the

sonnet forges a new language of the desecrated female body which enters into

dialogue (or rather contests) the poetry's other implicit amatory language of

Neoplatonism.

Literal and symbolic violations: the Neoplatonic context In portraying a love

which aspires towards moral and spiritual fulfilment, Mary conceivably makes

conscious allusion to the language and thought of the Florentine Neoplatonists (Ficino,

Bembo, Bruno, Leone), some of whose works are recorded in the catalogue of Mary's

4 'My Lord Bothwell was hurt in Lyddisdaill, and the Quene raid to Bothwick' (October 7, 1566:
A paper containing a short recital of some material Passages concerning Mary Queen of Scots by way of
Diary from the Birth of her Son to his going into England', in James Anderson ed., Collections relating to
the History ofMary Stuart. 4 vols (London, 1727-8), vol 2, p. 269, also caustically observed in the
Detectioun. f. 161v: 'she flyith away in haste lyke a mad woman...'.
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Holyrood ltbrary48 These treatises, which had such demonstrable bearing on

sixteenth century European love lyric, may be used to draw out the ironic

ramifications ofMary's language of the violated female body. Arguably, Mary's sonnet

travesties Neoplatonism's conventional ideology of the body: here, one witnesses a

new conception of the body which is not figuratively or allegorically structured, and

which seemingly represents nothing other than itself. In the writings of Ficino and

others, the body is conceived as an absence, a site of non-being. Ficino's indictment of

'the shadowy attraction of the body' harks back to the condemnations of Plotinus, for

example, who relegates the beauties perceived in mortal bodies to the status of mere

'copies, vestiges, shadows' of the true and divine beauty49 Contemplation of the

latter is only attained by the soul purged, or 'wholly free of body'50. The sensual

temptations of earthly beauty are chimerical, mere illusions: 'Those that desire earthly

procreation are satisfied with beauty found on earth, the beauty of image and of

body...' 51 pico della Mirandola writes of the sensual appetite which desires

corporeal objects (confined to the vulgar love of souls 'immersed in Matter'); Ficino

explicitly states that love must have as its referential object 'something incorporeal'.

The body may therefore only be loved for the sake of its immanence (the divine form

within it). One must love spiritually and not materially.

4S The Platonic works inM's library as recorded in the standard inventory: the Symposium
translated by Louis de Roy (Paris, 1559); the works of Plato ('Platonis opera omnia'), 'Leon the Hebrew
ofLuif; in purely poetic terms, du Bellay's Olive (which depicts human love as spiritually 'salutaire'); the
Neoplatonic poetry ofHeroet, Sceve, and de Tyard. It is interesting to note that Heroet (and also Dolet)
translated the Symposium, Ion and Crito cl530 - 40; and that de Tyard translated Leone's Dialoghi
d'Amore. See Durkan, op. cit., for further detailed exposition.

Ficino, The Philosophy ofLove trans. F. Freidelberg Seeley, p. 198; see for elaboration in
original text the Second Oration, cap iii, 'Quo Pacto Divina pulchritudo amorem parit', and the Fifth,
cap. iv, 'Pulchritudo est aliquid incorporeum'. see Commentarium Marsilij Ficini Florentine in
conviuium Platonis de amore, Divini Platonis Opera Omnia quae extant Marsilio Ficino interprete
(Lugdini, 1590), p. 775 and pp. 780-1; Plotinus, The Enneads translated by Stephen MacKenna (Faber
and Faber Ltd., 1962), p. 63. It should be observed that the renaissance Neoplatonists denigrate sexual
love to a degree greater than the original Platonic work where it is at least granted the first rung of
Diotima's ladder (though in the Phaedo. bodily desire is at least a philosophical impediment). In
Giordano Bruno, for example, 'vulgar' love is only justified when it provides the impetus for the love of
intellectual beauty.

Plotinus, ibid., p. 61.
51 Plotinus, ibid., p. 191 (my italics).
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One might here observe how Mary's sonnets insistently define desire by its

material realisation, a preoccupation with the bodily.

Las n'est il pas ia en possession
Du corps, du coeur qui ne refuse paine
Ny des honneur, en la vie incerlaine

Helas is he nat alreddy in possessioun
Ofmy bodie of hart that refusis na payne
Nor dishonour...nor worse affliction? (s.l, 11. 5-7)

The second sonnet's rendering of devotion, 'Entre ses mains & en son plein

pouuoir/...mon ame assubiectie' ('in his handis and in his full power...my soule al

subdewit...') conceives the transference of 'power' (here, the political is strongly

implied) in literal terms. The lover's rival is shunned for her sexual frigidity and

inability to value properly his sexual prowess.

This reflection upon the sexuality of desire coexists with a Neoplatonic

morality (discussed below). Yet both these allusions to the material, and more

profoundly the violation sonnet, spurn the common Neoplatonic idiom of

insubstantiality and evanescence. Its literal, visceral conception of the body is far

removed from Bembo's transcendent notion of the body as a beautiful 'veil'. Her body

is her own. It does not serve in orthodox fashion as symbol or trope, a sexual

synecdoche in the masculine system of representation for the desired but absent

female body. Compared to the rest of Mary's sequence (see below), the sonnet

appears wedded to the literal, and is an ironic revocation ofNeoplatonic tenet.

Its depiction of forced sexual union might be read as a harrowing and

exclusively feminine rewriting of that common trope of love lyric: the exchange of

souls and hearts, or the way in which the lover harbours an image, usually a mirror, of

the loved one within their being. This conceit, at least in part, seems to derives from

the Neoplatonic conception of union. Lorenzo de Medici writes, 'Love is simply a

transformation of the lover into the object of love; and when reciprocal, it necessarily
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gives rise to the same transformation into him who first loves, who then becomes

loved, so that lovers live marvellously in each other, for this exchange of hearts means

nothing else..'. Ficino's commentary on Plato expounds this notion of loving

assimilation in detail. The lover aspires to become the loved one. In so doing he must

yield up a part of her or himself. This is a loss which still brings joy. The self is

destroyed but lives through this union to become something better, more perfect.

Sperone defines 'perfect love' as a similar union of two lovers 'so that, losing their

individualities, they are both fused into one new being'52.
In contrast, Mary's lover seems only to suffer loss. What this might be

precisely is held in limpid statements of her sonnet ('De perdre las le seul rampar qui

m'arme'). In the language of Ficino, Mary's lover finds no resurrection. She does not

take possession of a new, perfected self through the loving agency of another but

renders ironic the postulate that the lover's soul 'abandons attendance upon its own

body, and tries to leap across into the body of the loved one...'.

Moralities of love The orthodox Neoplatonic philosophy or morality of love is

partly adhered to by Mary's sonnets. Yet even in this respect they remain only

nominally within conventional contours of desire for the violation sonnet renders

these 'limits' more complex. Maiy's lover seeks to create within herself a scrupulously

moral love. She seeks to 'mak him perceiue my faythfulness' ('Que de ma foy, luy

faire apperceuoix', s.2,1. 7); she will 'geiv ofmy treuth sic profe,/that he sail knaw my

constancie without fictioun ('Brief ie feray de ma foy telle preuue,/ Qu'il cognoislra

sans fainte ma Constancer).

'Truth' is a word repeated throughout the sequence (ironically so, given the

Knoxian castigations of duplicity). It is largely realised through the contrast between

52 Donald L. Guss, John Donne Petrarchist. Italianate conceits and love theory in the
Sonss and Sonets (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1966), p. 160
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lover, the embodiment of true 'foi' or faith, and wife, corrupt, scheming, materially

self-seeking. Mary's lover casts herself in the role of sexual and moral judge in a

sequence that richly exploits the folly of true perception and judgement in love.

Quant vous I'aimiez elle usoit de froideur.
Sy vous souffriezpour s'amourpassion
Qui vient d'aymer de Irop d'affection,
Son doig monstroit, la tristesse de coeur
N'ayant plaisir de vostre grand ardeur
En sec habitz monstroit sansfiction
Qu'elle n'auoitpaour qu'impefection
Peust I'effacer hors de ce loyal oeur.
De vostre mort ie ne vis le peaur
Que meritoit tel maty & seigneur.
Somme de vous elle a eu tout son bien
Et n'a prise ny iamais estime
Vn si grand heur si non puis qu 7/ n 'est sien
Et maintenant dit Vauoir tant ayme. (s. 5)

Quhen you louit hyr sche usit cauldnes,
Gif you suffrith for hir luif passioun,
That cummith of to greit affectioun of luife:
Hyr sadnes schew the tristesse of hyr hart,
taking na plesure of zour vehement burning,
In hyr clothing scho schew unfaynitly
That sche had na feir, that imperfection
Could deface hyr out of that true hart.

The rival even manipulates language for her own expedient purpose:

Et voudroil bien man amy deceuoir
Par les escriptz tout fardez de sqauoir
Quipourtant n'est on son esprit croissant
A ins emprunte de quelque autheur eluissant.
A faint tresbien un enuoy sans I'auoir
Et toutesfois sesparollesfardez,
Sespieurs, sesplaincts remplis de fictions,
Et ses hautz cris & lamentations,
Ont tant gaigne quipar vous sont gardez
Ses lettres escripts ausquels vous donnesfoy
Et si I'aymez & croyezplus que moy. (s. 6)

And wald fayne deceiue my loue,
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By writinges and paintit learning,
Quhilk nat the lesse did not breid in hir braine,
Bot borrowit from sum feate authour,
To fayne one sturt, and haif none.
And for all that hyr paintit wordis,
Hyr teares, hyr plaintes full of dissimulation,
And hir hye cryes and lamentations
Hath won that poynt, that ze keip in store,
Hir letters and writinges, to quhilk you geif trust,
Ye, and louest and beleuist hyr more than me.

The good lover's words are those of truth which are made 'authoritative' through their

sheer, plaintive honesty. Yet that wife and lover should symbolise the dualism

between material and non-material is a paradox; for the lover, the rival, whose love is

sanctioned by spiritual and moral richness, is seen to make the greatest material

sacrifice of her physical self.

Further paradoxes may be found, though the lover may offer herself as a

paradigm of virtue, by her own admission, she is condemned by the moral judgements

of others: 'I'ay hazardepour luy & nom & conscience' (s. 1,1. 11, 'I haue put in hasard

for him baith fame and conscience...'; 'Moy vous obeyssant i'enpuis receuoir blasme'

(s.3, 1.2, 'I for luifing you may receiue blame...'). Yet perhaps the greatest and most

difficult of conceptual paradoxes is that which presents the loved one as a paradigm of

Neoplatonic virtues: 'Celuy qui n'a en sens, ny en vaillance,/En beaute, en bonte, ny

en constancelPoint de segonde'(s. 4, 11. 12-14); 'Him that hath none.../In beauty, in

bounty, in truth nor in constancy/Ony second'. She calls him her 'seul bien & man seul

esperance' (s.7, 1.3, 'onely upholder' of her life), seeking to preserve herself for him

intact: 'Pour luy ie veux garder sante el vie'; 'For him J will conserve helth and life'.

Her greatest'grandheur' would be 'd'avoirpart en ce couer'.

Yet in his act of rape, the loved one is condemned by those very standards

which render him her object of desire; he seems to perceive her only as mere matter.

Bembo roundly condemns the lover
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who so thynketh in possessynge the bodye to injoye beawtie, he is farr
deceived,and is moved to it not wyth true knowleadge by the choise of
reason, but wyth false opinyon by the longinge of sense

Matter, the form of the bodily, is frequently conceived in terms of corruption:

Plotinus writes of the 'ugliness in the soul' derived from the 'infection and pollution' of

matter; Bembo chastises 'corruptible bodies'53. Further, in identification with the

impure and bodily the lover is relegated to an orthodoxy of antifeminism: the innate

association ofwoman and mere mattefH

This reduction of the feminine is ironic given that Mary's sequence in part

seeks to exonerate the identification of the lover's desire with conventional female

cupiditas. She is anxious that her love is devalued by reason of its femininity: 'Vans

estimez mesparolles du vent./Vous depeignez de cire mon las coeurfVous me pensez

femme sans iugement\ You think my wordis be bot wind:/You paint my verry hart as it

wer of waxe./You imagine me ane woman without judgement;/And all that increassis

my burning'(s.7,11. 10-14) Here, she rejects the alliance of woman with emotion, man

with rationality by (wittily, it seems) laying claim to both reason and ardeur^. A
greater paradox perhaps is found in the sequence's discourses of self-renunciation and

self-assertion. There is a voice which proclaims willing subjugation, of 'corps, du

coeur qui ne refuse paine' (in the first sonnet as if to anticipate the ninth), and one

which hotly defends herself and her integrity: 7/ cognoistra sans fainte obeyssance'

(s.2, 1.12) Like the true Neoplatonic lover, she seeks to render herself 'worthy of an

exchange of love'. Yet in dutifully assuming a quasi-Neoplatonic moral humility,

Mary's lover is self-abnegating. This might suggest the intrinsic powerlessness of the

female lover which the rape sonnet only endorses as proof: 'tout a luy, & n'ay autre

voulloir'(s, 2, 1.4, though she seeks also to reclaim 7c but de mon desir'). Though the

As in Gli Asolani: 'this earthly burden...will turn to dust...': trans. RudolfB. Gottfried (Indiana
University Press, 1934), p. 71.
54 Castiglione, II Cortegiano trans. Thomas Hoby ed. Virigina Cox (Everyman, 1994), p. 224,
derived from Aristotelian biology.

For a comprehensive survey of the Renaissance identification ofwoman with sensuality,
infirmitas, and weakened rationality from a variety of sources see Ian Maclean, The Renaissance Notion
ofWoman (Cambridge University Press. 1980), pp. 16-17.
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sequence might present an ironic travesty of poetic convention (Neoplatonic

metaphors of the bodily), does it not overall depict woman as victim: of the male

hegemonic structures of sexual desire, and of a literary system in general which

condemns woman to the role ofmourning unreciprocated desire?56

The deeply sensitive nature of Mary's sonnets provocatively challenges how a

feminist reading practice might 'recuperate' such moments of complicity: to read the

sequence 'as a woman or as a man' suggests that one either reads empathically or

voyeuristically).

Existing commentary upon the rape that allegedly occurred at Dunbar

reproduces the dictum that the sexually violated woman can still desire the

perpetrator of that violation. Marshall, Thomson and Plaidy contrive naive

justifications about Mary's complicity in the rape ('the rape was for her an enjoyable

experience'^?) which merely echo the ugly assumptions of Mary's detractors who

implied that Bothwell seized and 'ravished' her with her full consent, and the

renaissance misogynists who conceived woman as a morally frail, sexually unbridled

creature.

The profundity of Mary's sonnets partly consists of their challenging the

received terms or languages by which Renaissance lyric desire is conceived.

Frequently, the 'discource of venus' (Mary Wroth's phrase) is simply swept under

monolithic categories such as Petrarchism. The sexual contradictions and

multiplicities of Mary's sonnets - the ardent reclamation of female desire which

exposes male sexual rapacity and yet portrays the desiring woman as compliant and

submissive - might easily be conceived as reworkings of Petrarchism's quintessential

What Jensen terms 'the insistent trope offemale suffering': Katharine A. Jensen, 'Male Models
ofFeminine Epistolarity; or, How to Write Like a Woman in Seventeenth-Century France', in Goldsmith
ed., Writing The Female Voice . Essays on Epistolary Literature (London: Pinter, 1989), pp. 25 - 45
(33).
57 Plaidy, op. citp. 129.
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trope: namely that the lover exists in and by states of contradiction (the Catullan

paradox, odi el amo). It might be intellectually 'justified' by being held to accomodate
the conventional Renaissance theory of dual loves, one sensual, the other intellectual,

as symbolised by the distinction between the vulgar (earthly) and celestial (heavenly)

Venus. This is essentially a theory of two types of secular love, virtuous and vicious.

This oscillation between self-denial and self-vindication befire the beloved

prompts other speculation. If one does concede that the sonnets are the invention of

Marian adversaries, then then they could be cited as evidence that Mary's amour vrai

had led her to the most politically dangerous form of self-renunciation. It is also worth

observing how such readings (the feminist desire of recuperation) are founded on the

apparent incompatibility of a desire both self-abasing and self-glorifying. Might the

desire itself to impose coherence upon these sonnets not be a fallacious attempt to

impose mastery upon a work in which contradiction is of the essence? In an attempt

not to 'master' or foreclose the rich open-endedness of the sonnets, the chapter

suggests the possibility that the poems embrace God, and glorify feminine desire in

this abrogation of the corrupt earthly male beloved. 58

Intimations ofdivine love 'de vous seul ie cerche 1'alHance' (s.9, 1.14): there may

be a third interlocutor in Mary's sequence, and who might be her God whom she

invokes in the first and last sonnets to preserve both her beloved and the love she

bears him. Indeed, the lover implores that God instruct her in the attainment of 'amour

& ferine affection':

0 Dieux ayez de moy compassion,
Et m 'enseignez quellepreuue certain
Iepuis donner qui ne luy semble vain

See Xaviere Gauthier, New French Feminisms. An Anthology eds. Elaine Marks and Tsabelle de
Courtivron (Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1980), pp. 161-164(164).
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0 Goddis haue ofme compassioun,
And schew quhat certaine profe
1 may geif, which shall nat seme to him vaine (s. 1,11. 1-3)

As the closing statement of the violation sonnet, it signifies a sudden change of

pronoun for the beloved has formerly been addressed as 'il/lui. It may be that the

latter deictic confers a distance and impersonality on the beloved who perpetrated the

act; that the beloved whom she desires avec le coeur can only be addressed or

conceived in a separate grammatical (and emotional) existence.

Yet that there is a divinity implicit within this new union can still be made a

persuasive conjecture. At moments throughout the sequence, her love is literally

unworldly: 'le veuxpour luy au rnonde renoncer:/Ie veuxmourirpour luy auancer;

'I will for his saik renounce the warld/I will die to set him forwart...' (s. 1, 11. 12-13).

One might suggest that the ninth sonnet shelters the possibility of mystic love,

redolent of the erotic martyrdom exemplified by medieval female mystics. In an act of

loving adoration, the body is sacrificed to God. The anguished literal corporeality of

the 'union' with the secular lover might end with this access to the spiritual: 'For love's

work is this: to desire the most intimate union, the closest adhesion to that state in

which the soul abandons herself to love.../« love and affliction she is ready to endure

everything^9
By this implicit embrace of divinely sanctioned amour vrai, Mary's sequence

appears to conform to the conventional denouement of the Renaissance sonnet

sequence. Yet even if one grants Mary's sequence the divine protagonist, it does not

emulate the clear spiritual progress of most sequences, beginning in the earthly,

moving onwards and upwards as it were, to end in sanctification. Though the

arrangement of the sonnets cannot be authorially endorsed, it is still pertinent to

observe that the first sonnet after the violation text still pledges faith in this fallen,

secular beloved.

Beatrice ofNazareth, The SevenManners ofLove, In Her Words. Women's Writings in the
History ofChristian Thought ed. Amy Oden (Abingdon Press, 1994), p. 125
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A quay i'estudiray pout tousiours vous co[m]plaire
Sans aymer rien que vous, soubz la subiection
De quije veux sns nulle fiction
Viure & mourir & a ce i'obtempere (s. 10,11.11-14)

This litany of sacrifices strongly suggests that the lover seems to seek and demand of

herself a kind ofmartyrdom. In their totality, these sonnets seem to exalt female love

(not the rival's, which does come perilously near to a female stereotype but the true

feminine mode of loving) as being far superior in moral terms to the male lover who

fails to perceive, or emulate, the love's true /of Female physical frailty (emblematised

by the rape) is countered by the spiritual triumph of feminine loving.

This notion of quasi-heroic sacrifice in pursuit of a spiritual ideal - whether we

constitute that as divine love, or as that of the perfected secular lover - is echoed in

recent readings of Mary Wroth's and Veronica Stampa's amatory sonnet sequences

which also stress the virtuous renunciations of the female lover. According to Beilin,

Wroth's 'Pamphilia to Amphilanthus' 'glorifies a love which affirms and sanctifies the

primacy of woman's virtue...'60. Stampa, in Jones's reading, portrays 'her own heroism

in suffering. In this couple, constancy and strength belong to the woman'61. Gravdal
observes Hrotsvitha's transformation of 'the hagiographic troping of rape' by her

depiction of 'male violence against women as a way to represent female virtue,

courage and power'62 One might argue that this is a reactionary rather than radical

gesture: that this affirmative martyrdom is merely the glorified endorsement of

conventional female gestures of humility, suffering, sacrifice. It might at the most

reductive level be held as a further accommodation of the 'conduct-book discourses'

which Jones observes are subsumed into women writers' lyrics to preempt moral

Elaine V. Beilin. Redeeming Eve. Women Writers of the English Renaissance (Princeton
University Press, 1987), p. 242, endorsed by Jones, The Currency ofEros op. cit., pp. 141-7.
61 Jones, ibid., pp. 135-6,

Kathryn Gravdal, Ravishing Maidens: writing rape in medieval French literature (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1991), p. 41: her Praefatio proclaims 'cum femina fragilitas vinceret et
virilis robur confusionis subiaccret' (p. 27).
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censure^. Yet, without proposing a constricting essentialism for the highly diverse

body of early women's amatory poetry, it is still interesting to observe this recurring

transformation of the female lover.

That Mary's sequence eludes absolute or authoritative judgement is not a

critical evasion of its complexities; this quality of elusiveness is itself a facet of the

desire which the sonnets almost reluctantly disclose. The overwhelming sense gleaned

from these sonnets in Mary's name is of a love wholly enclosed in its own intensity but

also insubstantial, imperfect, incomplete. As attested by the ironic adoration of a

flawed beloved, the lover's lucidly expounded ideal of ideal of amour vrai fails to find

(at least human) embodiment. This paradoxical desire for a desire in itself

unattainable and impossible to realise is beautifully glossed by Leone's account of a

desire rooted only in imagination,

whose object is not the particular thing that we desire, since that has no actual
being, but only the idea [concetto] of this thing derived from its generic being,
and the object of such love is not particular, and therefore it is not real love if a
real object be lacking to it, but only a thing simulated or imagined, for desire
of such a thing is devoid of real love...64

One might propose that Mary's portrait of desire is founded on a concetto, or the

imaginative beatification, of desire: there are frequent allusions to its potential, and to

the possibility of the eternal"^' 'Mon amour croist & plus en plus croistra/tant que ie

viuray, & liendray a grandheur, 1 'ant seulement d'avoirpart en ce coeud (s.8,11.1-3).

Ironic 'amour courtois' 'De vous seruir': Mary's sonnets possess one clear,

intrinsic irony. Whether written in a transparently sovereign capacity or not, these

sonnets invert the usual hierarchical relation between the abject male lover and the

aloof, socially superior donma of the archetypal love lyric (superficially, the genre

exemplifies exceptional female power. If the biographical reading is imposed, then

63
op. cit., p. 34
Nesca A. Robb, Neoplatonism of the Italain Renaissance (London, 1934), p. 209.
In the Meditation, Mary movingly writes of 'mon lieu de franchise': a private inner sanctum.
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this relation acquires a further ironic inversion as the political and social subject

(Bothwell) is made sovereign; and the sovereign places herself 'soubz la subiection'

(s. 10, 1.12). Neoplatonic love doctrine, which asserts that love is always held by an

inferior for a superior, is made politically ironic:

Entre ses mains & en son pleinpouuoir
Ie metz man filz, mon honneur, & ma vie,
Manpais, mes subiectz, mon ame assubiectie...

In his handis and in his full power
I put my sonne, my honour, and my lyif,
My contry, my subiects, my soule al subdewit... (s. 2,11. 1-3)

Pour luy tons mes amis i'estime moins que rien,
Et de mes ennemis je veux esperer hien

For him I esteme all my firends les then nathing,
And 1 will haue gude hope ofmy enemeis. (s.l, 11. 10-11)

These can easily be construed as Mary's resignation of political authority though here

one is tempted to suspect that her adversaries are guilty of textual interference:

'pais...subiectz...fils' are politically contentious)66 Marriage to Bothwell was

generally condemned even by those sympathetic to the Marian cause as his intentions

were generally construed as machiavellian^?. Mary's own defence of her marriage (at

least in the recorded letter to French royalty) emphasises Bothwell's political loyalty,

his exemplary conduct as her subject: 'he gaif his haill study to the furthsetting of oure

authoritie', and suppresses uprisings against the queen while she is sensitive to the

'mon filz' in the CUL MS is glossed as 'the king his sone, for it apperit she menit th'erll
bothwell...'.

Full biographies of Bothwell can be found in Frederik Schiern, Life of James Hepburn Earl of
Bothwell trans. David Berry (first pub. 1863; Edinburgh, 1880), especially pp. 93-100 on Bothwell's
political aspirations and, citing a letter by Bothwell, how Mary 'm'a tres liberale' (93-4). See also
Humphrey Drummond, The Queen's Man. James Hepburn. Earl ofBothwell and Duke ofOrkney 1536-
1578 (London, 1975), and Robert Gore-Brown, Lord Bothwell (London, 1937). The latter proposes that
Anna Throndsson, with whom Bothwell had an affair before marriage to Lady Jean Gordon, wrote the
sonnets attributed to Mary, and tailors the sonnets to fit a new biographical narrative (pp. 106-9, 412-
415). I have not encountered this proposal elsewhere, it cannot be substantiated, and the ascription to
Mary nevertheless remains.
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displeasures of those 'that mvcht not abyde his advancement'^. She observes how

Bothwell's ' effort to 'purches oure gude will' by 'humble sute' cannot disguise the

ruthless ambitions of one who is, in her own words, her 'borne subject'69
The political and sexual inversions to which Mary confesses in her letter occur

without ironic comment in the sonnets: the sovereign submits to the 'volonte' of her

subject (s.9,1.8), and pledges 'a I'obeyr & seruir loyaument' (s.8,1.10). This represents

a 'sovereign love'^O which is directly contrary to the political eroticism of Elizabeth or

even James, perhaps even a demythologising of sovereign inaccessibility; the

sovereign body is sexualised, culpable of desire and error ('i'ay mesprise I'honneur').

In inventing herself purely as a lover, Mary seems literally to deny or abrogate her

sovereignty as if it is an impediment to desire. One might suggest that in the sonnets

Mary ironically reinvents herself. As the lyrics of Scott and the Bannatyne

manuscript, they are preoccupied with linguistic and emotional artifice. In Mary's

lyrics, purity of both word and self is desired^ 1.

Mary's sonnet sequence discloses too much and too little. It both renounces

and conforms to the common languages of Renaissance lyric desire. It depicts woman

as fallen and as sexually vulnerable; and yet offers an account of rape in a female

voice wholly different from the travesties of female speech enclosed by the framework

of a male narrator in texts which depict sexual violence against women. It reveals a

new female desecration, in Bembo's phrase,of 'the darknesse of the body'. Yet desire

itself is never sacrificed whether we read the ultimate form of desire as being for God

or for the lover whom her moral imagination still seeks to redeem. Sexuality and
68 Labanoff op. cit., vol 2, p. 34. 36.

In a defence ofBothwell's 'faythfiill and uprycht service' in letter to Melvil, May 1567,
Labanoff, op. cit., vol 2, p. 15.

The phrase is Louise Fradenburg's in her acute definition of 'sovereign love' in City, Marriage.
Tournament. Arts of Rule in Late Medieval Scotland (University ofWisconsin Press, 1991): 'sovereignty
promises a fantastic, a perfect but imaginary closure to the very yearning it brings into being'

In her elegy, Mary arguably achieves the paradox of eschewing a sovereign persona though it
was interpreted as a public act of poetic mourning. Her two sonnets to Elizabeth, however, represent an
interestingly different fusion of sovereignty and politics
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spiritual desire are potently combined. There is an implicit desire to renounce the

bodily though the sequence remains inextricably anchored in the material.

Mary's sonnets resist assimilation into the conventional canon of Renaissance

amatory lyric, resembling Monique Wittig's provocative definition of the literary

Trojan horse: 'Any work with a new form...is always produced in hostile territory. And
the stranger it appears, nonconforming, unassimilable, the longer it will take for the

Trojan Horse to be accepted'^-. Mary's lover insists upon the uniqueness of her desire:
'Non par mes pleurs ou fainte obeyssance,/Come aulres ont fait, mats par diuers

espreuue (s. 2; 11. 13-14); 'Not be my weping, or faynit obedience,As other haue done,
bot be uther experience'. That female desire has not been imagined, or confessed, in

this way before is declared by the lover herself who takes 'la main au papier'.

The Maitland quarto (1586)

The sonnets ascribed to Mary offer evidence that the female subject position

(the rendering of desire as feminine) challenges the representational and symbolic

adequacy of the conventional lyric repertoire of male desire. Two female-voiced lyrics

drawn from the Maitland quarto, the 'Elagie' assigned to 'G.H.' and the anonymous 'As

phebus bnchf, sustain this argument^ Whether or not written by a woman (a

persuasive possibility as discussed below), the female subject of these lyrics dissents

from orthodoxy in two profound ways. Each poem is a critique of the institution of

marriage (its social, sexual and moral impositions upon woman), and of heterosexual

72 Monique Wittig, 'The Trojan Horse', The Straight Mind and other essays (London: Harvester
Wheatsheaf, 1992), p. 69.

The 'Elagie' is found on IT. 102v-105r, and 'As phebus bricht' on ff. 78v-79v ofCUL PL 1408,
transcribed and published as The Maitland Quarto Manuscript edited by W.A. Craigie, STS, (Edinburgh.
Blackwood, 1920), pp. 208-13, and pp. 160-2. 'G.H.' has not yet been identified. A female-voiced poem
does not mean, apriori, that its author is female. But the signature composed merely of initials, as
Wendy Wall claims (of the printed MS), 'teased the audience into playing wordgames, trying to construct
possible meanings': 'Disclosures in Print: The "Violent Enlargement" of the Renaissance Voyeuristic
Text', SEL 29 (1989), pp. 34-59 (50). Part of this conscious interpretative dilemma may have involved
the ambiguity of gender; Mary Maitland's creative role in the MS is considered in detail below,
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desire. It is vital that both these lyrics be contextualised within their manuscript:

without awareness of the literary, cultural and (especially salient in the case of the

Maitland manuscripts) moral contexts which envelop the lyrics, the significant

intervention of the female voice might remain muted.

The two manuscripts commonly known as the Maitland quarto and folio are

associated (in terms of authorship, compilation, and transcription) with Sir Richard

Maitland of Lethington (cl496-1586) and his family, and implicated in their courtly,

social and political circles. Maitland himself was a political presence at the courts of

both Mary and James^4. His own political, moral and social lyrics present a body of

work at once intensely narrow in its immediate contemporary preoccupations (the

crises of commonwealth and Reformation) yet almost visionary in its breadth of moral

and political redress'A The quarto contains ninety five poems, and explicitly

identifies seven different authors, principally Maitland himself (ascribed forty two

lyrics) and Alexander Arbuthnot to whom six are ascribed^. To a much greater

degree than the folio, the quarto conveys the impression that it served as a family

commonplace book, both celebration and commemoration of the Maitland family.

The quarto closes with a series of laudatory epitaphs and funerary poems on the death

74 His long career included appointments as an Extraordinary Lord of Session (1554), an
Ordinary Lord of Session (1561), and as Keeper of the Privy Seal in 1562. A fuller biography of
Maitland can be found in The Scots Peerage. 9 vols (Edinburgh, 1904), vol 5; in George Eyre-Todd,
Scottish Poetry of the Sixteenth Century (Glasgow, 1892), pp. 183-212; and in David Irving, Lives of
the Scottish Poets (Edinburgh. 1804), pp. 147-56.

Surveys of the folio and quarto (of varying length and detail) are given in Agnes Mure-
MacKenzie, An Historical Survey of Scottish Literature till 1714 (London, 1933), pp. 134ff; J.H, Millar,
A Literary History of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1902) pp. 201-7; Helena Shire, Song. Dance and Poetry of
the Court ofKing James VI of Scotland (Cambridge University Press, 1969) (though she is concerned
only with the folio's copy of the 'Bankis ofHelicon)'; Alasdair A. MacDonald, 'Religious Poetry in
Middle Scots', A History of Scottish Literature. 4 vols (Aberdeen University Press, 1988), vol 1 ed.
R.D.S. Jack, pp. 125-40 (91, 102) on religious poems; Gregory Kratzmann, 'Sixteenth Century Secular
Poetry', in History ed. Jack, pp. 115; 118; 120, both ofwhich provide the most sensitive critical
readings, see also Jenny Wormald, Court. Kirk and Community: Scotland 1470-1625 (London, 1981),
pp. 97, 137, 152-3, 166, for further historical background.

The other named writers are John Maitland ('J. Maitland', 'J.M.'), Alexander Montgomerie,
James VI by the sole inclusion of'Sen thocht is frie'; Thomas and Robert Hudson.
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of Maitland and his wife Mariota; allusions abound to the Maitland 'lyne and

lineage'77.
That the manuscript (as the folio) serves partly as a document of contemporary

politics is justified by the wealth of allusions to contemporary events. This suggests a

span of over thirty years from the manuscripts' inception to their apparent completion

in 1586 (the Marian period especially is distilled through a celebration ofMary's first

marriage, and several poetic addresses in the mode of the advice to princes tradition);

composition of the 'Elagie' and 'As phebus brichf cannot be defined more precisely

than the period cl 550-86.

Outwith the two female voiced poems, the quarto offers a slender body of love

lyrics that do not have a counterpart in the folio's generally satiric, and frequently

darker, excursions into the genre, for example, of female complaint and chanson

d'aventure. This particular strain of quarto love lyric might be termed commonplace,

mostly unremarkable in emotional and rhetorical terms. This very quality of

orthodoxy may have rendered them fitting for inclusion within a manuscript which

appears intended only for intimate or private circulation. The repeated emphasis upon

the 'virtue' rather than the beauty of the female beloved might suggest that some were

poetic complements intended for Maitland's daughters^. Such lyrics, dressed in a

conventionally decorative language of seduction and courtship, might allude to or be

part of the courtship of a Maitland daughter. In the lyric, 'In prais of ane Gentle

woman', the beloved is a moral 'luiking glas' for all 'ladyis fair'; she is almost

exonerated from being an object of desire in the first placed

' 'Epitaph of sir R. Maitland knight' by 'T.H.', which may be Thomas Hudson; Robert Hudson's
'Thy surname Maitland'; 'Epitaphe vpon the death of the right honourable Sir Richard Metland Knight
Lord ofLeidington'; 'A luid of him self and his ladyie quho dies on his burial day'; the four 'visioun'
sonnets; 'O deith allace'; 'O cruel death'.

Helen Maitland, married John Cockburn ofClerkington (30 September, 1560); Isabella
Maitland (d 1621), married James Heriot of Trabroun (1 October, 1560); Mary Maitland (d 1596),
married Alexander Lauder (25 June, 1586); Elizabeth Maitland, married William Douglas of
Whittinghame: this information is derived from The Scots Peerage, vol 5, and (in the case of female
heirs) is accordingly limited.
79 ibid., f. 118v, 11. 2-3, STS p. 242.
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The quarto's concept of the feminine, however, is more varied, and less

charitable. A frequent equation is drawn between female vanity and social profligacy.

Burgess wives are chastised for aspiring towards social and material gentility and

courtliness, the trappings of this seemingly pernicious material ornamentation

attentively described^. This conservative distaste for social mobility is reflected in

another aspect of conduct book discourse: 'God grant our ladeis chastetie/Wisome

meiknes and grauitie/And haue na will to weir/Thair clething full of vanitie'°l. The
conventional genre of the molestiae nuptiarum may be endowed with contemporary

social cogency. Such poetry appeals for regulation within political and domestic

states; female unruliness should be tamed.

These lyrics provide an important moral, social and political context against

which the two lyrics transgress, and provocatively redress, this threatened elision of

the female subject position. Analysis of the lyrics is prefaced by consideration of a

poem which is itself a literal preface to the 'Elagie', the anonymous 'With siching sad

and surging sorrow soir'82
The sheer affective power of the 'wofull' female voice is here attested by a

narrator compelled, not merely 'to turne my face away/from hering of the wofull

werye schout', but to echo her sense of mortality and philosophical quietude. The

plainant, described as if by an 'inverse' blason^, mourns the Joss of 'ane friend with

murning vaill/amang the muses nurichit with thair flouris'. Yet this particularised

80 'Sum wyfes of the borroustoun, ff lr-3r, STS pp. 1-6; 'To my lordis of renoun', ff. 11 lv-113v,
STS pp. 226-30.
81 f. 6r, STS p. 12,11. 51-4.
82 See Lawrence Lipking, Abandoned Women and Poetic Tradition (University of Chicago Press,
1988); and the insightful essay by Ruth Padel, 'Putting the Words into Women's Mouths', London Review
ofBooks, 23 January, 1997, pp. 12-17. Two general studies ofthe 'early' female voice may here be
noted: John Kerrigan ed. Motives ofWoe: Shakespeare and 'Female Complaint'. A Critical Anthology
(Oxford, 1991), and the collection of essays Vox Feminae: studies in medieval women's song edited by
John F. Plummer (Kalamazoo, Michigan, 1981). The former notes that the rarity of the female 'framing
"I"' in medieval poetry stems from its perceived lack of cultural authority, and emphasises the highly
rhetorical nature ofmany female-voiced complaints as the result of the male poet's oratorical display.

'Hir bodye small wes widderit and berent/as is the staik quhilk someris drouth opprest/hir visage
pale declarit hir to beschent/In sichis and sobbis reposit wes hir rest/hir febill handis togidder oft scho
prest'.
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sorrow is enfolded by a lament turned inward on herself, her predestined

'mishap...drerie destanie'. She declares herself an exemplary figure of sorrow - a

'mirrour of mishap' - but she appears also as an incarnation of Henryson's Cresseid: in

her protestations against her 'nauchtie friuoll stait', and in her consequent 'discovery'

of worldly mutability. In the immediate context of the quarto, this 'piteous wicht'

offers an image of female pathos which aptly presages the 'Elagie".v poignant beloved.

Plaining women frequently appear in other (English) manuscript miscellanies,

attesting the innate (and eternal) aesthetic and emotive appeal of the isolated, fragile

female figure. One might conjecture that the canon of Scottish female voiced plaint

has particular generic roots in the Testament: that the voice of Cresseid, the

abandoned beloved, moral transgressor, and ultimately female philosopher, has a

ghostly articulation in later Scottish female-voiced lyrics.

Both the quarto lyrics, but especially the 'Elagie', are rooted in genres of

conventional female plaint: the Ovidian model of the Hcroides. the mal mariee, and

the suasoricfi4 In their absorption of these generic influences, the lyrics arguably

invest them with greater moral and psychological complexity. In their immediate

context, they give voice to the silenced female recipient of the other Maitland

amatory lyrics; their female protagonists actively seek a lover, and possess sexual

autonomy.

'Ane Elagie translatit out ofJrenche in English meter' The genre of elegy

and its significant role in the formation of a distinct Scottish amatory genre is

suggested by Montgomery's translation of another French epitre amoureuse, and the

repeated use of the term 'elegy' for generic classification in other manuscript

X4 On versions ofOvid in the Renaissance see L P Wilkinson, Ovid Recalled (CUP, 1955), p.
404ff, on the Pleiade's appropriation of Ovidian sources and on English versions ofOvidian epistle; on
the Heroides in particular Florence Verducci, Ovid's Toyshop of the Heart : "Epistolae Heroidum"
(Princeton University Press, 1985).
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miscellanies*^. The 'frenche' text to which the quarto lyric alludes is the twentieth

elegy of Clement Marot's La Suite de l'adolescence Clementine (1533) in which a

woman mourns the failure of her marriage*^. Mirroring the practice of much Scottish

translation in the period, this poem recreates rather than merely translates (invents

rather than imitates in Jamesian terms) Marot's poem, transmuting in ways other than

the purely verbal the despairing Marotic wife into a lover who both submits to, and

yet affirms herself in, love of God.

The uniqueness of the female voice is almost preempted by one evocative

couplet:

& thocht the sillie bird into hir caidge
Wareis hir taker in hir awin langage (11. 90-1) (my emphasis)

What precisely is this language which the spurned wife claims as uniquely hers, a

voice which is both an admission of helplessness (the image conventionally suggests

fragility*^) and yet verbally a sign of resistance; that is an effort of angry communion

with the keeper, her husband (or in the terms of her own earlier conceit, the fowler),

and yet remains encased in its own confessed solipsism ('hir awin langage')?^^ This

85 Notably, in NLS MS 2065, published in vol 1 of The Works ofWilliam Fowler ed. Henry W.
Meikle et a/., 3 vols (Edinburgh and London, 1912-39) as being 'of doubtful authenticity'.

Oeuvres Lvriques ed. C.A. Mayer (Athlone Press, 1964), pp. 260-3. In the original edition it
was entitled 'L'infortunee en mariage', followed by a rondeau which reiterates the elegy's plea of injustice
(this rondeau, LXII, is placed after Marot's elegy in the 1534 but not 1538 edition; for text see Mayer
ed., p. 131). This rondeau elaborates on rather than innovatively develops the principle complaint; the
latter, I shall claim, is the achievement of the Scottish translation. For a variety of criticism of elegy XX,
see V.L. Saulnier, Les Elegies de Clement Marot (Paris. 1968), p.50, 84, 93; Gertrude S. Hanisch, Love
Elegies of the Renaissance: Marot. Louise Labe and Ronsard (Stanford French and Italian Studies v. 15)
(Saratoga, California: AnimaLibri, 1979), p. 27; P.M.Smith, Clement Marot. Poet of the French
Renaissance (Athlone Press, p. 163), Robert Griffin, Clement Marot and the Inflections of Poetic Voice
(University of California Press, 1974), p. 21. Anne Lake Prescott, French Poets and the English
Renaissance. Studies in Fame and Transformation (Yale University Press, 1978), observes that elegy XX
was translated by Humffey Gifford in Posie ofgilloflowers (1580). She dismisses the literary quality of
Gifford's elegy but comments that 'he was nevertheless forward-looking in attempting the elegy' (p. 12).
She notes but does not comment on the MQ lyric in a footnote (p. 243).

Griffin, op. cil., p. 21 attributes the image of the caged bird to 11. 306-23 of Le Roman de la
Rose.

There are implications of imprisonment and innocence, and the implicit threat of the fowler
silencing the bird by violence.
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particular inflexion of the feminine voice between power and resignation rhetorically

instances the plainant's larger vacillations between renunciation and affirmation.

1 am phoenix of all ladyis desolat
& but all caus the most infortunat
that is or wa or yit perchance salbe
1 am exampill of all miserie...^9

Her 'Elagie' consists of many declarations: she first defines herself in absolute terms

by the existential assertion 'I am' (11. 4, 11, 14). These assertions of identity culminate

in her married state ('as 1 am wyife') which entails certain prerequisites (both wife and

husband should be faithful and obedient to each other). Likewise her concept of

virtuous love (examined below) rests on similarly absolute and unequivocal

foundations: 7 knaw it is convenient/Becaus I knaw it is ane semelie thing' (my

emphasis). As in the French text, the lover's opening words voice her dissent from the

classical archetypes of abandoned women: Dido, 'Sapho & monye otheris mo' (11.17,

24 )90.

Although these allusions are part of the complaint genre's rhetorical fabric,

their pertinence is moral: unlike theirs, her desire is not illicit but rests on the

supposedly secure foundation of marriage9'. Her marriage's fall from grace stems

from the loss of the preordained, absolute value to the words - the verbal signs - of

'husband...wyife': 'the husband to the deathe man euer abyide/Gud or bad or quhat sort

euer he be...' (11.28-9).

It is this question of the supposed parity of the married state that justifies the

perception of both French and Scottish texts as explorations of the married woman's

89 The claim to exemplariness is characteristic of the plaint mode in general.
1

'Las, je me plains, non point comme Dido/Frappee au cueur du dard de Cupido./Ja ne m'orriez
alleguer en mes plainctes/Le mien Amant, comme Sapho et maintes...': 11. 15-18. For the epistle ofDido
to Aeneas, see Ovid's Heroides VII; of Sappho to Phaon, see XV.

The state of (a) marriage is what the lyric pursues: but interwoven through the marital discourse
are occasional phrases reminiscent of, for example, the terms ofamour courtois: 1. 99 alludes to the
possibility of taking 'ane servitour' who would praise her; and she shuns the quintessential (literary)
aspect of secular courtship, 'love balladis'. In that sense, the relation ofobligation and debt so
vehemently expressed in lines 25-40 removes the poem's philosophy of love from more conventional
Petrarchan and Neoplatonic frameworks.
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legitimate power and autonomy. Through both there is an implicit textual weave of

scriptural and humanistic commentary on the woman's part in marriage. The elegy
seems to gesture towards the (Protestant) idea of companionate marriage allegedly

founded in the controversy over woman's spiritual equality^ In his instructive

treatise for women in 1523, Juan Luis de Vives proposes precisely what the 'Elagie"s

lover desires: marriage 'for certayne company of lyfe, and continuall felowshype.

Neyther the name of husbande is a name of bodely pleasure, but of unytie and

affyntee'9->. That such unytie is founded on the woman's responsibility (or sacrifice,

as in the 'Elagie') is expressed by Barbaro:

Now we shall speak of conjugal love, whose great power and high ignity
almost always created - as we know from many great thinkers - a pattern of
perfect friendship...I should like a wife to love her husband with such
great delight, faithfulness, and affection that he can desire nothing more in
diligence, love, and goodwill...'9^.

Yet where Vives and Barbaro imputes responsibility for such marital harmony to the

92 On women and marriage in the Renaissance see, for example, Constance Jordan, Renaissance
Feminism. Literary Texts and Political Models (Cornell University Press, 1990), pp. 22-25, 45-61, 185-
91 especially; Merry E. Wiesner, Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge University
Press, 1993), pp. 57-8, Olwen Hufton, The Prospect Before Her. A History ofWomen in Western
Europe. Volume One 1500-1800 (Harper Collins Publishers, 1995); Linda T. Fitz,"'What Says the
Married Woman?": Marriage Theory and Feminism in the English Renaissance', Mosaic 13 (1980), pp.
1-22 on the equality debate in popular literature and treatises, and on arranged marriages. Lawrence
Stone's The Family. Sex and Marriage (London: Weidenfield and Nicolson, 1977) offers the classic
account of the rise of companionate marriage (see especially pp. 101-38) and the alleged sanctification of
love in Protestant marriage doctrine, founded on humanist notions ofmarriage modelled on the Pauline
dictum ofChrist's relationship to the church, but which Stone argues, 'ironically facilitates greater
submission of wives in their duty to love and cherish' (p. 138). Jordan, op. cit., pp. 22-5, discusses the
failure of theoretical equality to manifest itself in the domestic, economic and social inferiority (in
relation to the enduring patriarchal model of the household) inflicted on women. See in general Merry
Wiesner, Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge University Press, 1993), pp. 57-9;
Anthony Fletcher, 'The Protestant idea ofmarriage in early modern England', Marriage and Society.
Studies in the Social History ofMarriage ed. R.B. Outhwaite (Europa Publications Ltd., 1981); Martin
Ingram, Church Courts. Sex and Marriage in England 1570-1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1987) for legal and political apects of early modern mariage; Kathleen M. Davies, 'Continuity and
Change in Literary Advice on mariage', in Outhwaite ed. op. cit, pp. 58-80.

Vives, op. cit., Book II, cap. ii, sig. Riiir.
94 Barbaro, Francesco, De re uxoria, in The Earthly Republic. Italian Humanists on Govenroent
and Society edited by Benjamin G Kohl and Ronald G. Witt with Elizabeth B Welles (Manchester
University Press, 1978), p. 196.
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woman (she must placate him 'with pure charitee, mekenes...'"^), the Elagie indicts

the husband.

When the lover asserts that,

to have sic plesour he is Vnworthie
or to ly in that bed of chastetie
of hir to him yat ay faythfull hes bene
or haue the cheirfull blenking of hir Eine
or that ane mouth so modest & plesand
sould smyll on him or call on him husband (11. 45-50)

the sanctified precept of marriage by which the woman submits her body to her

husband is ironically recalled^. These lines convey a paradoxical achievement: she

depicts herself as an object of desire (purity and eroticism are held in tension in the

phrase, 'that bed of chastetie'97), yet her sense of innate virtue compels her to

withdraw herself from her husband's ideologically merited sexual possession of her^S
She seeks custody of her own body (though commanded by God to submit to the

'yoike' in marriage, she gives herself freely - 'Sua of frie Will he hes all this of me').

What she has 'promisit' remains sacrosanct.

This impulse towards a quiet self-glorification animates her celebration of the

'dulcour feminine...quhilk at all tyme ye maist motive hes bene/to gentill hairts of

onye thing alyfe/to move yair myndis maist insensative' (11. 73-6). The poem refuses to

define precisely this uniquely female virtue: perhaps it mirrors (but only, ultimately, to

subvert it) Vives' injunction to the good wife that she 'tourne his furious mynde unto

As in Institutio matrimonii christiani (1526) discussed in Jordan, op. cit., p. 26: she must
'adjust to his temper', and guarantee his well being a part of obedience to governing authority.
Disobedience is a wife's greatest sin: see Edmund Tilney, The Flower ofFreindshippe (1568) edited by
Valerie Wayne (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992), p. 135.

6 Eph:23 and 1 Cor. 11 are the scriptural loci. Consider these comments of Vives's in relation to
the autonomy sought by the 'Elagie"s speaker: 'A woman hath no power ofhyr owne body...(cap. iii, sig.
Siir); 'For in wedlocke the man resembleth the reason, and the woman the body. Nowe reason oughte to
rule, and the body to obeye' (cap iiii, sig. Tivr).

See Woodbridge, op. cit., p. 187, on the wife's 'conventionally passionless but receptive
sexuality'.

cf 2. Cor. 7; 'A woman hath no power of hyr owne body ..[chastity is] 'not thyne, but
committed, and betaken unto thy kepinge by thy husbande' (Vives, Book II, cap. iii, sig. Siir).
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good: and...haue him the more gentyll afterwarde...'. The elegy's 'dulcour' is not purely

a form of subjection but implies the sense of a 'sueit meekness' which tolerates,

endures and - crucially - is ultimately assured of its own inviolate spiritual sanctity.

Yet even this virtue is ultimately withdrawn from the unworthy husband as the

speaker no longer remains, in Vives' phrase, 'subdued and obedient to the man'.

Vigilant of her 'gud honour & fame' (1.103), the lover cannot act otherwise for

the sake of 'god & womanheid' (1. 107). The latter twin allegiance compels the

Scottish writer to recreate Marot's text by portraying in an additional 'epilogue' the

lover's relation to her God^O. Her refusal to seek 'vengeance' on her husband is

sanctioned by divine duty: 'bot sen the lord & his eternall law/hes chairgit me in sic

ane yoike to draw/I not refuis at bidding for to be...' (11. 51-3). Yet in its rejection of

secular love and life, her 'plaint' finds God as its source and end: 'I knaw not ane bot

the eternall lord/...to the only 1 doe my plaint out pour' (11.128-30). In shunning the

authority of her husband and the parents who foolishly compelled her marriage (11.

118-26), she contradicts Vives' assertion that the Christian 'mayden' who acts

disloyally to these secular authorities of parents and husband does so to God: 'If...god,

the churche, thy father and mother, haue geven hym to be thy husbande and thy lorde,

thou must suffre hym...'100. As earlier she endorsed her purity and beauty in relation

to her inferior husband, so now this new relation to God permits her to vindicate

herself and proclaim, 'thow creat me & formit hes of nocht/thow hes me als to that

99 Marot's elegy leaves the plainant communicating her grief to her mother.
11 In the 'Elagie', the speaker rebukes her parents for their misguided advice to her. Vives
instructs the Christian 'mayden' to 'regarde greatly thair [her parents'] commaundements and mekely obey
theim, neyther shewe in mynde countenaunce nor iesture any stubbernes, but reken thim to be as it were
a verie image of almightie god, ye father of all thynges...', Book 1, cap. xv, sig. P-Pv.

There seems to be consensus on the part of historians that the aristocratic or upper class woman
seldom chose her marriage partner without the socially or politically motivated influence of family and
associates. 'Clandestine marriage is discussed in Woodbridge, op. tit., p. 55, 185; Wiesner, op. tit., p.
58. Protestant marriage regulation stressed the importance of parental consent more than its Catholic
counterpart: see Olwyn Hufton, The Prospect Before Her. Women in Europe 1500-1800 (London:
HarperCollins, 1995), pp. 100-3. T.C. Smout, 'Scottish Marriage, Regular and Irregular 1500 - 1940', in
Outhwaite ed., op. tit., pp. 204-36, discusses the issue ofparental consent (213)
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perfectioun brocht/quhairin I am...' (132-3). Unlike the Marotic elegy which leaves

the plainant in an entirely secular realm with her obdurate mother, this invented

epilogue grants her a kind of sublimation or fulfilment.

thocht men be blind yit thow dois cleirlie sie
the lust ressoun is patent in thy sicht
quhy thow me thoillis to be a Wofull Wicht
Quhen thou thinkis gud thow will redres my paine
& gif thowWill that 1 this still remaine
In paine & wo arme me With patience
& gif it pleis thy godlie providence
to send remeid send it In sicker sort
that efter paine I may resaue confort
With honestie without my fyne or schame
Grant this o lord in Iesus christis name. (11. 135-45)

Marofs conceit of the phoenix finds its full apotheosis^. This implied resurrection

is threaded through with implications made complex by virtue of the speaker's

gender. The plainant defies the conduct book prescriptions of the moderate, if not

silent, speech of wives *02 j^s ,n fhe paradox of Mary's amatory sonnets, submission

(1. 64: 'I With all humilitie haue sought') is simultaneous with self-advancement. As a

female lover, she a priori defines her sexual, social and spiritual being in relation to

another (as daughter and wife). In one sense , her relation to God endorses another

pattern of submission. Yet ironically this submission to divine authority results in her

emancipation from the secular authorities that ensured her marital subjection. She

receives an endorsement of her spiritual purity; God perceives her as she truly is. She

finally attains the audience or place of articulation that she seeks (11. 94-5 'to quhome

sail I my painfull wo expres...'). The 'Elagie"s lover is no longer an earthly bride but, in

Vives's phrase, Christ's 'spouse'.

101 'Dessoubz la grand lumiere du Soleil/Ne trouve point le Phenix son pareil;/Et aussi peu je
trouve ma pareille/En juste dueil, qui la mort m'appareille', 11. 7-10.
102 Barbara, op. cit., pp. 194-5.
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'love among women' 'love among women. A configuration that constitutes a

substrate that sometimes mute, sometimes a disturbing force...'103 [n the forty ninth

lyric, female love per se is exalted: a confession of desire from one woman to another

entwining the langauges of amour courtois, conjugal love, Neoplatonic amitie, and

sexual consummation. In one sense, this lyric might be regarded as an offshoot of the

querelle controversy which so importantly underlies the Bannatyne manuscript and,

to a lesser degree, the quarto and folio: attesting not merely the superiority of women's

love (for man) but its moral and sexual self-sufficiency. In essence, it is a poem of

seduction, a eulogy on the the woman beloved, her 'perfectioun', and the implied

'perfectioun' of their union if the natural and social order would permit it.

And as we ar thocht till our wo
nature and fortoun doe coniure
and hymen also be our fo
Yit luif of vertew dois procuire
freindschip and amitie sa suire
with sa greit feruencie and force
Sa constantlie quhilk sail Induire
That not bot deid sail ws divorce (11. 57-64)

It is a portrait of desire imagined or projected rather than achieved; but nevertheless

communicates the intensities of lesbian desire or female homoeroticism (to use

Valerie Traub's informed definition 104). [n sixteenth century Europe it was a poetic

rarity. Donne's 'Sappho to Philaenis' is the commonly cited and commented upon

English example; in French, Ronsard's 'Elegie', published in Elegies, Mascarades et

Bergerie (1565), and Pontus de Tyard's 'Elegie pour une dame enamouree d'une autre

dame', Recueil des nouvelles oeuvres poetiques (1573) are notable examples to which

103 Luce Irigaray, 'Love of Same, Love of Other', An Ethics of Sexual Difference translated by
Carolyn Burke and Gillian C. Gill (Athlone Press: London, 1984), p. 102.

Traub uses the term '..in order to differentiate between, on the one hand, the early modern
legal and medical discourses of sodomy and tribadism and, on the other hand, the modern identificatory
classifications of'lesbian', 'gay', and 'homosexual'. Neither a category of selfnor normatively male, the
term 'homoerotic' retains both the necesary strangeness and historical contiguity between early modern
and postmodern forms of desire': 'The (in)significance of 'lesbian' desire in early modern England',
Erotic Politics. Desire on the Renaissance Stage edited by Susan Zimmerman (Routledge, 1992), p. 156.
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the quarto lyric may well alludeLittle historical evidence survives on which

Renaissance attitudes to female homoeroticism can be reconstructed. Compared to

the recent proliferation of studies on male homosexuality in the Renaissance

(historical and literary), there is little on female same-sex love, owing partly to a lack

of surviving evidence. Wiesner discusses the relatively copious references 'to male

homosexuality in the prescriptive literature of the medieval and early modern periods'

whereas 'the actual trials or accusations of female homosexuality which have come to

light are extremely rare''06 Those critical assessments which do exist tend to be

cautious and dismissive in favour of an anachronistic contemporary ideal of femme-

femme love' 07
In contrast to cursoiy mentions of the elegy by Faderman and Mueller, this

lyric has recently been the subject of an article by Jane Farnsworth'08 ]-jer argument

is based on the premise that the lyric 'both articulates and silences, constructs and

deconstructs homoerotic desire between women''09 present analysis seeks to

analyse in further detail the creation of this consciously duplicitous language, and its

fragile dependence on conventional idioms of desire. In a poem which braids a

For example, as in the quarto poem, the latter holds in similar tension the sexual and spiritual
resonances of its Platonic discourse; men's love is shunned for failing to value honour above beauty; the
exclamation off 32, 'Que femme il m'enamoure, Helas! d'une autre femme', conveys the lover's guilty
sense of travestying norms of desire; like the quarto lyric, the poem recounts conventional historical and
mythological exemplars ofmale love/friendship; significantly, the act of metamorphosis is alluded to -

'me faire autre chose/Que ce qu'ores je suis'. This seems to refer to the apotheosis wrought by 'la douleur'
but I think it is also (as in the MQ) a sexual pun. In brief, Ronsard's elegy concedes that their desire
surpasses 'toute amour ancienne', and praises the type of friendship 'qui toute chose efface...'
106

op. cit., p. 53.
107 See, for example, Lilian Faderman's brief (and largely negative) chapter, 'The Revival of Same-
Sex Love: Sixteenth and Seventeeth Centuries', in Surpassing the Love ofMen. Romantic Friendship and
Love between Women from the Renaissance to the Present (The Women's Press Ltd., 1985), pp. 65-73;
Wiesner op. cit., pp. 53-4; and especially Traub's important essay for her trenchant assessment of the
reasons for its critical invisibility (though her literary examples are all dramatic).

'Voicing Female Desire in "Poem XLIX", Studies in English Literature 1500-1900 36 (1996),
pp. 57-72. Farnsworth offers a thorough systematic and frequently insightful analysis of the lyric with
which much of the present reading agrees. Yet it seems limited in its refusal to contextualise the lyric in
any real detail. Janet Mueller, 'Lesbian Erotics: the Utopian Trope ofDonne's "Sappho to Philaenis'",
Homosexuality in Renaissance and Enlightenment England ed. Claude J. Summers (Haworth Press,
1992), pp. 103-24 who dismisses the lyric's 'reticent locutions, hyperbolic compliments, and thwarted
yearnings' (111).
109

op. cit., p. 67
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language of Neoplatonic 'amitie' with one of sexual desire, one is compelled (to

borrow a metaphor of French female theorists) to listen to its silences, to what

remains inter-dit (forbidden or unsaid).

'friendschip and amitie sa suir': the lyric's erotic love is at first anxiously

withheld as such. There is conventional praise of the other's 'sapience superlatiwe',

the 'vertewis sa devine' of one whose gender is not yet apparent. 'Vertew' is the quality

on which these first three stanzas pivot, acting as both allure and provocation. The

idea of 'freindschip reciproc' as founded on the power of virtue is a commonplace of

renaissance writings on friendship'As Kristeller reveals, Ficino's correspondence

elaborates a theory of friendship as an intellectual communion, a species of amor

divunus which (in opposition to vulgar love) makes mutual the souls of each friend.

The later disclosures of erotic devotion confer a sensuous potentiality on the

attractions of 'hid vertew vnknawin' by which the 'adamant drawis the yron yairtill':

the lyricist is drawn by the other's apparent superiority. But the notion that amitie is

strengthened by moral virtue, and that the figure of the true friend presents the

possibility for one's self-perfection or 'fulfilment', is asserted in the common

renaissance sources for the theory of friendship. Virtus, for Cicero, both 'conciliat

amicitias et conservat'. It is a binding power, 'nihil aliud nisi omnium divinum

humanarumque rerum cum benevolentia et caritate consensio''". Leone in turn

refines this as

lal vinculo e indissolubile, et genera amicitiaferma et inleramefnjte
perfetta..da causa di tale unione A colUgatione e la reciproca virtu b
sapie[n]tia di tutte due gli amici, laquale per la sua spiritualita et alienatione
da materia...fusse una sola anima et essentia conseruata in duepersone'' 2

Most founded on the Aristotelian and Ciceronian modeis of friendship: see, for example, Leone
Ebreo (Judah Abravanel), Dialoghi d'Amore (Venice, 1541); Mario Equicola, Libro di Natura d'Amore
(Venice, 1536). For a general survey, see Laurence T. Mills, One Soul in Bodies Twain. Freindship in
Tudor Literature and Stuart Drama (Bloomington: Principia Press Inc., 1937).

De Amicitia ed. W.A. Falconer, Loeb (London: Heinemann, 1951), Book VI, pp. 130-1.
112 Dialoei di Amore. f 15v, f 16r.
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What the quarto lyric achieves is to disclose the latent or implicit erotic resonances of

this virtus while preserving a sense of 'decorum' through use of this acknowledged

moral and philosophical discourse.

The mythological, biblical and historical exempla of stanzas four and five

imitate a standard rhetorical device of established renaissance writings on the subject:

the listing of exemplary friendships. Theseus and Perithous, Pylades and Orestes,

Achille and Patroclus are commended (among others) by Equicola and Zwingler' 't
The uxorious love of Portia, and the sorority of Ruth and Naomi crucially advocate the

female part in the cultivation of virtuous and faithful alliances. Penelope is the

archetypal exemplar of female fidelity; and the faiths of Ruth and Portia are also

singled out for moral attention in Zwingler's work. But the point of these exemplary

devotees in myth, history and 'scripture' is that the love espoused by the female

speaker of the lyric far surpasses them. If the idea of the exemplum can be defined as

that of 'reproducibility...both the model to be copied and copy or representation of

that model', then these two stanzas seem to assert the sheer anachronism of those

exemplary models: 'Nor till, nor yit...nor...nor'l ^
Yet where Leone stresses the Neoplatonic exclusion of'matter' from this bond,

the lyric punningly dispenses with this derogation of the bodily:

Sa greit loy dois my spreit fulfill
contempling your perfectioun
Ye we 'lld me holie at your will
and raviss my affectioun (11. 13-16)

113 See Ullrich Lange. Perfect Friendship. Studies in Literature and Moral Philosophy from
Boccaccio to Corneille (Genva, 1994), p. 23 on these exempla see, for example, Mario Equicola, Libro
de Natura de Amore. f. 107v; Valerius Maximus, Dictorum Factorumque Memorabilium (Amsterdam,
1650), Bk IV, cap viii, pp. 137-8; Theodor Zwinga, Theatrum humanae vitae (Basel, 1586), Book
III,vol. 18, pp. 3315, 3316, 3279. For other renaissance writings on friendship, influenced by sources
such as Aristotle, Seneca, and Cicero, see Leone Ebreo, Dialoahi di Amore (Venice, 1541), ff. 15v-16r,
and the essays by Francis Bacon ('Of Friendship') and Montaigne (De l'amitie').
"4 '.. the very limitedness of the examples is a proof of the perfection of the friendships involved;
perhaps perfection is obscurely felt to be redundant, and the small number undoubtedly is deemed to be
sufficient': Langer, op. cit., p. 23).
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While the verb' contempling' suggests the speaker's passive adoration, the other -

'Wield' - proclaims the absolute command or authority to which the lover gladly

submits; 'will' may signify sexual desire or appetite; 'raviss' sexual possession, and

'affectioun' the passion which is opposed to reason.

There is another, more profound way in which the lyric dissents from the

conventional definition of amitie. The contention that one seeks out a friend who is

like oneself is contravened by the lover's desire in stanza six that she be granted the

power to change herself, in essence, to unmake herself as a woman1' 5

Wald michtie Ioue grant me the hap
With yow to haue your brutus pairt
and metamorphosing our schap
My sex intill his vaill convert
No brutus then sould caus us smart

as we doe now vnhappie wemen (11. 41 -6)

There are slight curiosities in this stanza: in one line, the metamorphosis is shared -

'our schap' - though only the speaker needs to transform herself. Why should the

apparent adversary, 'brutus', be removed if the speaker became a lover who is male?

Clearly, metamorphosis, itself a staple conceit of the renaissance love lyric and by

which Giordano Bruno characterises spiritual love itself, performs at sexual, moral

and social levels in this poem. The phrase, 'brutus pairt', might denote the symbolic

'pairf of husband and lover, not least the literal 'sex' that would allow the act of

heterosexual consummation 1 '6. Farnsworth offers the following gloss on the word,

'vaill': '[it] insists that behind the insubstantial covering of the man or husband, the veil

of flesh, we can still see the woman and her sex'* 17 That the term indicates a

115 See Cicero, op. cit., p. 188, for this desired mirror image. Yet it is therefore ironic that the
lyric's lover should seek to transform herself: Jaques Lefevre d'Etaples alludes to friendship for its own
sake through which one is loved 'because of oneself (Langer, op. cit., p. 20); and Equicola claims, 'We
call him a true friend who is stable and perseveres,who does not transform himself like Proteus (op. cit.,
p. 22).

'pairt' can also signify 'penis', as Farnsworth notes, p. 64; see the definition offered by DOST.
op. cit., p. 65. Wiesner, op. cit., p. 54, notes the common Renaissance misunderstanding about

female anatomy - male authors could not imagine sexual satisfaction without penetration.
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material or literal 'veil' is persuasive: the idea that the identity of the man's sexual pairt

is fragilely concealed, or insubstantial 1
Their love is debarred by 'nature' (from true physical consummation), 'fortoun'

(fate in the sense that the beloved is already conjoined in marriage to one 'brutus'^ ^ )

and by 'hymen' (it cannot be validated and publicly proclaimed through marriage). The

'plaine experience' (1. 23) of their love (a resonant phrase which suggests a quasi-

religious purity as implied by 1. 24) transforms the accepted arbiters or canons of

desire: not merely the 'auntient heroicis love' (1. 21) and the love of men ('Thair is

mair constancie in our sex/Then euer amang men hes bein', 11. 67-8, is a closing

triumphal assertion) but the institution of marriage. It is a radical proposal but also

presents a love which aspires to the norm, and assents to be accepted:

And as we are thocht till our wo
nature and fortoun doe coniure
and hymen also be our fo
Yit luifof vertew dois procuire
freindschip and amitie sa suire
with sa greit feruencie and force
Sa constantlie quhilk sail Induire
That not bot deid sail ws divorce (11. 57-64)

At this moment in the poem, the terms 'friendship' and 'amitie' have acquired other

senses or undergone a semantic 'metamorphosis' ( the significance of the verbal sign -

the conventional name or term - is questioned as in the 'Elagie'). The conventional

marriage vow is imitated in the assertion of amitieflove until death's separation. By the

end their desire has become the exemplar which displaces the 'ancient heroicis'. Yet

it ultimately transcends those secular contingencies which constitute all 'erthlie

thingjs]' (1. 70). In being exempt from 'normative' or legitimate modes of expression,

The noun 'veil' from OF vei/e, voile and Latin vela, velum, all ofwhich imply a covering or form
of concealment.

Farnsworth interprets the Brutus of line 45 as the beloved's husband. This is probable given that
the lover's transfiguration into his 'sex' would allow them to be united in marriage. But it is interesting in
itself that the name 'brutus' should have been chosen, whether in allusion to the Brutus beloved by Portia,
or perhaps in some associative link with brutal'?
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their desire is similarly exempt from their flaws. The virtue of 'constancie' is repeated

twice. Does this moral discourse represent a closure of erotic possibilties? Faderman

proposes that, given the ovewhelmingly Neoplatonic or spiritual langauge of

friendship disocurse, anything sensual or sexual is 'merely an inevitable overflow of

the spiritual'120that 'erotics is too strong a term for the reticent locutions, hyperbolic

compiments and thwarted yearnings that mark these non-Donnean verses...''21 Such

a stance assumes that only overt sexual expression is sufficiently transgressive. Yet

this underestimates the power of implicit evocation, and the erotic punning which can

be found in Neoplatonic texts themselves. Goldberg's caveat on the difficulties of

reading Renaissance homoeroticism is pertinent: 'a refusal of the term sexuality

...could all too easily suggest a desexualising' of such literature'22 Amicitids

etymological derivation from amor was known full well.

Rather than evoking a sense of closure, the poem seems to intimate the

possibility of the eternal: by the allusion to Castor and Pollux, their desire is enshrined

eternally in the stars. In the present context, Montaigne's comment, that 'women are

in truth not normally capable of responding to such familiarity and mutual confidence

as sustain that holy bond of friendship, nor do their souls seem firm enough to

withstand the clasp of a knot so lasting and so tightly drawn', is ironic 123

What is difficult to ascertain is the nature of the poems' contemporary

reception. Might their sexual transgressiveness not offend the coterie which read or

heard the quarto's other lyrics of female virtue and which mirror Vives's presecription

for a woman's 'honestie of bodye and good fame'? One might speculate on the

contemporary appeal of the querelle des femmes. Given the advocacy of the feminine

uu
op. cit., p. 73.

121
op. cit., p. 111.

122 Goldberg ed., Queering the Renaissance (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994), 'Introduction',
p. 22
12-' The Complete Essays translated by M,A. Screech (Penguin, 1993), p.210.
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by both these two lyrics, Arbuthnot's querelle poem, 'Ane Contrapoysoun', occupies
an ambivalent positioned Superficially it accords with the querelle defence genre,

citing the examples of 'gud wemen', disputing traditional authorities, and exonerating

certain biblical and mythical women. The sanctified role of 'the virgine myld' is

endorsed. Men create war and tyranny, 'Realmis and grit Impyris'; women bring men

to perfection and challenge them to perform heroic acts. Despite this ostensible

adherence to the genre's conventions, the poem ends curiously: 'thocht sum be ruid

monye ar gud/ilk man cheis him ane dow' (11.223-4). The ideal woman must be both

beautiful and amenable; phrases of the 'Elagie' are echoed in the fourth stanza ('The

blythest thing in bour/the bonyest in bed.../To man obedient....', 11.25-32)

as is a ladye bricht
plesand in bed bowsum & red
ane daintie day and nicht
ane helsum thing ane hairtis lykmg
gifmen could reull yame richt (II. 76-80)

Woman is created as man's helpmeet, a duty of obedience which the 'Elagie' disputes.

Arbuthnofs poem illustrates the sheer ambivalence of the querelle genre.

The lyric's discourse of amide served as a metaphorical veil for desired

eroticism. In relation to its possible reception, it is is significant to note that a series of

lyrics in the latter part of the quarto, are exchanged between 'friends': 'To ane

Vnthankfull friend'; 'To his friend'; 'A friendly letter. ..'125 Interestingly, this discourse

of amide almost consistently acts as a euphemism for love (albeit apparently

heterosexual love)^26 rphe lyric, entitled 'To his freind', solicits a 'ladye leif, o ladye

myne' for 'love that all succeidis aricht' 127 Given this conventionality of address, the

title almost seems inappropriately assigned. Yet, as occurs in 'As phebus bricht', the

124 'Ane contrapoysoun to the Ballat falslie intituit the properteis of gud Wemen': ff. 42v-48r; STS
pp. 86-98.
125 See the lyrics (each anonymous) on ff 119v-125v; STS pp. 244-56.

This can also be witnessed in the coterie love poetry of John Stewart, see Part II, chapter 4.
127 f 119v-120v, STS pp. 244-6.
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poem's opening creates expectations (of genre and subject) which are then

contradicted. The speaker does not desire the ladye's love but rather to share in (or to

assume wholly) the griefwhich fortoun has suddenly inflicted upon her.

My awin mishap I nothing deime
o dear to me & dear againe
It's the my hairt that I esteime
as for my self 1 cair no paine
O godis on me your yre than cast
& leive my ladye at ye last '28

In the final stanza it appears that she mourns ('tak[s] blak') for his sake (as if he is her

beloved):

Thow hes no blame my faythfull hairt
it's my ill luk that troublis the
our great & wechtie is the pairt
that thou alone sould die for me

aganis my will I the assuir
for all of richt I sould Induir (11. 37-42)

This may allude to the lyricist's guilty recrimination for her sorrow. The poem's

implicit idea of amitie might be linked to that espoused in 'As phebus bricht': the

lovers are bound by a relation of empathy that in the latter lyric becomes a sense of

mutual identities, erotically driven. 'Ane freindlye letter to his freind' pledges faith to

a 'faythfull hairt', assuring support in unidentified adversity:

I will for the abyd
in perrells all to play my hairt
& dainger set asyd
refusing not for the
the pain how great it be 129

!28 II. 25-30; compare this with the more conventional desire that that the gods punish an
intransigent beloved.
129 f. 121 r-v, STS pp. 120-2,11. 32-36.
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The willingness to endure 'pain', almost self-sacrificially, for the sake of another also

binds the 'friendship' lyric with 'As phebus bricht'^0 ,ry0 ane Angrie freinde' (these

titles may seem ingenuous) reproaches the cruelty which a loved one can inflict:

Na god forbid the saying meanis not so
thay never thocht in hairt me to forgo
and now tha hand that wounded me so soir
sail end the lyfe or ellis gaine restoir^l

Each of these friendship lyrics therefore assigns the relation of amitie (whether

conventionally amorous or not) a kind of sanctity or preciousness, even when (as in

the latter lyric) it is breached. The exception is the lyric 'To ane Unthankfull Freind',

identified as 'a 'filthie faithles dame' denounced by one who 'wes thy knicht/Thy

faythfull freind and lover als'132 In its vehement and salacious use of the female

stereotypes of widow and whore, the lyric sits oddly in the quarto which can partly be

read as a reclamation of the feminine. It also illustrates the sheer ambivalence of the

term, 'friend'. Ultimately, this series of lyrics makes the assertion of amitie in the lyric

of female eroticism (superficially) less remarkable, or more acceptable or 'invisible' (a

degree of conventionalism which can shelter the imaginative subversions of the lyric).

Yet at the same time its clear status as a synonym for love or desire licenses the sexual

(or un-Platonic) interpretations of'As phebus bricht'.

Because the quarto shares with the folio the moral-religious lyrics by Richard

Maitland, it communicates their ardent impulse for reform: within the political state,

the church, and the heart of the individual. One might suggest that both the 'Elagie'

and 'As phebus bricht' reflect in their different ways Maitland's moral, revisionary

impulse. The 'Elagie"s speaker conceives a moral and spiritual ideal of marriage,

which redresses the inequities of the wife's status, even though she finds her own

liberty outwith the secular state; and the other lyric imaginatively legitimises its

Though it remains curiously undefined, risk is still implied: 'God graunt that we doe neuer
rew/bot to haue chosin richt'.
131 f. 122r, STS p. 249,11. 19-22.
132 ff. I24r-I25r, STS p. 253-5.
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female love in a marriage which morally surpasses the heterosexual institution.

Though both poems criticise marriage they also validate it. Their implicit ideal of

faithful love is mirrored by the anonymous lyric, 'Gif faythfulnes ye find...', a eulogy

on the marital 'band', founded on 'firme fayth and feruent'; the ideals of faith and

integrity are mirrored in Arbuthnot's epigrammatic praise of'mutuall loue'1JJ.

Mary Maitlancl The relationship between women and the manuscript

system in the medieval and Renaissance periods is well established: women were

frequently owners and copyists of literary miscellanies1The convention of

anonymity in a manucript collection, it has also been persuasively argued, may have

been exploited by a female transcriber for the covert inclusion of her own poetry.

Elaine Hobby has written that 'much forgotten women's writing' lies within poetic

miscellanies and song collections, a salutary fact when analysing the Bannatyne,

Maitland, Hawthornden and other miscellanies'

Mary Maitland (c/.1596) is conventionally understood as the copyist of the

quarto on the evidence of her flyleaf signatures 136. Pinkerton ascribes the lyric

inscribed 'to your self to Maitland herself, 'in which the length of her toil in

transcribing the manucript is mentioned', and the apostrophe to Diana, 'no doubt that

133 ff. 116r-v, STS pp. 235-6; 'He that luifis lichtliesf, ff. 48r-v, STS pp. 97-8. 'Vp hairt thow art
the pairt' is a kind of illusory love poem, a contrafactum. It is an intensely religious poem on the
interdependency of body and soul, 'flesche' and will, ending in the triumphant assertion of the heart/will's
freedom; this has resonances for the desired, finally attainable moral and spiritual freedom of the two
female voiced lyrics.
134 Hobbs, Early Seventeenth Century Verse Miscellanies (Scolar Press, 1992), p. 2; Elizabeth
Heale, 'Women and the Courtly Love lyric: the Devonshire MS (BL Additional 17492), MLR 90, part 2
(1995), 296-313; Elaine Hobby, Virtue ofNecessity. English Women's Writing 1646-1688 (Virago Press
Ltd., 1988), pp.206-7; Mary Ellen Lamb, Gender and Authorship in the Sidney Circle (University of
Wisconsin Press, 1990).

For example, the manuscript owned by Margaret Wemyss (1630-48), NLS Dep.314/23 which
contains lute tablature and transcriptions ofboth English and Scottish lyrics, including those by
Montgomerie and Fowler.
136 Craigie ed., vol 2, p. 15.
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she might end this manuscript well'. Irving echoes Pinkerton, claiming also that she

was 'the partner of her father's studies, and was herself the writer of verses'^ 37
The extent of Maitland's role as poet and transcriber has never been assessed

since. The social and educational history of early Scottish women is yet unwritten.

Maitland herself, as a daughter of the aristocratic class, would have acquired literacy

partly as 'a social ornament' The italic hand was traditionally taught to women; it

is probable that Mary Maitland was responsible for transcribing the manuscript's

poetry in italic as opposed to secretary hand'

Farnsworth cites Pinkerton, suggests (rather obviously) that the lyric 'To your

self is addressed to Maitland, and dismisses the possibility that Maitland wrote 'As

phebus bricht' though she concedes that she is 'a possible and attractive candidate''40.
In the absence of documentary evidence, Maitland's authorial presence cannot be

claimed irrefutably; but this section seeks to pursue more analytically the

speculations, that Mary Maitland was a creative as well as scribal presence'41.

177 John Pinkerton, Ancient Scottish Poems (London, 1886), p. 467; David Irving, History of
Scottish Verse (Edinburgh. 1861), p. 407

Brief accounts of female literacy in the early modern period can be found in David Cressy,
Literacy and the Social Order. Reading and Writing in Tudor and Stuart England (Cambridge.
Cambridge University Press, 1980); Keith Thomas, 'The Meaning of Literacy in Early Modern England',
TheWritten Word. Literacy in Transition ed. GerdBaumann (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), pp. 97-
131; Suzanne W. Hull, Chaste. Silent and Obedient. English Books for Women 1475-1640 (Huntington
Library Press, 1982).

Surprisingly, 'As phebus bricht' is not in italic hand though the 'Elagie' is. Generally, the amatory
poems are written in italic; if the italic hand is indeed Maitland', then she transcribed 'Quhen I have done
considder', 'Ane Contrapoysoun', 'Sen that Erne', 'Syne quhen the morning', 'O blissid bird', 'Vp hairt
thow art the pairt', 'Declair ye bankis', 'Dreid god and luif him faythfullie', Gif throu desyre thou hous
lang stand', 'Ane Elagie', 'Sen thocht is frie', 'Virgil his village Mantua', 'My ladyis pulchritud', 'To his
fiend', 'Ane friendlie letter to his ffeind', 'To michtie love', 'To his friend', 'The reid in the loch', 'As
absence is the greatest fo', and the first of the epitaphs on Maitland.
140 Farnsworth, op. cit., p. 59.
141 H.R. Woudhuysen sensitively observes that 'what was written by hand by the author or by a
copyist was both deeply personal, the work of one man or woman, and yet also anonymous. . .':
Woudhuysen, Sir Philip Sidney and the Circulation ofManuscripts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), p.
388.
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As Pinkerton first proposed, Mary Maitland may be addressed in the

allegorical, visionary lyric 'Intill ane morning mirthfullest of may''42- 'Marie thocht in

this wod did appeir/mait land and gold scho gave aboundantlie' (11.41-2). This is

almost certainly a pun on 'Marie Maitland': playful anagrammatic or punning

acronyms are found frequently in miscellanies; and it is perhaps significant that this

lyric should follow one in which Richard Maitland's 'nobill sonnis thrie' are praised.

Yet rather than analyse this stanza out of its poetic context, it is revealing to consider

the lyric in its entirety, and its suggestive symbolism. This visionary 'Marie' appears

to the dreamer in a beautiful garden, redolent of the hortus conclusus or courtly locus

amoenus (the traditional form of amatory pastoral). When the dreamer finally wakens,

no orthodox exposition of its arcana are given or attempted as: simply 'all wes

fantasie'. The visionary Marie bears an emblem of 'ane flourisht tree', a 'sing of trew

Virginitie' (11.43, 45; it is unclear whether this symbolic gloss is uttered by Marie or

her narrator). She is ordered to preserve this emblematic plant (perhaps the virginal

lily) which seems to represent the 'signe' of the female body:

The bodye haill wes luissum lawlines
The hairt but dreid wes maid of faythfulnes
The blomes quhyte and reid wes bewtie bricht
The braunche and leifis wer of all propernes
Weill wrocht for till alluire all erdlie wicht (II. 51-56)

Beauty, virtue, and chastity are characteristically fused'^3
The lyric, addressed 'To your self, presents a literary triumvirate of female

poets, the significance of which has never been considered before.

If sapho saige for saphic songe so sueit

144 ff 110r-l 1 Ir, STS pp.223-5; Pinkerton, op. cit., p. 260: he even entitles the lyric, 'The Visioun
of Chastetie. To Miss Marie Maitland'.

One might conjecture that the 'flourisht tree' appropriately represents the poetic laurel. That it
overtly signifies 'virginitie' does not contradict the former meaning since Ovid's Daphne, metamorphosed
into a laurel to preserve her chastity, fuses both poetic and sexual senses; see Montgomerie's lyric,
'Quhen first Apollo Python slew', EUL MS De.3.80, ff. 23r-24v, where Daphne 'prayd the Gods hir
helpers be/To saif hir pure Virginitie/Quha shupe hir in a laurell trie' (Montgomerie's epilhalamia on
Margaret Montgomerie are found in the quarto: see Part II, Chapter 2).
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did pleid for prais & place amangs the nyne
if trustie talk with taillis so trew do meit
amids the gods dois duell that dame devyne.

And now of lait that lustie ladie rair

Olimpia o lampe of latine land
so doeth thy workes unto this day declair
for lyflie art Who list thy Vers to scand.

A thrid o Maistres Marie maik I pray
& put in vre your Worthie vertewis all
for famous is your fleing fame I say '44

The lyric alludes to the promise of fame - the poetic crown of immortality (1.16) -

after the labour of the book's compilation is complete. Maitland's task is not

undertaken for material reward ('momus', 1.19). Whose works are alluded to in the

phrase, 'thy workes': hers or Olimpia's? 'Olimpia' may be suggestively identified as

Olympia Morata (1526-55), Protestant convert, prolific Italian humanist and poeta

docta. A figure who inspired the admiration of later women writers, she wrote in

Greek of her creative freedom: 'I, a woman, have dropped the symbols of my

sex,/Yarn, shuttle, basket, thread,/I love but the flowered Parnassus...''45
The third stanza implies that Mary Maitland is a poet manque; her 'slugish

thrall' may allude to her task of the manuscript's transcription. (In reference to her

father, W.E. Craigie comments that 'the daughter writing from the dictation of the

venerable old bard would form an admirable subject for painting''46) The Sapphic

allusion is the most intriguing. Sappho's love lyrics were first published in a French

edition of Anacreon in 1554 and 1556'47 Knowledge of Sappho in the late

144 f. 126r,STS p. 257,11. 1-11.
145 Translation from Margaret L. King, Women of the Renaissance (University of Chicago Press,
1991), pp. 80-1. Morata is also mentioned by Bathsua Makin in 1673: 'Tutress to the Empress of
Germany, understood French, latin, dutch; she was so good a Grecian, that she read publick Lectures in
that Language. She was also reputed to be well skilled in Divinity' (An Essay to Revive the Antient
Education ofGentlewomen edited by Paula. L. Barbour (Los Angeles: University ofCalifornia Press,
1980), pp. 9-10.

The Maitland Folio Manuscript ed. Craigie, 2 vols (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1919-27), II, p. 16.
147 David M. Robinson, Sappho and her Influence (New York, 1963), p. 160. Ronsard translated
the second ode in Amours, Book 2, 'Je suis un demy-dieu'
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As Tilde A. Sankovitch comments, 'For male authors, that power of self-expression

(was) grounded in their legitimate descent from the divine father, Apollo...For women

poets that fabled paternity is meaningless...1'The Maitland quarto is rich in

implications (even if they remain ultimately unresolved) regarding women's creative

role in manuscript compilation in Renaissance Scotland, and the scope and extent of

that expression as dictated by social, moral, and literary orthodoxy.

Conclusion 'A feminine text cannot fail to be more than subversive': Mary's

sonnets, and the female-voiced poetry of the Maitland quarto both bear out and

contradict Cixous's statement^4 [n the former, the extraordinary inscription of rape

and the uniquely female conception of physical and spiritual selves is held in fragile

balance with the misogynist discourses about female sexuality which encompass it.

The controversial history of Mary's beautiful, unjustly neglected poems stand as

incontrovertible evidence of the subversive effects of female sexuality put into poetic

discourse. To return to the question posed at the beginning of this chapter: the

symbolic and rhetorical system of Renaissance poetic desire is not so absolute or all-

encompassing that a woman writing about desire, or a text which speaks in the female

voice, cannot subvert its authorities. Irigaray writes: 'This domination of the

philosophical logos stems in large from its power to reduce all others to the economy

of the Same... from its power to eradicate the difference between the sexes in systems

that are self-representative of a "masculine subject'" ' 55 (my italics). By analogy, the

orthodoxies of male lyric do not inhibit women from carving out a distinct poetic

space for the feminine subject. One cannot (should not) posit an essentialist tradition

French WomenWriters and the Book: Myths of Access and Desire (Syracuse University Press,
1988), p. 55.

Helene Cixous, 'Le rire de la meduse', New French Feminisms.An Anthology ed. Elaine Marks
and Isabelle de Courtivron (Harvester, 1980), p. 258.
1 55 Irigaray, op. c/t., p. 37
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of female love lyric (the example of John Stewart's female voiced lyrics will attest its

impossibility). Yet both the Marian lyrics, and the quarto poems compellingly pursue

and redefine the division observed in Renaissance moral treatises between woman's

two selves (or personae): one 'natural and political', the other 'spiritual''56 'Et tout

cela augment mon amourthese lyrics declare a third sexual self which engages the

political and the spiritual in profound and sensitive ways.

Jordan, op. cit., p. 23.
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Note 1: Published sources ofMary's amatory sonnets:

Anderson, James ed. Collections relating to the history ofMary, Queen of Scotland. 2 vols (London,
1727-8)

Arbuthnot, P. Stewart Mackenzie Queen Mary's Book (London. 1907)

Bax, Clifford ed. The Silver Casket (London, 1946)

Bell, Robin Bittersweet Within My Heart (Pavilion, 1992, repr. 1995)

Buchanan, George Ane Detectioun of the duinges ofMarie Ouene of Scottes, touchand the murder of
her husband, and her conspiracie. adulterie and pretensed marriage with the erle ofBothwell In. p. n.d,
but believed to be by John Day in London, 1571)

Campbell, Hugh The Love Letters ofMary, Queen of Scots to James. Earl ofBothwell with her Love
Sonnets and Marriage Contracts (London. 1825)

Goodall, Walter An Examination of the Letters said to be written by marv Queen of Scots to James.
Earl ofBothwell. 2 vols (Edinburgh, 1958)

Jebb, Samuel ed. De Vita et Rebus Gestis Mariae Scotorum. 2 vols (London, 1725), II, pp. 345-8

Malcolm Laing, The History of Scotland. 2 vols (London, 1819)

Julian Sharman, Poems ofMarv Queen of Scots (London, 1873)

Betty Travitsky, The Paradise ofWomen. Writings by English Women of the Renaissance (Greenwood
Press, 1981)

Selectionsfrom the sonnets:

Kerrigan, Catherine ed. An Anthology of Scottish Women Poets with Gaelic translations by Meg
Bateman (Edinburgh University Press, 1991) (only modern English translation used)

Jack, R.D.S. and P.AT. Rozendaal eds. The Mercat Anthology ofEarly Scottish Literature
(Edinburgh: The Mercat Press, 1997)


